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Foreword
The Fifth International Conference on Communication Theory, Reliability, and Quality of Service
[CTRQ 2012], held between April 29th and May 4th, 2012 in Chamonix / Mont Blanc, France, continued
a series of events focusing on the achievements on communication theory with respect to reliability and
quality of service. The conference also brought onto the stage the most recent results in theory and
practice on improving network and system reliability, as well as new mechanisms related to quality of
service tuned to user profiles.
The processing and transmission speed and increasing memory capacity might be a satisfactory
solution on the resources needed to deliver ubiquitous services, under guaranteed reliability and
satisfying the desired quality of service. Successful deployment of communication mechanisms
guarantees a decent network stability and offers a reasonable control on the quality of service expected
by the end users. Recent advances on communication speed, hybrid wired/wireless, network resiliency,
delay-tolerant networks and protocols, signal processing and so forth asked for revisiting some aspects
of the fundamentals in communication theory. Mainly network and system reliability and quality of
service are those that affect the maintenance procedures, on the one hand, and the user satisfaction on
service delivery, on the other hand. Reliability assurance and guaranteed quality of services require
particular mechanisms that deal with dynamics of system and network changes, as well as with changes
in user profiles. The advent of content distribution, IPTV, video-on-demand and other similar services
accelerate the demand for reliability and quality of service.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the CTRQ 2012 Technical
Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference
program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors
who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to CTRQ 2012. We truly believe that, thanks
to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the CTRQ 2012 organizing committee
for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success.
We hope that CTRQ 2012 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field of communication
theory, reliability and quality of service.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We also hope the attendees enjoyed their stay in the French Alps.
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QoS-based Autonomic Service Component for Service
Delivery
Houda Alaoui Soulimani, Philippe Coude
Department of Architecture and R&D
Société Française de Radiotéléphonie (SFR)
Paris-France
{houda.alaouisoulimani, philippe.coude}@sfr.com
Abstract - Nowadays, with the rising complexity of the service
personalization in a heterogeneous and mobile context and the
need to satisfy the End-to-End QoS, the service resources should
be taken into account as a prominent resource as well as the
network resources. Therefore, a high degree of self-sufficiency,
self-management and automation is required in the service
resource “service component” to enhance the service delivery. In
this paper, we propose an autonomic service component ”ASC”
based on an integrated QoS–agent that self-controls and selfmanages the service resources to dynamically adapt the service
resources in response to changing situations during the user’s
session. To explain our proposal, we detail the mechanisms used
to provision and monitor the service resource and to verify its
conformity to the QoS contract established between the service
providers and the customers during the exploitation. The issue of
the ASC self-control and self-management is addressed according
to the functional and non-functional (QoS) requirements in order
to ensure the service continuity during the service delivery.
Keywords - Autonomic Service Component; End-to-End QoS; QoSagent; Mobility; Service Delivery.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last years, with the fast evolution of the new
generation networks and services (NGN/NGS), the user wants
to access his personalized services while switching between
different terminals or access networks. All these types of spatial
mobility must be executed without impacting the End-to-End
QoS. However, with the increasing demands on service
delivery from customers, Providers are faced with the challenge
of provisioning and managing their service resources in an
efficient, cost-effective and flexible way. Currently, there are a
set of mechanisms used to provision and monitor the network
resources which caters to the specific QoS requirements of the
applications at the transport network. These solutions permit to
ensure and maintain the data delivery which guarantees the
QoS of the transport network during the media session. These
mechanisms do not take into account the QoS of the service
resources knowing that there are some problems that arise
during the user's session because of the services behavior in the
platforms. Nowadays, QoS solutions which operate only on the
network resources are no longer sufficient because the
delivered QoS to a given client may be affected by many
factors including the performance of the service component, the
hosting platform or the underlying transport network. This is
the reason why we have thought of broadening the QoS control
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and management in the service resource “service component”
during the user’s session. In fact, to guarantee the user
satisfaction with regards to the service delivery in a
heterogeneous and mobile context, we should provision and
monitor the service resources as well as the network resources,
and dynamically re-provision the service resources by
benefiting from the ubiquitous services offered by different
providers in the service platforms. To summarize, providing a
service to the users guaranteeing the End-to-End QoS requires a
horizontal QoS management at the service layer which is added
to the existing QoS management at the access and transport
layers.
However, the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [1] plays
a principal role in allowing the creation of applications as a
composition of independent service components offered by
different providers. In addition, many available service
components provide identical functionalities albeit with different
quality of service capabilities. The following questions arise:
How to rethink the service component to include the QoS control
and management at the service level during the user’s session?
How a service component can enhance the service delivery? How
to cover all the user’s preferences and requirements (functional
and non-functional QoS) and ensure a better performance in a
heterogeneous and mobile context?
The purpose of this paper is to highlight the service
component features that intend to decentralize and automate
the QoS control and management for a flexible services
composition with a better QoS performance. The benefit of this
solution is to conceive a service component able to
dynamically and autonomously react in real time to a change in
the QoS contract during the user’s session, such as availability.
That’s the reason why we propose in this paper an autonomic
service component “ASC” based on a QoS-agent to monitor
the QoS in real time during the processing. This QoS-agent
triggers an event in the ASC environment in the case of a
deterioration of the QoS. The receipt of an event activates the
necessary mechanisms to change the current ASC used by
another equivalent service component having the same
functionality and QoS in order to maintain the QoS at the
service level of the architecture and consequently to guarantee
the service delivery.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section II, we discuss some of the works related to the topic of
this article. Section III details our proposal by explaining the
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service component features and mechanisms that are used to
self-control and self-manage the QoS during the user’s session.
In Section IV, we present a scenario illustrating a utilization
case of the ASC. In Section V, we evaluate the performance of
the ASC through an implementation. Section VI concludes the
paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

In recent years, many researchers have focused their efforts
on the service composition, the autonomic service component
and the autonomic service architecture (ASA) especially in
terms of providing the QoS to consumers in a dynamic
environment.
Farha et al. [2] presented in their paper a generic
Autonomic Service Architecture (ASA) to deliver applications
and services over an all-IP infrastructure. Their solution is
based around the concepts of SOA, virtualization and service
delivery. The ASA proposes a generic framework to deal with
the activation, provisioning, management and termination of
network resources in an autonomic way. The ASA acts
especially on the network resources to deliver a given service
to customers. Cheng et al. [3] presented an approach to the
autonomic service architecture (ASA) by proposing a
framework for the automated management of internet services
and their underlying network resources. This framework
ensures the service delivery at the transport layer. The
drawback of these approaches lies in the fact that they act on
the network resources and do not cover the service resources
which are essential to the service delivery.
Zhang et al. [4] proposed a framework to identify QoS
problems in the SOA when a business process fails to deliver
the quality of service. Their proposal is based on a set-covering
algorithm which is used to select the locations of run-time
service data collection or probes. The framework creates a
dependency matrix to denote the relationships between the data
recorded by probes and the service status. A diagnosis is then
used to identify potential faulty services. Zhai et al. [5]
presented a framework to repair failed services by replacing
them with new services and ensuring that the new service
process still meets the user specified QoS constraints. The
drawback of these approaches lies in the fact that they present
centralized solutions to identify failed services during a
session. In opposition to the previous approaches, our
proposition is based on a distributed self-management and selfcontrol of the QoS to dynamically maintain the service session
without impacting the end-to-end QoS.
Zambonelli et al. [6] proposed autonomic service
components that are able to dynamically adapt their behavior
in response to changing situations. They present mechanisms
to enable the components to self-express the most suitable
adaptation. The components acquire the proper degree of selfawareness to put into action the self-adaptation and the selfexpression schemes. Liu and Parashar [7] presented a
framework which enables the development of autonomic
elements and the formulation of autonomic applications to
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have a dynamic composition of autonomic elements. They
propose rules and mechanisms for the dynamic composition of
autonomic components so that the computational behavior of
the elements as well as their compositions and interactions can
be managed at the runtime using dynamically injected rules.
These approaches focus on the autonomic application creation
paradigms and the behavior of the service component
adaptation. However, these current solutions focus on selfadaptation and self-awareness of the service component and
don’t take into account the dynamic aspect of the session at the
service level. In opposition to these approaches, we propose a
distributed self-control and self-management of the QoS in
each service component that is based on overcoming QoS
violations without modifying any QoS parameter in the SLA.
The QoS-based autonomic service component aims to enhance
the service delivery in a dynamic, mobile and heterogeneous
context.
III.

PROPOSITION

In order to satisfy the SLA contract established between
the customers and the providers, a more flexible and adapted
service composition based QoS is desired to enhance the
service delivery during the session mobility. Its principle task
is to integrate the QoS control and management at the service
level of the architecture. To do so, we should automate and
distribute the QoS control and management at each service
component which is involved in the delivery of a given service.
That’s the reason why we propose in this paper an ASC to
fulfill such purpose. To explain our proposal, we firstly detail
in section A the architectural and the functional aspects of the
ASC. Secondly, we explain in section B our QoS model which
is the basis of the service component self-management.
Finally, we explain in section C the mechanism applied by the
ASC during each operational step to self-manage and selfcontrol its own resources for a dynamic reaction and adaptation
during the user’s session in order to maintain the service
delivery with the required QoS.

A. Autonomic Service Component
Our proposal is based on two approaches: the SOA
(Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach and the EDA
(Event Driven Architecture) approach. The benefit of the SOA
is the possibility to implement decentralized applications in
distributed computing systems. One of the most important
advantages of the SOA is its capacity to enable the rapid
composition of the service components offered by various
providers. The EDA complements the SOA because the service
components can be activated by triggers fired on incoming
events. To make the dynamic composition more effective in a
heterogeneous and mobile context during the operations, we
propose a novel view of the SOA (Service Oriented
Architectures) based on an autonomic service component
“ASC” that is generic, stateless, shareable, autonomous and
self-manageable. The ASC is stateless because it performs the
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same processing (operations) for all the requests coming from
different users without storing the state or the data related to
each request. This is important in the situation where it should
make a dynamic replacement of a service component in the
case of a deterioration of the QoS during the user’s session.
The ASC is shareable because it is designed for the
provisioning and the processing of several users’ requests
according to its capacities. In order to control and manage this
resources sharing, we associate a queue in the usage plan for
each service component which holds all the accepted users
requests. The Service component is autonomic because it is
both autonomous and self-manageable. The service component
is autonomous because it is functionally independent, i.e., it is
self-sufficient and does not need other service components to
achieve its functionality. The aim of the functional
independence between the various components of service is to
facilitate the change of a service component by a ubiquitous
one in the case of a QoS deterioration or a malfunctioning
during the processing without any impact on the global service
requested by the end-user. The service component is selfmanageable because it monitors its own QoS and manages its
states related to the use of resources during the user’s session.
The service component will have at any time “t”, one of the
following four states: Unavailable, Available, Activable and
Activated. The state Unavailable means that the service
component is temporary or permanently inaccessible. The state
Available means that the service component is or can be
accessible. The state Activable means that the service
component is ready to be activated, and the state Activated
means that the resource is being used. When the service
component is activated, a QoS-agent inserted in its
management plan, monitors and controls the QoS contract (In
contract/Out contract) and communicates the service
component resources state via notification events. We mention
that the QoS agent is based on two functional elements: the
IQM (Internal QoS Manager) and the EQM (External QoS
Manager). The IQM is in charge of the control and the
management of each service component QoS. It monitors the
internal resources of the service component to determine the
QoS contract state (In contract / Out contract) of the ASC
during the exploitation phase. The main function of the EQM
is the communication and the coordination of the QoS
resources between the different service components. [8]
During the user’s session, a QoS agent can have one of the
four following roles: Passive, Active, Interactive or Proactive.
The QoS agent has a passive role when it ensures the internal
processing of the QoS and does not communicate with its
environment. It has an active role when it notifies the QoS
resources status of the service component (In Contract/Out
Contract). It has an interactive role when it interacts with other
QoS-agents to negotiate the QoS parameters. The service
component has a proactive role when the QoS-agent has the
knowledge and the rules that enable it to make decisions on its
own and send notifications to its environment. To do so, a
service component instantiates a QoS model allowing a real
time management of the service resources and their possible
deteriorations.
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Figure 1: Structure of the Autonomic Service Component

B. QoS Model
In order to maintain the user Service Level Agreement
(SLA), it is necessary to have a homogenous expression of the
service component QoS to evaluate the End-to-End behavior.
This is the reason why we propose a QoS model which
represents the QoS in a uniform and homogeneous manner.
The behavior of each component is reflected by measurable
QoS parameters that can be categorized according to a vector
of four criteria: Availability, Reliability, Delay, and Capacity.
Availability “A”: represents the ratio of accessibility for a
service component. It indicates the number of times that the
service component was accessible.
A= 1- U/ T
U represents the number of times a service component has
rejected a request because it was not available.
T represents the total number of requests sent over a period of
time.
Reliability “R”: represents the ability of a service component
to be executed without impacting the information. It indicates
the percentage of successful invocations for a given period of
measurement.
R= 1- F/ T
F indicates the number of failed requests over a period of
time.
Delay: represents the average time to process a request by a
service component.
Capacity: represents the average number of requests processed
by a service component during a unit of time.
The QoS criteria are necessary and sufficient for the selfcontrol and self-management of the service component. These
criteria are evaluated through three types of measurable values:
design values, current values and threshold values.
Design values set the maximum processing capacity of a
service component. Current values are used during the
operation phase to monitor the behavior of the service
component during the processing. Threshold values indicate
the capacity limit that should not be exceeded by the service
component in order to insure a normal treatment of the
requests.
The QoS information helps to support the management,
the treatment and the decision–making process of the service
component. Hence, to make the right decisions during the
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user’s session at the right time and the right place, it is
necessary to have an efficient representation of the real world.
Therefore, we need to have a uniform information structure
containing both the description of the information of the
service component as well as the knowledge of the behavioral
aspects of the service component (such as the QoS). The
informational model contains the different profiles that are
going to be solicited during the different operations phases. For
the provisioning phase, we have the resource profile which
contains the QoS design values. During the consumption
phase, the “Real Time Profile” is instantiated in real time to
have a dynamic management of the QoS. It contains the QoS
current values that will be compared with the Threshold values
to allow the control of the service component behavior during
the usage.
C. QoS Management Mechanisms
When the user demands a global service (GS) with an SLA
that can be composed as a business process invoking a variety
of available ASCs, it is necessary to apply a number of
mechanisms to perform the service delivery during the user’s
session steps. During the pre-provisioning step, each ASC
proceeds by a QoS Admission Control ”QAC” to verify the
service capacity required to treat a new user’s request. The
QAC allows the selection of the ASCs that suit the user’s QoS
requirements because of the ubiquitous characteristics of the
ASCs offered by different providers. During the provisioning
step, each ASC reserves the necessary resources to process the
user’s demand. Each ASC associates a queue (Figure 2) in the
usage plan to hold all the accepted users requests because of its
shareable characteristic. In order to control this resource
sharing, we must apply a “QAC” to accept a user’s query in the
queue. The role of the QAC is to determine whether a new
requestor can be accepted in the ASC queue, without violating
the SLAs of the already accepted requestors. Finally, the QoS

should be dynamically and continuously managed during the
consumption step. Our self-management vision is based on the
QoS-agent which is integrated in the management plan of each
ASC to monitor the QoS related to the processing of the query
as well as the QoS related to the ASC queue. We have already
proposed ubiquitous services and queues communities in order
to ensure a replacement of the ASC during the service delivery
when a QoS agent detects a deterioration of the QoS. In fact,
each ASC belongs to a Virtual Service Community (VSC) [9],
which contains a set of ASCs having the same functionality
and an equivalent QoS, each ASC’s queue also belongs to a
Virtual Queue Community (VQC) [10], which contains ASCs
queues of equivalent QoS.
The ASC is structured on three plans: the control, the usage
and the management plan. The usage plan includes the main
functions performed by the service component in order to
process the requests. It includes all the mechanisms to process
a request during the consumption phase. The control plan
includes all the mechanisms used synchronously during the
user’s session to provision the service component resources.
The management plan contains the self-management functions
applied asynchronously on the data to control the service
component resources. We explain in the following via an
automaton the QoS management mechanisms used by the ASC
in each plan during the different operational phases: the preprovisioning, the provisioning, the delivery and the
management phase.
During the pre-provisioning phase, the ASC receives in the
control plan a signaling message to respond to a new user’s
request ( Figure 3). First, it increments the “Attach” variable to
“Attach+1” to keep the traceability of the users attached to a
service component. Then, the QoS-agent applies a QAC
mechanism to verify the statistical capabilities of its ASC. The
statistical capabilities are based on the QoS design values. This
admission control permits to determine if a component can be
attached to a new user session to process its request. If the
result is positive “OK”, then the ASC changes its state to
Activable in the case where it has not been previously attached
to another user’s session. Afterwards, it adds the user’s session
identifier to its profile in the knowledge base. If the result is
negative “NOK”, it should decrement the “Attach variable” to
“Attach -1” and then the system searches in the VSC for
another ASC having the same functionalities and an equivalent
QoS to respond to the user’s request.
During the provisioning step, the ASC receives the user’s
transaction in the control plan, it then increments the variable J
to “J+1”. Afterwards, the QoS-agent verifies the dynamic QoS
based on the QoS current values of the queue in order to
control the admission of the user’s transaction in the queue. If
the result is positive, it provisions the query in the queue and it
changes its state from Activable to Activated if there is no
query in the queue (i.e., J=1), else it decrements the variable J
to”J-1”.

Figure 2: QoS Management Mechanisms applied by the ASC
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Figure 3 : Automaton of the ASC: Control and Usage Plans

During the consumption step, an ASC that is in use through
a user’s session may not continue to function normally or to
fulfill the user’s QoS requirements. This is the reason why we
solve such problem by proposing a number of mechanisms to
monitor and manage the QoS at each ASC participating in the
service delivery to the users. Our concept is based on a QoS
agent integrated in the management plan of each service
component. Figure 4 shows the different mechanisms used
during the consumption step to maintain the service with the
required QoS level. If the ASC takes a longer time to process a
request (Timer 4 expired), the processing time of the requests
that are provisioned in the ASC queue could be affected. The
QoS-agent monitors the current QoS of the ASC queue. When
it detects a QoS contract violation, it should notify the VQC to
refer the request to another ubiquitous service component
queue.
During the management step, The QoS–agent of each ASC
composing the global service compares in real time the current
QoS with the range of the QoS threshold values. If the result is
positive, the QoS-agent sends a notification event “IN
contract” to the VSC community to convey that it still respects
the QoS contract. Otherwise, the QoS agent sends a
notification event “Out contract” (Arm Timer 2 and Timer 3)
to the VSC community in order to replace the current service
component by a ubiquitous service (Stop Timer 2). At the end
of Timer 3, the ASC changes its state from available to
unavailable and leaves its community. Then, the ASC joins a
new VSC community according to its current QoS and
consequently changes its state from unavailable to available.
All these operations are transparent to the end user and are
done automatically by the system during the user’s session.
Each ASC participates to the management of its VSC
community; it shall notify regularly the other members on its
QoS contract state (In Contract / Out Contract). If an ASC
receives an Out contract, it sets its FlagOUT to 1 and notifies
the VSC community to exclude the ASC that is out of the
contract and to proceed to its replacement in order to maintain

Figure 4: Automaton of the ASC: Management Plan

the VSC community. If the ASC receives an IN Contract, it
will stop the Timer1 which has been armed in anticipation of
receiving an IN Contract. In the case where Timer 1 expires
(Timer 1 out) without receiving an IN Contract; the ASC
should check first its FlagOut. If FlagOut=1, this means that
the ASC has already received an Out Contract. Otherwise, it
notifies the VSC about the defective communication of the
ASC.
IV.

SCENARIO

In this section, we use a case study to demonstrate the
utility of the ASC during the user’s session. The following
scenario illustrates the case where the user wants to personalize
his services to search for a property to buy in his geographical
area. When the customer wants to search for a property, he
selects two services from his catalog to obtain the required
customized service. The first one is a global service named
Search Property “SP” with an SLA. SP consists of three ASCs:
FIND, LOCATION and GET. The second service is Google
Maps.
The course of the scenario events is as follows: When the
user is moving, he will first use “FIND” to search for
properties according to his geographical position (Longitude,
Latitude). The search is performed in the user’s ambient zone

Figure 5: Scenario
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Figure 7: Autonomic Service Component FIND

Figure 6: Basic Service component FIND

which is limited by a radius R. Then, “Location” is used to
obtain the GPS coordinates (Longitude, Latitude) for each
property. Afterwards, he uses Google Maps to view the
property on a map and finally he uses “GET” to see a detailed
profile of each property (type, price and area). During the
exploitation, the performance of “FIND” deteriorates and
cannot provide the required QoS by the global service “Search
Property”. Therefore “FIND” sends an event notification to all
the members of its VSC community to process its change.
There are always some ubiquitous candidates to replace this
component “FIND” and the selection algorithm used in the
VSC community is essentially based on the user’s geolocation
in order to ensure the equivalent previous response time during
the session. Once the VSC community finds a functional and
QoS equivalent “FIND” on another platform, the connection is
transferred from FIND@provider1 to FIND@provider2
(dynamic provisioning). Finally, the user’s service session is
maintained and the service delivery is performed. We should
mention that all these operations are transparent to the user and
are done dynamically and automatically by the system during
the user’s session.
V.

IMPLEMENTATION & PERFORMANCE

In order to validate our proposal, we have used the language
JAVA to develop our ASCs as independent EJBs and the JMS
1.1 queues to ensure communication between the ASCs. We
have also used Oracle (V 10g) for the knowledge base and the
JFreeChart API to plot the performance results.
In order to test the performance of our proposal, we have
run the scenario that has been previously described with a
basic service component (BSC) in one case and an ASC in the
other. First case: we overload the BSC“FIND” and we notice
that the data is lost because its QoS has deteriorated (Figure 6)
and consequently the session is interrupted. Second case: we
use ASCs with the following QoS: Find (QoS α): A1= 0,99,
R1= 0,98, D1=300ms, C1=10; Location(QoS β): A2=0,97,
R2=0,86, D2=500ms, C2=8; Get (QoS µ): A4=0,98, R4=0,90,
D4= 450ms, C4=9. We note that if one of the four QoS criteria
degrades during the user’s session, it must proceed to change
the service component because all the QoS criteria (A, R, D,
and C) are necessary to maintain the overall QoS of the service
component. During the user’s session, the QoS-agent of the
ASC “FIND” detects a QoS deterioration at the reliability
criteria (R1min = 0, 8 at T=8ms) (Figure 7). It invokes the VSC
to change it by an equivalent ASC”FIND”. We notice that the
performance of the QoS is better thanks to the QoS-agent
because it prohibits a complete QoS deterioration of the service
component and maintains the service delivery.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

In order to enhance the service delivery, we have proposed
in this paper an efficient solution based on an autonomic
service component “ASC” which plays a key role in offering a
service according to the consumer’s requirements in a
heterogeneous and mobile context. The ASC contains a QoSagent to dynamically self-control and self-manage its own
resources during the processing. Up to now, we have proposed
a number of mechanisms to seamlessly adapt the user’s session
against any QoS deterioration caused during the operations.
This solution is useful to resolve the problems of contemporary
architectures that require more real time dynamicity, flexibility
and responsiveness. Through experimentation, we have
demonstrated that this proposal provides a better performance
of the QoS and therefore a better service delivery to the
consumers. In the future, we will try to find the best solution
for the selection algorithm used in the virtual service
community (VSC) and the virtual queue community (VQC).
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Abstract- 3G long term evolution is an all internet protocol
based network and one of its main aims is to improve mobile
multimedia services. This is achieved through streamlining the
system for packet services. This leads to improvements in the
form of higher bit rates, lower latencies, and a variety of
service offerings. However, more challenging technical
difficulties may be expected to arise when voice traffic flows
over a long term evolution network. There is a major change in
the way voice is transmitted in long term evolution network, in
that it is transmitted in packets instead of through circuits. The
fact that long term evolution is designed to support mobility, it
is of great importance to analyse the effect of mobility to our
new scheduling scheme for voice over internet protocol in long
term evolution systems. In this paper, we analyse the effect of
mobility to our proposed scheduling algorithm, voice over
internet protocol optimisation scheduling algorithm while
taking into account the quality of service parameters of voice
traffic in long term evolution network. Using long term
evolution-SIM simulation software, we evaluate the
performance of our proposed scheduling algorithm and
compare it with other scheduling algorithms in the literature
such as; exponential proportional fair and proportional fair
scheduling algorithms. Simulation results showed that mobility
had a significant impact on the quality of service for voice
traffic on all the three scheduling algorithms. Our proposed
algorithm provided the best quality of service for voice traffic
compared to the other two scheduling algorithms based on the
packet loss ratio, delay, and throughput metrics.
Keywords- LTE; Mobility; Scheduling Schemes; VoIP.
I.
INTRODUCTION
3G long term evolution (LTE) was identified by the third
generation partnership project (3GPP) as the preliminary version of
next generation wireless communication systems because of its
high data rates [1]. This mobile cellular communications
technology provides a maximum 100Mbps downlink and 50Mbps
uplink when using 20 MHz bandwidth [2]. In the downlink
physical layer, LTE uses Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple
Access (OFDMA) radio technology to meet the LTE requirements
for spectrum flexibility and enables cost-efficient solutions for
wide carriers with high peak rates. In the uplink, LTE uses a precoded version of OFDMA known as Single-Carrier FrequencyDivision Multiple Access (SCFDMA) in order to compensate for a
drawback with normal OFDMA of a high Peak-to-Average-Power
Ratio (PAPR) [3]. Wireless technology has expanded from voice
only to high-speed data, multimedia applications, and wireless
internet [4].
LTE requirements for high data rates are achieved by the
fact that this technology is only designed for packet switched
networks (PSN); hence, there is no need for the circuit switched
mode. However, this design brings with it more technical
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challenges especially for voice services. Voice over internet
protocol (VoIP) services are both delay and packet loss sensitive.
The biggest challenge of VoIP over LTE is to deliver Quality of
Service (QoS). Normally, users would expect voice with the same
quality as that provided by circuit switched networks. However,
traffic delivered over PSNs is subject to delay and packet loss [5].
A major issue with VoIP over LTE is that 3G LTE adopts a
different method of resource transmission from other cellular
systems like Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA).
3G LTE uses Physical Resource Blocks (PRB) as its
transmission unit. PRBs can be defined as the basic unit with both
frequency and time aspects [6]. Basically, the base station of 3G
LTE, known as eNodeB has a fixed number of available PRBs
according to their allocated bandwidth and it is supposed to assign
PRBs repeatedly at every Transmission Time Interval (TTI) [2].
Another issue with VoIP over LTE is that LTE systems also tend
to support a very high mobility of up to 350 km/h [7]. LTE aims at
providing a fast and seamless handover from one cell (source cell)
to another (target cell) [8]. However, the consequences of the
handover procedures in LTE systems depends entirely on the type
of application that is being used, for example some applications
would tolerent a short interuption while others would not. In this
paper, the application that is being used is VoIP, so it is crucial to
evaluate the QoS of VoIP for the high mobility. Different
techniques have been introduced in recent years in order to
overcome the challenges of voice over LTE [2] [1] [5]. However,
QoS for voice over LTE is still a big challenge taking into account
the mobility features of LTE, fading channels of wireless links as
well as delay and packet loss sensitive voice characteristics. Our
contributions in this paper are:
Analyse the effect of mobility to our proposed
scheduling algorithm; VoIP optimisation scheduling
algorithm (VOSA) while taking into account the QoS
parameters of voice traffic in LTE
Evaluate the performance of our proposed scheduling
algorithm VOSA with mobility features and compare it
with other scheduling algorithms developed in [9] such
as: exponential proportional fair (EXP-PF) and
proportional fair (PF) scheduling algorithms.
The simulation results were generated using the open source
LTE system simulator called long term evolution-SIM (LTE-SIM)
[9]. It models different uplink and downlink scheduling strategies
in multicell/multiuser environments; taking into account user
mobility, radio resource optimization, frequency reuse techniques,
the adaptive modulation, and coding (AMC) module. It also
includes other aspects that are relevant to the industrial and
scientific communities.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II
discusses the general aspects of VoIP. Section III describes
different scheduling algorithms used in this paper. Section IV
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describes the system model, scenario setup, handovers and
mobility patterns. Section IV presents the simulation results and
performance evaluation. Section V reviews the main conclusions,
and introduces the future work.
II.

VoIP

A. Brief Description
VoIP is a way of transmitting voice traffic as data packets
over an IP network. Voice traffic is first transformed into digital
signals then it is compressed and broken into a series of packets.
These series of packets will later be reassembled and decoded at
the receiver. Voice digitizing and encoding can either be done
before or concurrently with packetization [10]. This technology
has grown rapidly due to different factors such as: low cost, the
integration of voice and data traffic over the existing networking
infrastructures, etc.
VoIP is transmitted over a packet-switched network rather
than the circuit-switch network protocols of the PSTN [11].
Initially voice and data were transmitted using two different
networks but with the introduction of VoIP technology, they can
both be transmitted using the same network infrastructure. VoIP
reduces costs by avoiding the use of traditional PSTN. With VoIP
technology the high cost for long distance calls and international
calls transported over the circuit switched network can be reduced
by transporting voice calls over low cost flat pricing packet
switched network [12].
The advantages of VoIP such as integrated services and
flexibility has attracted more customers as well as companies from
circuit switch networks to packet switch networks. The fact that
VoIP uses a packet-switched network means that the QoS provided
by VoIP is not as good as that of circuit-switched network. This is
due to the fact that real-time traffic such as voice is affected by
technical issues like end-to-end delay or latency, jitter, and packet
loss, hence adversely affecting the quality of voice [13]. Unique
treatment should be given to voice traffic as it is vital for it to reach
the destination in the quickest time [14].
Since our main aim is to analyse the effect of mobility to the
QoS of voice traffic, it is of great importance to analyse some
important parameters that describe QoS of voice in LTE networks.
These parameters will be investigated in the next sub section.
B. VoIP QoS Analysis
The adaptive multirate (AMR) voice codec is one of the
most popular voice codecs used in LTE. This codec provides 32bytes voice payload every 20 milliseconds during talk-spurt period
and 7-bytes payload carries a silence descriptor (SID) frame every
160 millisecond [1]. VoIP protocol stack that utilizes the real
transport protocol (RTP) is encapsulated using user datagram
protocol (UDP), and in turn is carried by IP. The combination of
all these protocols requires a 40 byte IPv4 header or a 60-byte IPv6
header, but the overhead brought about by these headers causes
serious degrading in spectral efficiency in supporting VoIP
services. To solve this problem, an efficient and robust header
compression (ROHC) technique is used. This technique solves the
overhead problem by minimizing the size of the IP/UDP/RTP
headers as little as 2 or 4 bytes using IETF RFC 3059 [6] [15].
One of the main characteristics of voice traffic is
block/packet error rate that leads to packet loss and delay [7].
According to [16], the allowed maximum mouth-to-ear delay for
voice is 250ms with the assumption that the delay for the core
network is approximately 100ms, while the tolerable delay for
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radio link control (RLC), MAC buffering, scheduling, and
detection should be strictly lower than 150ms as shown in Fig.1.
Hence, taking into account that both end users are LTE users,
tolerable delay for buffering and scheduling must be lower than
80ms. A delay of 50ms from eNB to UE has been chosen for the
3GPP performance evaluation metric limit to better account for
variability in network end-to-end delays [7]. When voice packets
are transmitted over a packet switched network, packets will be
dropped due to error rate and packet delay exceeding the target
latency. However with the occurance of the packet loss, voice
quality is not affected if the error rate is less than outage threshold
[7]. This means that the Qos of VoIP in LTE is limited by an
outage limit, described in TR 25.814 [6] and was later updated in
R1-070674 [17]. The outage limit means that error rate of VoIP
users must be kept within 2%. The overall description of the QoS
for voice users in LTE can then be defined as the maximum
number of VoIP users that can be supported without exceeding a
given threshold. At least 95% of total VoIP users should meet the
above described outage limits [1].
III.

SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

Different scheduling algorithms have been introduced in
recent years in order to overcome the challenges of voice over
LTE.
In [1], the authors proposed an efficient LTE scheduler to
increase the capacity of VoIP in E-UTRA Uplink. The proposed
scheme modified the persistent scheduling algorithm proposed in
[5] such that the resources of two VoIP users can be coupled, this
brought about early termination gains without the need of
additional control signals. The proposed efficient scheduling
method employs a resource sharing approach. It also employs the
random user pairing and best user pairing method to improve the
capacity of VoIP services over E-UTRA Uplink. The results
showed that the employment of their proposed scheduling scheme
makes a larger available capacity than that resulting from the
original persistent scheduling.
In [2], a Medium Access Control (MAC) layer PRB
scheduling algorithm was proposed. The key ideas of this scheme
are VoIP priority mode and its adaptive duration management. The
VoIP priority mode assigns PRBs first to VoIP calls and it is also
able to minimize VoIP packet delay and packet loss while the
adaptive duration management is able to prevent the overall system
performance degradation. The proposed MAC scheduler in this
paper allocates PRBs in a round robin way and the scheduling
order is determined according to the following factors; the queue
length and Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR) of each call,
so the larger the factor values are the earlier the corresponding call
is scheduled. Their results show that when the VoIP priority mode
is not used, the packet drop rate rises rapidly as the number of
VoIP call increases. On the contrary, when using the VoIP priority
mode, the drop rate remains at low level around 1 % in spite of the
increase of VoIP calls. However, this proposed mode has got a
possible negative effect. It might degrade the efficiency of the
eNodeB resource utilization because VoIP calls are seldom able to
fully utilize the allocated PRB capacity.
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same if the signals of both the channels are same. Their results
show a great improvement over the original persistent mode.
In [9], different scheduling algorithms were developed and
the main ones included; PF and EXP-PF. PF scheduling algorithm
focused on maximizing the total network throughput as well as
assuring fairness among flows. It allocates resources based on two
factors; experienced channel quality and the past user throughput
[19]. This scheduler uses the metric descrbed as the ratio between
the instantaneous available data rate and the average past rate with
reference to the i-th flow in the j-th flow subchannel. This can be
depicted in equation 1 below.
Wi , j

ri , j

(1)

Ri , j

where Wij is the scheduler metric, Ri is the estimated average data
rate and rij is the instantaneous available data rate.
EXP-PF scheduling algorithm basically aimed at increasing
the priority of real-time flows as opposed to non-real-time flows.
In other words, the flows with head-of-line packet delay very close
to the delay threshold [20]. Its metrics were calculated as follows;
Wi , j

i D HOL ,i

exp

1

X

X

ri , j
Ri , j

(2)

and
X

Figure 1. End To End Delay Components in E-UTRAN (LTE)
In [5], a new semi-persistent scheme of MAC scheduling,
which adaptively prioritize VoIP traffic by not forcing other
traffics to starve, was proposed. The proposed scheme, which
combines VoIP priority mode with user coupling, allows utilizing
the system capacity efficiently. The priority mode duration is
adaptively controlled using the channel condition and two users are
coupled to share the resources. The controlling user is also
determined dynamically using minimum information as possible.
The priority mode works by assigning resources to VoIP traffic in
a priority basis at the same time controlling the duration of this
mode dynamically according to the channel conditions in order to
avoid starvation of other services in the same time. The scheme
also allows user coupling where two users share the resources
allocated to them by the eNodeB therefore offsetting the low
resource utilization while in priority mode.
This is achieved by allowing two users who have different
channel conditions to share resources. Basically, the proposed
scheme consists of two parts; user coupling and link authority
change. User pairing method takes care of pairing VoIP users
according to the channel conditions so that the pairing results in
the most efficient usage of resource. The link authority change
ensures that the user in need of resource at any point of time has
the authority on the link to get the fair share. The authority
adaption phase is executed using the Acknowledgement / No
acknowledgement (ACK/NACK) channel of the users. Each user
monitors his couple’s ACK/NACK channel and changes the
authority status if the signal on his own channel and his pair’s
channel is different, i.e., ‘his signal is ACK and his pair’s signal is
NACK or vice versa’. On the other hand, the authority remains
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1
N r ,t

N r ,t
i D HOL ,i
i 1

(3)

with Nr,t being the number of active downlink real-time flow.
Considering a packet delay threshold Ti, the probability
is defined as the maximum probability that the delay DHOL,I of
the head-of-line packet delay exceeds the delay threshold.
Therefore
i is given by
i

i

log
Ti

i

(4)

With all these techniques in the literature, QoS for voice
over LTE is still a big challenge taking into account the fading
channels of wireless links as well as delay and packet loss sensitive
voice characteristics. Based on the algorithm in [2], we propose a
new scheduling algorithm called VOSA, with the aim of improving
the performance of voice traffic over a 3G LTE network.
At the same time it reduces the negative impact that may be
caused by the introduction of the new algorithm on the entire
system’s performance. Details of VOSA can be found in [18]. This
algorithm is activated at every TTI by considering if there is a
VoIP call and if the duration period of the new algorithm has not
exceeded the limit. To determine the duration of our new
algorithm, we use the adaptive method proposed in [2]. This
method provides limits to VOSA by adaptively changing between a
pre-specific minimum and maximum according to the ratio of
dropped packets. Higher drop ratio means that there are many
ongoing VoIP calls, and hence it is necessary to increase the limits
to allow more consecutive TTIs to be dedicated to VoIP calls. On
the other hand, low drop ratio implies that QoS of VoIP calls are
satisfied at decent levels, and thus it is safe to reduce the duration
of the algorithm and serve other service in the network. It should
be noted that the adaptive method used here considers only
dropped packets due to many ongoing VoIP calls (Call
congestions). However, packet loss can also be due to different
factors such as fading channels, interferences, etc and these factors
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were put under consideration while scheduling other kinds of
traffic in our network.
Our scheduling scheme is designed by making modification
to the algorithm in [2]. Basically, the VOSA allocates PRBs to
VoIP calls based on the arrival time metric. Once the PRBs
allocation is done, the scheduling order of the calls is determined
by the following factors: Quality feedback (QF) and queue length
(QL) of each call. The better the factor values are, the earlier the
corresponding call is scheduled. In our algorithm we use the
following equation:
Df(i) = Qfeedback(i) *Qlength(i)

(5)

where Qfeedback (i) and Qlength (i) are the quality feedback and queue
length respectively. Equation (5) implies that the better the
wireless link and the longer the queue length, the earlier the
corresponding call is scheduled to have the PRBs. This is
calculated at every TTI. The details of the proposed algorithm
consist of two parts. The first part of VOSA describes the PRBs
allocation at every TTI. The second part is the adaptive method to
control the duration of the proposed algorithm, detailed in [2].
In short, scheduling starts at every TTI. The activation of the
scheduling algorithm is determined by whether there exists a VoIP
call or not, and whether the count of the consecutive scheduling
algorithm enabled TTIs does not exceed the limit. Otherwise the
normal mode is set to schedule non-real time traffic based on
similar factors as in equation (5) and the count is reset. VoIP calls
are assigned one PRB at a time. Calls with long queues and better
wireless link are served first. It continues in the same routine as
long as there are remaining PRBs and there are calls having data to
send. If there are remaining PRBs after VoIP call scheduling, the
remaining PRBs are allocated to other services in the same way as
the normal mode. This prevents PRBs from being wasted.
VOSA scheduling algorithm is summarised in 8 different
steps;
Indentify the traffic type whether voice or any other
traffic
2. Determine the user metrics (QF,QL)
3. Find the user with the highest user metric as defined in
equation 5
4. Consider the set of available resource blocks RBs
Navail_RB, at every start of the algorithm , Navail_RB =
{1,2,…….., NRB} to be allocated to number of user K
5. Assign the resource block N* to the user K* with the
highest user metrics value such that NRB,K* = NRB,K*
U {N*}
6. Schedule the user K* first
7. Delete the user K* and resource block N* from their
respective lists
8. Repeat all the steps until all users are scheduled and if
more resource block exists then allocate them to other
traffic types.
The fact that VOSA focuses on channel quality and queue
length metrics at physical and MAC layers improves the QoS of
Voice calls in LTE. Using equation (5), VOSA performs
scheduling at the MAC layer and schedules Voice calls first before
assigning PRBs to other traffic in the network. However, the
starvation of other traffics in the network is controlled by the
adaptive method used. In other words, VOSA is only deployed
when there are voice calls to schedule and if it does not exceed its
limits.

IV.

SYSTEM MODELLING AND SCENARIO SETUP

A.
PRB Characteristics
In this sub-section, we introduce the characteristics of PRBs,
described as the transmission resources in LTE. LTE systems
consists of both a time and a frequecy plane. The time plane is
divided into 1 ms TTI which consists of two slots of 0.5 ms to
form 1 ms sub frames, where each sub frame contains 7 OFDMA
symbols. In each TTI, there are 14 OFDMA sysmbols, where 2
symbols out of 14 are reserved for uplink pilot transmission, while
the other 12 symbols are used for data and control information
transimission. TTI can be defined as the minimum allocation unit
in the time domain [21].
If we consider the frequency plane, the minimum allocation
unit is the PRB, where each PRB contains 12 subcarriers of 15 Khz
bandwidth each. The number of OFDMA symbols in a resource
block depends on a cyclic prefix being used. All these can be
depicted in Fig. 2. It must be noted that VoIP packets must be
transmitted per TTI and they can occupy one or more PRBs [5].
The amount of data bits that can be transmitted by one PRB
depends on the link between the eNodeB and the user mobile
terminal. This is due to the fact that 3G LTE uses adaptive
modulation and coding (AMC), in order to change modulation and
coding schemes depending on the wireless link conditions.

1.
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Figure 2. The structure and allocation of the eNodeB transmission
resources symbols.
B. Scenario Setup
The network is made up numerous cells and different
network
nodes
such
as;
the
EnodeB,
mobility
management/gateway (MME/GW) and user equipements (UEs).
All the simulations were run in a diamond-pattern scenario with
19-3-sector sites that totaled to about 57 cells. Most of the
simulation parameters are presented in the table 1 below. VoIP
flows are generated by the traffic generator in LTE-SIM called
VoIP application. This application generates G.729 voice
flows.VoIP traffic was designed with an ON/OFF Markov chain.
The ON period has an exponentially distributed mean value of 3s
while the OFF period has a shortened exponential probability
density function with an upper limit of 6.9s as well as an average
value of 3s [22]. Throughout the ON period, the source sends
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C. Handover and Mobility Pattern
One of the main aims of LTE systems is to provide a fast
and seamless handover from one cell (source cell) to another
(target cell) [8]. This is generally achieved due to the distributed
nature of LTE radio access network architecture that consists of
one node known as the EnodeB. According to the 3GPP release 8
specifications, handovers in LTE are hard handovers, implying that
there is a minimum interruption in the services when the handover
is performed.
During the handover process, VoIP users cannot be
scheduled, they cannot transmit or receive any data. The only
transmitted and received data is the signalling related to the
handover procedure [7]. This can lead to additional delays to
Packet Data Units (PDUs) hence affecting the user quality on each
handover process. LTE utilises a UE assisted hard handover
algorithm for mobility. The UE measures the downlink signal
quality and sends the the measurement reports to the EnodeB either
periodically or when an event triggers i.e., ‘an interfering EnodeB
becomes stronger than the current serving EnodeB’. Then the
EnodeB will decide on the final handover based on the received
measurement report. Normally, measurement averaging, handover
margins, and timers are used to avoid excess handovers [23].
In the LTE-SIM simulator, two types of mobility models
were developed, known as; random direction and random walk
[24]. The user speed was selected between 0, 3, 30, 120 km/h,
which were corresponding to static, pedestrian, and vehicular
scenarios respectively. The user speed was mapped to a specific
travel distance, i.e., ‘a user travelling at 3km/h would cover 200
meters, a user travelling at 30km/h would cover 400 meters and the
user travelling at 120km/h would cover 1000meters’.
If the random direction model is being used, the user
chooses the speed direction at ramdom and keeps the same speed
while moving towards the simulation boundary area. When the
user reaches the simulation boundary area then new speed
direction can be choosen. In contrary, when the random walk
model is chosen, user chooses the speed direction at random but
keeps moving at that speed for a specific travel distance
depending on that speed. The user only changes the speed
direction if the distance is convered or once the simulation
boundary is reached [9].
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V.

SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

We used LTE-SIM to analyse the effect of mobility on our
proposed scheduling algorithm (VOSA) and two other scheduling
EXP-PF and PF. It should be noted that the details of VOSA can
be found in [18]. The main contribution in this paper that was not
introduced in [18] is mobility. We introduced mobility in our
network and analysed it’s effect on voice traffic in relation to the
three scheduling algorithms in this paper.
The main reason for comparing our proposed scheduling
algorithm with these other two scheduling algorithms is that, they
use the same PRBs allocation as ours and similar simulation
parameters except that they apply different metrics and the fairness
factor. They were also used as the benchmark scheduling
algorithms in the LTE-SIM simulator. This made our comparison
more feasible.We measured the packet loss ratio (the rate at which
VoIP packets were dropped during voice traffic transmission)
while gradually increasing the number of VoIP users.
This is shown in Fig. 3. The packet drop ratio is measured
and plotted on the Y axis as we increased the number of VoIP user
steadily to the maximum of twenty users. As it can be seen in
Fig.3, mobility had a significant impact on voice traffic in all three
scheduling algorithms. There was a higher packet loss ratio in all
the algorithms with mobility features compared to those without
mobility features. However, there was less packet loss ratio in
VOSA scheduling algorithm (with or without mobility features)
compared to the other two scheduling algorithms.
VoIP Packet Loss Ratio
0.014
0.012
0.01

PF WITH NO MOBILITY
PF WITH MOBILITY
EXP-PF WITH NO MOBILITY
EXP-PF WITH MOBILITY
VOSA WITH NO MOBILITY
VOSA WITH MOBILITY

0.008
PLR

packets of 20bytes every 20 ms, thus implying that the source data
rate is 8 kb/s. On the other hand, throughout the OFF period the
rate is zero as we assume the presence of voice activity detector.
Three different scheduling algorithms were used in all
simulation scenarios, these are: our proposed VOSA as well as
EXP-PF and PF developed in [9]. In one simulation scenario there
was no mobility features implemented so the user speed was set to
zero, this is equivalent to static position. In another simulation
scenario, we implemented mobility features and the user speed was
set to 30 km/h which was equivalent to vehicular and the distance
covered was set to 400 meters by default.
To quantitatively investigate the effect of mobility to the
voice traffic including each scheduling scheme, we measured three
important VoIP QoS metrics (Packet-Loss-ratio, Delay, and
throughput) for all the scheduling algorithms and in both scenarios.

0.006
0.004
0.002
0
5

10

15

20

VoIP Users

Figure 3. VoIP-Packet-Loss-Ratio Comparison
We also measured VoIP delay while gradually increasing the
number of VoIP users. This is shown in Fig. 4. The VoIP delay is
measured and plotted on the Y axis in seconds as we increased the
number of users steadily to twenty. Similar to previous results,
there was long delay in all the algorithms with mobility features
and again VOSA had less delay than the other two scheduling
algorithms. These two simulation results show that VOSA plays an
important role in improving the QoS of Voice traffic in both
scenarios.
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and in both scenarios. This is mainly due to the fact that some
VoIP packets were being dropped as the number of users were
being increased, this resulted in the less utilisation of assigned
PRBs.

VoIP Delay
0.16
PF WITH NO MOBILITY
PF WITH MOBILITY
EXP-PF WITH NO MOBILITY
EXP-PF WITH MOBILITY
VOSA WITH NO MOBILITY
VOSA WITH MOBILITY

0.14

0.1

VoIP Throughput

4

14

x 10

PF WITH NO MOBILITY
PF WITH MOBILITY
EXP-PF WITH NO MOBILITY
EXP-PF WITH MOBILITY
VOSA WITH NO MOBILITY
VOSA WITH MOBILITY

12

0.08
0.06

Throughput (bps)

Delay(Sec)

0.12

0.04
0.02
0
5

10

15

10

8

6

20

VoIP Users

4

Figure 4. VoIP Delay Comparison

2
5

10

Values

Bandwidth

5MHZ

PRB Structure

12subcarriers,2subframes

TTI

1msec

Number of available
PRBs

25

Modulations for AMC

QPSK

Number of sectors

3

Simulation time

1000 TTIs

User speeds

30km/h

Cyclic prefix

Normal

Mobility patterns

Random direction and random walk

Distance covered by
user

400m

Scheduling algorithms

VOSA,EXP-PF, and PF

VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we analysed the effect of mobility on voice
traffic with three different scheduling algorithms. Using the LTESIM simulator, we were able to compare all the scheduling
algorithms in two different scenarios. One scenario containing
mobility features and another with no mobility features. Through
simulations we found out that mobility had a significant impact on
the QoS of voice traffic with all the three scheduling algorithms.
However, our VOSA scheduling method provided better QoS of
voice traffic than the other two scheduling algorithms by having
short delay, less packet loss ratio, and slightly higher throughput.
The main reason for the improvement in VOSA scheduling method
is due to the fact that it does not cause any negative impact on the
entire network’s system performance. It is only deployed when
there are VoIP calls to schedule and if it does not exceed its limits.
These limits are determined by the adaptive method used. On top
of that, the wireless link quality and the queue length factors used
in VOSA played an important role in reducing the packet drop
ratio and delay. In future work, we are working on determining the
complexity and fairness of our proposed scheduling algorithm
VOSA. Find the way of optimizing our scheduling algorithm such
that we lower its complexity.
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Abstract— The federation of WSN testbeds has brought
forward the requirement for a QoS implementation, in order to
ensure efficient and reliable end-to-end communication between
testbeds' users and testbeds' facilities. Nowadays, the Internet
has become the de facto standard for establishing remote
connectivity between these testbeds. However, as the mechanism
of QoS support in WSNs may be very different from that in the
Internet, it is necessary to address the differences between the
QoS employed in the Internet and the QoS required in WSN
testbeds for the purpose of QoS provisioning. Hence, our work
focuses on generating a QoS model for testbed gateways by
merging the QoS perspectives from both networks. Moreover,
this research will also focus on validating the modelled QoS
through QoE measurements, as the network-level QoS
parameters can be translated into user-level QoE perception.
Keywords-QoS modelling; WSN testbed; federation; gateway

I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, there has been an increasing trend to
develop wireless sensor network (WSN) testbeds which aims
at providing the environment for researchers to conduct
experiments [1-3]. Moreover, these testbeds which enable
researchers to evaluate and validate their WSN-related work
are integrated to the Internet to allow remote access to its
users. Although these testbeds provide tremendous benefit to
researchers, they are usually limited in size due to hardware
costs. Thus, there exists a growing trend to interconnect small
testbeds to provide federated testbeds with large-scale testing
facilities [4]. However, while a good deal of research and
development has been carried out in testbed architectural
design, there is a glaring lack of studies on network
performance in the environment of federating WSN testbeds.
One of the major challenges in federation of testbeds is to
provide reliable and efficient connection between
interconnected testbeds. Therefore, network performance
indicator such as Quality of Service (QoS) must be taken into
account in federating these testbeds, in order to ensure reliable
and efficient real-time experimentation for testbed users.
Traditional QoS, such as employed in the Internet, mainly
results from the rising popularity of end-to-end bandwidth–
hungry multimedia applications, and are defined using certain
parameters such as packet loss, delay, jitter and bandwidth.
On the contrary, the metrics concerned such as available
bandwidth and delays may not be pertinent in most WSN
environment as some WSN applications could be latencytolerant or transmitting very small packets. Moreover, in some
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WSNs, it is typical that the amount and quality of information
is more important in WSNs [5].
The touching point between a testbed and the Internet is the
gateway. Thus, it could become the main element in
contributing to the performance of the federation. In order to
allow for greater capabilities of fixed and simple gateways,
there has been an increasing trend to turn the gateways into
ones with greater capabilities. Research concerning smart
gateways [6] or modular gateway may benefit the QoS
significantly.
Furthermore, open federated testbeds usually allow access
to multiple users to testbed resources for real-time experiment
and observation. Consequently, testbeds operator’s main
interest would also include the way users perceived the
testbeds usability, reliability, quality and time-worthiness.
Hence, a further step beyond provisioning QoS is observing
its users’ Quality of Experience (QoE).
Therefore, in this research, we are inspired by two major
goals; (1) to provide a solution for QoS mechanism to run on
top of testbed gateways that satisfies stringent QoS
requirements of an environment of federated testbeds, and (2)
to devise a scheme for validating and verifying the network
performance under the modelled QoS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 will give an overview of the research problem
domains. Next, the design of our study is presented in Section
3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT – QOS FOR TESTBEDS FEDERATION
Due to the significant differences between WSN and the
Internet, the QoS requirements generated by both networks
may be very different. Indeed, existing
research has
concluded that the end-to-end QoS parameters employed in
traditional data networks such as the Internet are not sufficient
to describe the QoS in WSN [7, 8].
In this section, we distinguish the QoS requirements in
WSN from the QoS requirements in the Internet, followed by
an overview of integration QoS on the gateway device. This is
followed with an overview of QoE for testbed users.
A. QoS Support in WSN
The two perspectives of QoS in WSNs were described in [7]
to focus on the way the underlying network can provide the
QoS to different application:
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Application-specific QoS
In terms of application-specific QoS, the QoS parameters
are chosen based on the way an application imposes specific
requirements on sensor deployments, on the number of active
sensors, or on the measurement precision of sensors. These
attributes are all related to the quality of applications. The
following QoS parameters may be considered to achieve the
quality of applications: coverage, exposure, measurement
errors, and number of active sensors.
Network QoS
From the perspective of network QoS, the QoS parameters
are chosen based on how data is delivered to the sink and
corresponding requirements. The main objective is to ensure
that the communication network can deliver the QoSconstraint sensor data while efficiently utilizing network
resources. The QoS parameters from this perspective include
latency, delay, and packet loss, which are similar to traditional
end-to-end Qos metrics. However, since WSNs is envisioned
to be employed in diverse applications, a number of works in
the literature suggested that every different application
imposes different QoS requirements.
B. QoS Support in the Internet
RFC 2368 [9] definition on QoS-based routing in the
Internet characterizes QoS as a set of service requirements to
be met when transporting a packet stream from the source to
its destination. QoS support in the Internet can generally be
obtained by means of over-provisioning of resources and/or
traffic engineering. While traffic bursts in the network could
cause congestion, the default approach of over-provisioning
which treats users at the same service class may not always
provide an acceptable solution. As a QoS-enabled network
should be able to handle different traffic streams in different
ways, this necessitates traffic engineering approach which
classifies users into classes with different priority.
IntServ model and DiffServ model are the typical QoS
models employed in the Internet, which employs reservationbased and reservation-less approach, respectively. While
network resources are assigned according to an application’s
QoS request and subject to bandwidth management policy in
IntServe, QoS in DiffServe is achieved via some strategies
such as admission control, traffic classes, policy managers,
and queuing mechanism.
C. Integration QoS
Several studies have demonstrated network performance
testing and QoS measurements of WSN-Internet integration.
The performance is typically measured using several
predominant QoS metrics, focussing on the QoS
implementation on the gateway side of WSN integrated to the
Internet.
The QoS is commonly provided by an integration controller
which runs software modules and able to reconfigure the QoS
parameters on the network edge router. In this typical
application-level gateway approach, the performance is
evaluated in terms of inter-arrival time (the time between
adjacent packets), packet delay, latency or round-trip rate
(RTT, the time taken by a packet to travel from the source to
destination) and cumulative distribution function of the RTT.
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Moreover, in a non-trivial network, a packet will be
forwarded over many links via many gateways. Gateways will
not commence forwarding the packet until it has been
completely received. In such a network, the minimal latency is
the accumulation of the minimum latency of each link, the
transmission delay of each link and the forwarding latency of
each gateway. In practice, this minimal latency is further
augmented by processing and queuing delays. Whereas
processing delay occurred while a gateway determines what to
do with a newly received packet, queuing delay occurs when a
gateway receives multiple packets from different sources
heading towards the same destination.
D. QoE for Testbed Users
Ideally, in order to provide unifying testbed facilities for
experimentations, federated testbeds allow access to multiple
users over the Internet at any given time. The main objective
and other major attributes of a testbed pose certain critical
questions: a) how could the network ensure good users’
experience? b) how does the network manage its resources to
do so? c) how does the network maintain reliable connection
for users’ real-time experimentation? d) how does the
network cope with the demand from the testbed users for a
large number of nodes for their experiments? This calls for
QoS mechanism that takes into consideration the QoE; tying
together user perception, experience and expectation to the
application combined with the network performance [10].
III. DESIGN OF THE STUDY
In this section, we discuss the tasks involved in designing
the QoS model. Primarily, the QoS modelling will be carried
out using a network modelling simulation tool, namely
OPNET Modeler. In order to provide a means of validation,
we propose that the network performance measurement under
the modelled QoS shall be conducted over physical federated
WSN testbeds linked to an Internet testbed.
A. QoS and QoE Requirement Analysis
The QoS and QoE mechanisms discussed in the previous
section are mainly employed in separation. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no precedent work that has considered
merging the aforementioned QoS and QoE perspectives into
one. Hence, we target to develop a solution for QoS
provisioning in an environment of federated WSN testbeds by
consolidating Internet QoS, WSN QoS and testbed user's QoE.
Therefore, we first conducted a QoS and QoE requirement
analysis by taking into account various characteristics from
the networking and users’ perspectives. In this task, we map
our findings on the requirement analysis from both network
and users perspectives [11], in order to identify the dominant
QoS and QoE metrics that are crucial for the federation.
Hence, the requirement analysis includes the following
network characteristics:
1) End-to-end: In general, WSN testbeds offer resource
reservation to their users. This implies that one end of the
application is a testbed user, and the other end is a single
node within the testbed. A QoS implementation is needed
to ensure end-to-end network performance throughout an
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2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

experimentation session and any connection issues should
not jeopardize the validity of the experiments in any way.
In addition, the network’s requirement on end-to-end
performance also implies strict QoS requirements in both
WSN and the Internet.
Criticality: Experiments on testbeds should be achieved
with high information reliability. Thus, this also suggests
that packet losses cannot be tolerated in any extent.
Bandwidth
Requirements:
Although
bandwidth
availability is not the main concern in most WSN
applications, it is of great importance in the Internet.
Furthermore, bandwidth may be an important factor for a
group of sensors with the bursty nature of sensor traffic.
Thus bandwidth plays a vital role in provisioning QoS in
the testbed environment.
Interactivity: Testbed environments typically are based on
query-driven approach, i.e., queries are made to
reconfigure sensor nodes and manage resources. These
commands require high reliability from the network, thus
implying QoS requirements in terms of timely and reliable
response from the testbed side.
Delay Tolerance: The network tolerance of delay may be
based on the models of experiments offered by the testbed.
However, in an environment of federated testbed, the endto-end delay might be a critical factor due to the best-effort
nature of the Internet.
Network Dimensions: When building testbeds federations
for scale, the interconnection of testbeds can be of closely
located testbeds, or it could expand to be of large
intercontinental federations. The Internet’s capability to
deliver packets from one end to another plays a huge
factor in the overall network performance. In addition, the
total number of nodes may affect network performance as
the volume of traffic is more likely to increase as the
number of nodes grows.

B. Federation Network Model
Figure 1 shows the reference architecture for the federation
WSN testbeds, whereby gateway devices reside in the 2nd-tier
of sensor network testbeds level.

Figure 1: Reference architecture of federated WSN testbeds

Testbed server, which represents a single testbed, forwards
application for users from the Internet to the gateway for node
access. On the other hand, the gateway that serves as the
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interface between a testbed server and the sensor nodes,
mainly responsible for packaging high-level user queries to
network specific directives and returning filtered portions of
the data to users. Therefore, being in a unique position as
having the full knowledge of and control over both WSN
testbed and the Internet, the gateway plays a vital role for the
QoS provisioning purpose.
The main challenge concerning the interconnection between
Internet and a WSN testbed is the requirements to provide
access to each sensor nodes through the TCP/IP based
network. Hence, we focus on distinguishing the QoS factors
from various network levels, and identify those pertinent to
the gateways that act as the main interface between an the
Internet and a testbed. The QoS factors involves in an event
of sending or receiving messages [12] over the network
include the different levels as depicted in Figure 1, which may
include:
1. The application on the sending/receiving sensor nodes
to/from the gateway device (gateway lookup,
encoding/decoding, interrupt handling, propagation)
2. Processing delay inside the gateway device (interrupt
handling, propagation LAN/WLAN, packet translation)
3. Processing delay inside the testbed server (packet
translation, address lookup)
C. Our Proposed Federation QoS Solution
We propose to employ a system capable of differentiating
traffic classes. Different priority traffic placed in different
queues could contribute greatly to the success of the QoS
solution. Hence, to be able to place the traffic into a specific
queue, we need to classify the traffic. Hence, classification is
one of the basic functions performed on a packet when it
arrives at a QoS enabled gateway, which is then followed by
remarking of packet. We propose that the traffic classification
is implemented on various basic testbed functionalities and
experimentation tools typically offered by WSN testbeds,
which may include user registration, resource/node reservation,
topology selection, job scheduling/management/cancellation,
files uploading, data retrieval, and nodes programming.
Classification and remarking are the basic building blocks
for the QoS. Therefore, we will test the network performance
by looking into test cases with combination of these two
aspects, for example by implementing priority for retrieval of
data and remarking for node reservation.
D. Network Modelling and Simulation on OPNET
In our preliminary testing, we have generated a network
model and simulated the federation model using OPNET
Modeler [13]. We have conducted simulations of testbed
networks under different loads to three different scenarios:
Isolated Testbed -This configuration represents a single
testbed in isolation. Local users gain direct connection to the
sensors through the gateway, which obtains access to the
wireless network through an access point.
Testbed Integrated to the Internet - This configuration
represents a single testbed connected to the Internet.
Federation of Two Testbeds - This configuration represents
two testbeds interconnected to the Internet.
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Received Traffic: Figure 2 depicts the amount of traffic
received (in packets/sec) against the amount of traffic sent (in
packets/sec), for all three testbed scenarios. In both cases of an
isolated testbed and a testbed integrated to the Internet, as
expected, the amount of traffic received proportionally
increased as more traffic is sent to the network. However,
there was a point in the graph where the amount of traffic
received flattened, despite having a continual increase of the
traffic sent. Most importantly, at a particular point, the amount
of traffic received in a WSN-Internet integrated testbed tend
not to increase as rapidly as those in an isolated WSN testbed.
A way to interpret this is to presume that the network has
reached its full capacity in terms of link bandwidths, traffic
queues or devices’ processing power; therefore, it could not
deliver any more traffic to its destination.

federated testbed scenario and the other two testbed topologies.
It was observed that the federated testbed scenario by far
demonstrate a very high end-to-end delay. In addition, as per
our expectation, the testbed integrated to the Internet tend to
record slightly higher delays, as compared to isolated WSN
testbed. The ensuing graph is depicted in Figure 3.

End-to-End Delay (sec)

The main objective of the simulation is to compare the
network’s performance for isolated and integrated
environment. Although this simulation did not involve any
direct QoS implementation, we believe our finding from the
simulation activities give an important insight pertinent to
QoS
provisioning,
hence
facilitates
for
further
experimentation for our federation QoS modelling. We
evaluated the network performance based the following QoS
parameters: packet received against packet sent (reflects
packet loss) and end-to-end delay.

Traffic Sent (packets/sec)
Figure 3: End-to-End Delay as a function of Traffic Sent

Traffic Received (packets/sec)

Our results have shown that due to its size, and particularly
its unpredictable nature, the Internet does introduce a level of
service degradation (i.e., higher packet losses and delays)
when it is subjected to high traffic load. This could pose a
problem for mission-critical WSN applications where there is
a need for predictable performance. Similarly, this must be
taken into account especially when the notion of federating
WSN testbeds featuring several thousands of nodes and
multiple users is of interest. Hence, the introduction of an endto-end QoS, which ensures that packets are being delivered in
a reliable and timely manner in both the WSN testbed and the
Internet, could be a solution to this matter.

Traffic Sent (packets/sec)
Figure 2: Traffic Received as a function of Traffic Sent

On the other hand, we have observed a major difference in
the resulting graph of the federated testbed scenario. The
number of packet received within the federated testbed started
to decrease at a certain amount of packet sent. This could be
explained by the fact that single gateway or QoS-enabled
gateway node may create a bottleneck over the network.
Furthermore, since network capacity and number of hops are a
major concern in the Internet, there is a higher probability of
having packet losses as more and more packets transit on the
Internet.
End-to-End Delay: Next, we run a simulation on the end-toend delay for both scenarios, against traffic sent. Once again,
the result obtained showed a significant difference between
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E. Testbed Experimentation – Linking together WISEBED
and PlanetLab
One of the primary goals of this research is to assess the
QoS model in a real wide area network. Hence, there is a need
to analyze the performance of the QoS in a real world scenario
by conducting necessary network traces and measurements.
Therefore, once we have implemented the QoS on the
gateway, we want to evaluate the model in a bigger, realworld environment. We need a tool to read incoming packets
from the live-traffic Internet to test how well our QoS model
handle users’ traffic. An Internet testbed such as PlanetLab is
an ideal testbed for this purpose due to its dispersion.
Therefore, in order to complete our modeling architecture,
we aim to generate a federation across an open federated
WSN testbed, namely WISEBED [14], and PlanetLab [15],
hence providing the platform for real-time traffic simulations.
WISEBED offers extension to its originally nine-federated
testbeds, as WISEBED-compatible testbed can be established
by researchers by employing Wisebed Runtime [11, 16].
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Therefore, we propose to utilise Wisebed Runtime to be able
to interconnect our network to WISEBED facilities.
As shown in Figure 4, we will devise the framework for the
interconnection that will serve as the main platform to test our
QoS modelling. The technical challenge is to construct the
tunnelling mechanism [17] using tunnelling protocol such as
Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) [18], to allow
communication between our testbed gateway to the PlanetLab
node.

Figure 4: Network Architecture: the tunnelling communicating testbed
gateway and PlanetLab node

F. QoS Model Performance Evaluation and QoE Verification
The QoS measurements will be based on the dominant QoS
metrics which will be defined from the QoS and QoE
requirement analysis. The measurement will be conducted on
the tunneling platform between the PlanetLab nodes and WSN
testbeds over various traffic scenarios.
Whereas in our QoS model, we propose to employ a system
capable of differentiating traffic classes, we will select a
specific WSN application, such as indoor/outdoor and mobile
applications, for the purpose of validation and verification
using objective QoE [10, 19]. In this objective QoE
mechanism, we will endeavour to find a QoE solution
applicable to federated testbed environment. Specifically, we
expect that the investigation on the impact of QoS on QoE
will present a unified formula to express dependency of
federation QoS and testbed user’s QoE, hence allowing for
adjustment to our QoS model.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper provided an overview of a work in progress of
QoS modelling for federated WSN testbeds. We have
presented the significant differences between WSN QoS and
Internet QoS, and will conduct a thorough QoS and QoE
requirement analysis to formulate a QoS model for the
federation. We advocate that gateways should run QoS
mechanism that merges the network-level QoS perspectives
from both WSN and the Internet, as well as the user-level QoE.
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In order to study the proposed model performance, we utilize
OPNET Modeler as the modelling and simulation software.
Furthermore, to complete our modelling architecture, we plan
to federate PlanetLab and the open federated WSN testbed,
i.e., WISEBED, to serve as the case to our study.
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Abstract—A single point of failure (SPOF) in system
operations is a weak point of system reliability. Mean time to
failure (MTTF) of system operations is equal to the shortage
component’s MTTF in system. A Tier IV data center is designed
to eliminate the SPOF. Data center system reliability is not only
depended on the MTTF of each component in the system, but
also relies on the mean time to repair (MTTR) of each
component.
Researcher performed Tier IV DC power
distribution systems (PDS) through simulating software,
BlockSim7. The research question is tried to investigate how to
improve system reliability. Component’s inherent characteristic
(CIC) and system connectivity topology (SCT) are applied to
improve the system reliability of Tier IV data center. The results
demonstrated an increasing PDS reliability, site plus site, of Tier
IV data center and improving survival probability of system that
helps for future improvement on any critical system.
Keywords—System Reliability; Mean Time To Failure; Mean
Time To Repair; Probability density function (pdf).

I.

INTRODUCTION

The redundancy represents a possible approach to
enhancing system reliability. In a series-parallel design
methodology, serial systems reduce reliability, while more
parallel systems help increase it. The redundancy scheme
helps enhance the overall system reliability. It, however, costs
more. A data center consists of multiple hardware components
that are bound to fail sooner or later. The Tier IV data center is
a fault tolerant system that is designed to eliminate a single
point of failure (SPOF) [3]. System downtime adversely
affects not only recovery and lost opportunity costs, but also
the company’s reputation and customers’ confidence. The
reliability and cost trade-off becomes a controversial issue
among all concerned, including top management, IT
managers, and financial managers [8]. Different organizations
have different levels of recovery time objective (RTO) and
recovery point objective (RPO) subject to system failures and
power outages to varying degrees of risks [4]. This paper
employs the reliability block diagrams (RBD) with reliability
information obtained from IEEE 493, or the so-called Gold
Book, and component vendors’ field test data. The study
attempts to improve the data center system reliability by
integrating 2 parallel systems of TIA 942’s Tier IV data center
[3]. The research question comes up with, how the reliability
of two parallel systems (PS) is higher than two parallel loadsharing (LS) systems and which once is the most benefits to
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investor subject to investment, efficiency, and system
reliability. Research findings suggest the system connectivity
topology, i.e., parallel topology, helps increase the system
reliability of DC operations.
II. RELIABILITY BACKGROUND
A. Reliability Factors on Data Center Failures
System failure in data centers may be caused by many
sources.
1. Human error: daily operation, regular planned downtime
for maintenance, and unplanned downtime [5], [9].
2. Component’s inherent characteristics (CIC) and system
failures are dependent on mean time to failure (MTTF),
the complexity of system connectivity topology (SCT),
and operational conditions. A component/system
failure may propagate or activate other component/
system fault, error, or failure. This process or failure is
similar to a chain-reaction that is affected from
component to component, component to system, or
system to system [5], [7].
3. Operational conditions are other factors that relates to
system failures, e.g., humidity, temperature, altitude,
and dust.
4. Natural disasters; this is beyond the control of data center
to handle. A design for a parallel site needs to be
considered to compensate for downtime losses [8].
B. Reliability Determination
All equipment reliability data is obtained from the IEEE
493 Gold Book Standard, as shown in Table I. Fig. 1 depicts a
single line diagram of a representative network for the Tier IV
data center. The components shown in the networks are
labeled with numbers, which correspond with the reference
numbers in Table I. Network reliability analysis is performed
with reliability data for referenced components taken from this
table.
This paper investigated the system reliability/availability
of a Tier IV data center in terms of the frequency and duration
of power outages. System availability depends on:
1. Reliability and maintainability of its components:
including mean time between failure (MTBF) and
mean time to repair (MTTR) of component’s inherent
characteristics (CIC) distribution, failure modes
effects and criticality analysis (FMECA), and
environmental effects [4], [7].
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2. System design or system connectivity topology (SCT)
(configuration or topology, dependency, and failure
detection).
3. System operation behavior (operational characteristics,
switching procedures, and maintenance services).
The following assumptions apply to the proposed Tier IV
data center system networks, as shown in Fig. 1:
• Failure rates and repair times are exponentially
distributed.
• Actual power cable lengths may be indicated on the
drawing. The cable failure rate is thus determined per
the indicated actual cable length.
• The generators are 2N redundant.
• The power grids, generators and UPSs are 2(N+1)
redundant, applicable to Tier IV.
• The transformers, switchgears, automatic transfer
switches (ATSs) and bus bars are redundant.
• There are two paths of power distribution systems.
• Terminations and splices, while normal for all systems,
are not included on the drawing, and are not included in
the calculations.
• The assumed breaker failure modes are 50% open and
50% short.
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III. DATA CENTER MODEL ASSUMPTION

A data center is a complex system that consists of 16
systems. Operations on business continuity strategy mode:
primary and secondary sites require 2 data centers operating at
the same time to back each other up, i.e., system-of-systems
(SoS) or site-plus-site [3]. To limit the scope of this
investigation, the researcher focused on data center Tier IV,
power distribution systems (PDS) and power distribution
system-of-systems (PDSS: both primary and secondary),
parallel input, from incoming utility throughout loaded
consumptions, e.g. server racks, storage racks, and networking
equipment racks. This research assumes the external systems
e.g. utility system, communication system or integrated
service provider (ISP), are described to operation 100%
uptime during this research.
PDS is the most sensitive system for data center downtime.
Thus, the research tested fault injection by the cutting of the
main utility system as human error or unplanned downtime.
UPSs will take action to recharge power back to the system
immediately as long as the battery can handle the loaded
points. Gen-Set will activate within 15 seconds to change
power back to the UPSs to resupply on loaded points [10]. By
TIA 942, Tier IV, Gen-Set availability is 96 hours for
consecutive operation without interruptions [3].
On this research simulation, the research defines the fault
tolerance of data center system design as reliability of 2
parallel system of Tier IV data center. The modification
prototype in Fig. 2 is reproduced from original Tier IV data
center from Uptime Institute, Fig.1. Each number in Fig. 2 is
referred from IEEE 493 Gold Book [7]. Table I refers to
characteristic of each number in Fig. 2 that identifies failure
rate, MTBF, and MTTR of each number. A failure rate (λ) of
Primary data center system and Secondary data center system
is assumed equivalent and each system has a constant (λ).
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The reliability of data center system designs for the two
parallel systems are reliable in parallel operations only when
the failure of both systems results in system operation. On the
other hand, for a parallel system to succeed, at least one of the
two parallel systems in the whole system needs to perform
successfully, or operate without failure, for the operating
interval on the intended mission.
The research proposes a simulation approach applied to a
reliability block diagram (RBD) by BlickSim 7. The system
reliability results from Fig.1 through RBD show the MTBF of
Tier IV data center is 75,434.78 hours, and the failure rate (λ)
is 14.0865x10-6 [5]. The exponential distribution is applied in
Tier IV data center reliability analysis. The f(T) of the
exponential distribution is extremely convenient, often used to
describe a steady-state hazard rate, as shown in Fig. 3 [2].
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under the parallel topology concept [1]. Fig. 4 (a) is illustrated
chronologically and shows sequence reaction for the total
system when Primary data center fails at time t1 after starting
the operation period. The indicator of changing factor is
transformed by λ 2 ⇒ λ2 ' on Secondary data center. And,
vice versa, the changing on Fig. 4 (b) is transformed by

λ1 ⇒ λ1' on Primary data center when Secondary data
center failure during time t1 of operation period, when

λ1' = λ2' = λ ' , is given.
TABLE II
MATRIX OF SOS, FUNCTION MODES, PDF’S AND TIME DOMAINS FOR ALL
PDSS SUCCESS FUNCTION MODES [1]

Fig. 3. Relationship of pdf and Operation Time [2]

The probability density function (pdf) of two parallel
systems, that two systems are equal, when λ 1 = λ 2 = λ, is
given by:
d [ RSP (T )]
f SP (T ) = −
(1)
dT
The failure rate of two parallel systems is given by:

λ PS (T ) =

2 λ e − λ T − 2 λ e −2 λT

(2)

2 e − λ T − e − 2 λT
The MTBF of the PS is given by:

MTBFPS =

1

+

λ

1

λ

−

1

λ +λ

,

or

MTBFPS =

1.5

λ

,

or

MTBFPS = 1.5m
(3)
Where m is the MTBF of each DC-PDSS unit. It must be
observed that for parallel systems even with data center PDSS
units that have a constant failure rate (λ).

λ PS (T ) ≠

This is age and mission dependent even through the units
are exponential. The first age mission t = T. Mathematically,
the reliability of the parallel system (PS) is given by:
RPS (T ) = 2e −λT − e −2λT

1
MTBFPS

(4)

The precise determination of the SoS reliability, the
change of failure rate, and PDSS reliability of the surviving
system need to be properly taken into account. The reliability
of the SoS of two load-sharing exponential units shown in Fig.
4 is given by Kececioglu (1991) as follows:
R(t): Probability that Primary site (PS or 1) and Secondary
site (SS or 2) complete their mission successful with pdf’s
f1(T) and f2(T), respectively, or the probability that PS fails at
t1 < t with pdf f1(T), and SS functions till t1 with pdf f2(T) and
the functions for the rest of the mission, on in (t - t1), with pdf
f2’ (T), or the probability that SS fails at t2 < t with pdf f2(T)
and PS functions till t2 with pdf f1(T) and then functions
with pdf f1’ (T) in (t – t2).
This scenario is presented in Table II and depicted in pdf
form in Fig. 4. when both of PDSSs are exponential. The
system model of integration of two equal system failure rates
and SCT as parallel is illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 (a) and (b)
shows the overall failure rate of system integration decrease
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(5)

It must be observed that λPS (T ) is not constant, but a
function of age, although each system of data center has a
constant λ 1 = λ 2 = λ and λ1' =

λ2' = λ ' .

System integration and operations of site plus site, normal
operation of data center PDSS, of Tier IV data center is shown
on Fig. 5. Utility is going to supply power throughout the
PDS: Transformer, automatic transfer switch (ATS), bus-bar,
UPSs, bus-bar, and loaded points. Calculation of SoS or
parallel system (PS) of Tier IV data center is derived from
Kececioglu (1991). Kececioglu defines MTBFPS of two
systems equal to 1.5m, as referred to, in (3). Substitution λ =
14.0865x10-6 and T = 43,800 hours of Tier IV data center to
(2). The result is λ PS (T ) = 8.88215x10-6. Substitution λ PS (T )
(1), we will receive MTBFPS= 112,585.371417 hours. The
result from substitution λ PS (T ) = 8.88215x10-6 and T =
43,800 hours to (5) shows the reliability R(T) of parallel
system of Tier IV data center, SoS, during 5 years equal to
89.6128152%.
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λ1.e − λ1.T
λ2 .e − λ2 .T

λ
f (T) λ21

λ2' .e

λ2'

− λ ' .( t −t1)
2

λ PS

(7) at t = 5 years, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The reliability result
is 85.3775%.
When one data center PDSS fails before the mission is
completed in LS, and the data center PDSS is exponential. The
reliability of the existing Secondary data center PDSS when
Primary site fails calculates from (8), as shown in Fig. 3(a).
λ' t

λPS (T ) =

2 λ e − λ T − 2 λ e −2 λ T
2e −λT − e − 2 λT

(a). A pdf’s of two parallel DC systems when primary DC fails

λ1.e −λ1.T
λ2 .e −λ2 .T

f (T) λλ1

−λ ' .(t −t 2)

λ1' .e

λ1'

1

2

λPS

λPS (T ) =

2 λ e − λ T − 2 λ e −2 λ T
2e −λT − e −2 λT

(b). A pdf’s of two parallel DC systems when secondary DC fails
Fig. 4. Comparing between pdf and operation time of DC-PDSS load-sharing
system [1]

The assumption on Fig. 4 shows λ PS

< λ , we need to

prove λ < λ ' after Primary site failover to Secondary site, as
shown in Fig. 5. Since in (4) derived results contrast with (1).
We are given:
MTBF1t or 2t is MTBF of each data center PDSS system
before failure of Primary or Secondary site,
MTBF1't or 2 't is MTBF of each data center PDSS after
failure of Primary or Secondary site,
λ is failure rate of each data center PDSS before failure,

λ ' is failure rate of each data center PDSS after failure.
λ PS < λ < λ ' and MTBFPS > MTBF1t or 2t > MTBF1't or 2 't (6)
Now we have MTBFPS = 112,585.371417 hours and
substitute to (3). We received m = 75,056.91 hours. When we
compare with original MTBF from Tier IV data center that
equal
to
75,434.78
hours,
that
means
MTBF1t or 2t > MTBF1't or 2 't and vice versa λ < λ ' as well for
(1), as depicted in Fig. 4. Hence the assumption on (6) is
correct.
2λ
RLS (t ) = e −2λt +
(e −2λt − e −λ 't )
(7)
λ '−2λ
For the two parallel load-sharing (LS) of data center
PDSS’s, if the data center PDSS’s are equal, i.e., they have the
same pdf, then λ 1 = λ 2 = λ and λ1' =
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R (t ) e 2
R2' = (t − t1 ) = 2'
= ' = e −λ '1(t −t1 )
(8)
R2' (t1 ) e λ 2t1
Assumption, the Primary site fail at time = t1, what is the
reliability of the Secondary site during the left 3 year
operation? Substitution t, t2, and λ ' ; from previous
calculation, and t= 43,800, t1 = 17,520 hours to (8). We will
get R2’ (t) = 70.4593882%.
Normal operation of data center PDSS is depicted in Fig. 5
or on Primary site on left hand and Secondary site on the right
hand. The utilities supply power throughout the PDSS: aerial
cable, fuse, transformer, cable, automatic transfer switch
(ATS), bus-duct, circuit breaker, cable, UPS, circuit breaker,
cable, PDU, cable, and loaded points. After utility outage or
PDSS fails on Primary or Secondary site, normal operation is
degraded, when either of both sites is resume accomplishing
the system will resume to normal operation, as illustrated in
Fig. 6. Whenever, data center of Primary or Secondary site
failure the services for external operations, end users, will not
interrupt. The capacity to handle the transactions will reduce a
half or increase double waiting queue or time for executing
process. Absolute failure in case can be happened only when
both sites are completely destroyed or malfunction at the same
time [12].
IV. DISCUSSION
A reliability of the parallel Tier IV data center system for a
critical mission of T duration before the first failure or 5 years
on this simulation is 89.6128152%. This 89.6128152%
implies that the probability of survival on normal operation
will still perform function continuously during mission time
over 5 years or 10.3871848% of the probability of the parallel
Tier IV data center system which may fail before 43,800 hours
of mission operation. The reliability of two parallel systems
(PS) is higher than two parallel load-sharing (LS) systems;
conversely the efficiency of LS system is better than the
normal two parallel systems in terms of distributing
transaction, service response times, and expanding capacity
and capability.
The research defines the Tier IV DC parallel system failure
when both Primary data center and Secondary data center fail
at the same time. MTTR and maintenance systems of each
data center are the keys to keeping parallel systems more
reliable and available. The critical condition, which is MTTR,
must be less than the maximum tolerable period of disruption
(MTPD) [11]. MTTF of equipment is depended on 4
conditions; first, selected on CICs and designed on SCT of a
data center system, second, operation of data center site
conditions, third, related risks on daily operation of human
activities, and last, procedural maintenance [5]. The most
reasons of system failures come from human omission, e.g.,
they do not follow the manual instruction step by step, or
commission, e.g., the system crashes during installing system.
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TABLE I
EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY DATA FROM IEEE 493 GOLD BOOK [7]
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Fig. 6. System Failure Life Cycle Model.

During the design process, engineers, consultants, and
designers need to understand throughout the transformation of
a system failure cycle. The research results are derived from
the root cause analysis of each system failure cycle to prepare
the preventive actions and pre-planning for the corrective
actions.
V. CONCLUSION
A simulation results from reliability block diagram (RBD)
helps consultants, data center designers, IT managers, and
contractors to foreseen the output of reliability system design.
This helps to save time and costs from trial and error processes
which in real data center operations cannot be accepted. To
improve the system reliability data center designer needs to
understand the MTTF, MTTR, CIC, and SCT of each type
design pattern to optimize between reliability and investment.
As a result from equation (6),

λPS < λ < λ ' and MTBFPS > MTBF1 or 2 > MTBF1' or 2 '
t

is shown the MTBF of each

t

λPS < λ < λ '

t

t

presented

reliability MTBF; 89.6128152%> 85.3775% > 70.4593882%
respectively, as in equation (6). This is implied that the
reliability of two parallel systems (PS) is higher than two
parallel load-sharing (LS) systems.
A regular maintenance, monitoring, and automatically
control system is not only preventive and alert the system
before disaster occurs but also help increase system reliability,
system operations on energy conservative mode, and extending
operations life-cycle of all equipments. All of these key factors
are contributing to data center project operations success.
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Abstract: In the last years, with the help of high-speed and
broadband networking, the content delivery service has been
grown up widely. There are a lot of providers for online
streaming via Content Delivery Network (CDN), Peer to Peer
(P2P) network or hybrid CDN-P2P system. In this paper, we
analyse a hybrid solution for real-time streaming: hybrid CDNP2P mechanism that takes the best of both CDN and P2P
content delivery architectures. By adapting the best of breed of
both worlds (CDN and P2P), we detail a hybrid model which,
thorough quantative analysis, shows the benefits of merging the
two architectures. Through simulation, we will show that a
hybrid CDN-P2P approach is a much more stable platform
whilst at the same time a very cost effective approach in
providing a live streaming service to the masses.
Keywords – live streaming; CDN; P2P; hybrid CDN-P2P

I.

INTRODUCTION

Live video streaming has long been projected as the
“killer-application” for the Internet. While this expectation
has been in effect for several years now, only in recent years
with the deployment of increased bandwidth at the end user’s
side has this promise finally turned into reality (e.g., [14, 15,
16]).
CDN and P2P networks have been most accepted
technologies in use for delivering streaming content today. In
a CDN scenario, the streaming content is delivered to sibling
CDN servers that are placed in various georaphical regions
and used to reduce the overall load on the streaming source.
When a client requests for the streaming content, the CDN
server closest to that client will deliver the stream and not the
CDN server acting as the main source of the stream. This
architecture (CDN) is caracterized by very high bandwidth
capacity and huge disk space thus making it the best option to
provide the highest quality stream. However, the economical
factors, such as cost of hardware, and the complexities with
the scalability make this model less popular.
Multiple other solutions have been found to reduce the
number of deployed servers [2][4][5], thus trying to overcome
the economical factors of CDN to some extent. However, the
provided service on those solutions does not match the quality
of service provided by the pure CDN architecture.
On the other hand, P2P streaming network [7], [8]
introduces a concept of a completley decentralized system.
Once the content is received, a peer automatically becomes a
source of the stream to other peers. An increase of active
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peers increases the quality of the stream delivery since the
model is based on peer abundant bandwidth utilization. In
order to get the quality of service that is provided by the CDN
architecture, a P2P architecture would require a huge number
of participating peers.
This brings us to an evaluation of a hybrid CDN-P2P
solution, which is highly recommended in order to eliminate
all the weaknesses of those two original architectures. By
using this type of architecture, we can have a cost-effective
streaming system. This type of delivery system (hybrid CDNP2P architecture) benefits from the advantages of two
technologies: the use of CDN servers assures the best quality
of streaming service and use of the P2P network reduces the
price of system thus resulting in a cost-performance content
delivery service.
In a given hybrid CDN-P2P architecture, a CDN server
usually acts as a component which assures the availability of
requested resource (in our case a live video stream) and the
speed of transmitting the requested resource.
In contrast, a peer is not only a request component but is
also a support function to the CDN server in the process of
content delivery to other peers. A large number of wellorganized peers can reduce the server load significantly.
In this document, in Sections 2 and 3, we will cover the
basic infrastructure characteristics for both CDN and P2P
networks taking a look at their functionality and overall
benefits as well as the shortcomings. In Section 4, we will
then introduce our new proposed architecture that is made up
of a hybrid solution taking both previous architectures as the
basis of our new hybrid cdn-p2p system. Section 5 will cover
the methodology based on which we plan to simulate the
proposed architecture. This section will be followed by
analysis of our results, and finally, a conclusion.
II. CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORK (CDN) ARCHITECTURE
The Content Distribution Network (CDN) is the most
used technology for real-time content distribution. Grouped
into sets of dedicated servers, CDN servers have a very large
bandwidth and a huge capacity of storage. This enabled them
to deliver data to a large amount of users. These servers are
often organized at a hierarchic structure and are placed in
multiple locations over multiple backbones. There are three
kinds of servers in a CDN group set:
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Figure 1. Akamai content delivery network [2]



Encoder Server - gets and converts media from
media source into small chunks
 Transport Server - distributes data in the network
 Edge server - transfers media to end-user
As an example, Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a
Akamai CDN.
Analyzing the architecture from the stream source and all
the way to the end user, we first have an encoder server which
is by default closest to the stream source (i.e. video stream or
a audio stream). This positioning enables the encoder server
to get the content fastest as it needs to encode it before it is
sent out to the rest of the network.
The next server in the CDN architecture is the transports
server which is responsible for distribution/transporting the
encoded content to the edge servers. The transport server
must have a very large capacity of storage because it has to
store a lot of encoded data.
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The rest of CDN network is made up of edge servers
which are the closest to end user. In a hierarchic architecture,
an edge server is a leaf which manages its end user.
For performance optimization, there also can be several
tracker servers which are used to balance the server load
between all the servers in the network. Sometimes, any given
server in the architecture, irrelevant of its original purpose,
can be used to do this task provided that it has free resources
available.
The process of obtaining the stream from the end user's
side starts with a tracker server detecing the edge server that
needs to be used which is closest to the originating user.
Once the edge server has been identified (i.e. tracked), all
the requests of media will be transferred to that edge server.
Whenever an edge server cannot provide the content, it will
hand-over the request to another edge server. This task of
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organization is done by server load balancing which uses one
or more “layer 4-7 switches”.
Taking Akmai as an example, a DNS forwarding
mechanism is used to redirect request coming from clients in
order to equilibrate server-load between CDN servers and to
make the content distribution more effective.
To enhance the the quality and the reliability of the
stream, a provider can also use some fault tolerant servers or
backup servers [11] to assure that there is always response to
any given request and that there is no sudden break of data
transfer. This is one of the reasons why a CDN type network
usually costs a lot. Hoever, this is also one of the factors that
enable a CDN network to provide an unrivaled streaming
quality.
III. PEER TO PEER (P2P) ARCHITECTURE
Whilst P2P architectures have been mainly used for file
sharing in the past, today they are more and more used to
delivery media content [6], [8]. In a P2P streaming network,
we also have a media server which gets the stream from the
source and distributes it to the network so that the content can
be distributed by all the participants (referred to as
audiences).
A mesh-pull P2P live streaming architecture often has
three major components:
 Streaming peer node – this node includes a streaming
engine and a media player
 Channel streaming server - converts the media
content into smaller chunks with each chunk being
composed by some piece
 The tracker server - provides the streaming channel,
peer and chunk information for each peer node that
joins the network.

Figure 2. P2P streaming process [8]

On joining the network, a peer first downloads the list of
distributed channels available on the network. After selecting
a channel from the provided list, the node is registered in the
tracking server. From that point onwards, like other peers that
have already registered to the same channel, this node
participates in the process of streaming the media to other
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existing nodes or new joining nodes. At the media playing
stage process, the peer downloads the list of pieces available
in other peers so that it will know which is the best peer that
will respond the request of missing pieces in its playing
buffer.
Even though P2P streaming network works in a decentralized mode, there are also servers called „trackers“ that
store peers and channel information. A tracker server can be a
regular computer which has a limited capacity of storage but
also has a fast internet connection. That is possible since the
information that needs to be stored is in simple text format
which makes the requirement for hige disk space mute. In
contrast, the tracker server must have a high speed internet
connection so that it can send the peer and channels list as fast
as possible.
PPLive is the most popular P2P streaming architecture
today. It has been reported that a PPLive supported 1,480,000
nodes viewing a live media stream at the same time with 1 PC
server and 10Mbps bandwidth.
IV. HYBRID CDN-P2P ARCHITECTURE
Both of the two above mentioned technologies have their
advantages and disadvantages. A CDN can assure the quality
of service by using distributed CDN servers with high
bandwidth and large capacity of storage. But these servers
often cost too much. In contrast, a P2P Live streaming system
is much cheaper but the speed of media streaming depends on
the number of joined peers and their availability of content
resource, internet connection. PPlive can be used in cases
which need to serve a huge number of audiences in the same
time; however, they cannot assure the quality of service and
cannot serve a special requirement of high definition content.
Therefore, hybrid CDN-P2P architecture is indispensable
to have the best solution for content streaming, in particular
for live streaming service.
A. System Overview
In this section, we describe the general architecture of the
proposed system. As shown in Figure 1, there are three major
components: (1) Management Center (MC) comprising the
DNS-based Global Server Load Balance (GSLB) system,
content management and configuration system, and
monitoring and billing systems; (2) cache servers, referred to
as Service Nodes (SN) that deliver video contents from
content providers to end users; (3) end hosts which may either
be legacy clients, which directly obtain the stream from the
edge servers or LiveSky-enabled clients, which can
additionally engage in P2P transfers.
System Management: The Management Center (MC) is
responsible for efficient control and monitoring of the
proposed system. The DNS-based GSLB system in the MC
redirects user requests to the nearest, lightly loaded server [3].
The MC distributes configurations to the SNs using
XML messages; these messages use incremental updates to
reduce the communication overhead. The configuration
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parameters include channel information, source information,
operating strategies etc.
B. CDN Overlay
The SNs are organized into several tiers, with Tier0
being closest to the content source and Tiern−1 closest to the
end users as shown in Figure 3. We refer to the SNs in
Tiern−1 as edge SNs since they are directly responsible for
serving end users. The SNs in the remaining tiers are core
SNs since their primary responsibility is to act as a
distribution overlay to deliver the content to the edge SNs.
This hierarchical arrangement is typical of many CDN
infrastructures to effectively magnify the total system
capacity, reduce the load at the content source, and also
leverage the benefits of caching requested contents in higher
layers.

Figure 3. System architecture

Each SN is allocated a unique ID. When SNi boots up, it
sends a “alive” message to the MC. The MC then broadcasts
the alive message to other SNs. A different SNj can obtain the
attributes of SNi (e.g., IP address and TCP port information)
from the MC to establish a TCP connection with SNi if
necessary.
The server-side distribution mechanism is largely treebased. However, in order to provide greater reliability in the
presence of node or network failures, we allow each SN to
retrieve the content either from SNs higher up in the
hierarchy (i.e., a lower numbered tier) or from peer SNs in the
same tier. Since the edge SNs are responsible for serving end
users, they are typically heavily loaded and we disable
peering between SNs in the edge tier.
Edge SNs handle client requests and obtain the required
contents from the core SNs. Requests from edge SNs are
forwarded up the hierarchy until they find a node that has the
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desired content. To minimize the load at the content source,
only Tier0 SNs retrieve content directly from it. The goal of
the server-side overlay is efficient data distribution with some
measures to guard against some node failures and network
delays. As the CDN nodes have high availability and are
stable, a tree-based overlay with additional peer edges
satisfies the goals of providing reliable, yet efficient data
transmission.
C. System operation
A client first obtains the URL for the live stream from
the content source (e.g., http://domainname/live1). The GSLB
component of the CDN takes into account the client location,
the edge SN location, and the edge SN loads to find a suitable
edge SN for this client. The client is then redirected to this
edge SN using traditional DNS-based redirection techniques
[3].
Each edge SN serves multiple roles. First, it acts as a
regular server for legacy clients. Second, it serves as a tracker
for the P2P operation to bootstrap new clients with candidate
peers. Third, it acts as a seed for the P2P operation for the
proposed system-enabled clients assigned to it. The edge SNs
are pre-configured with some decision logic that decides if a
new proposed system-enabled client should be served in
CDN-mode or if they should be redirected to the P2P overlay.
Finally, the edge SN is used for some optimizations in the
P2P operation. Note that the P2P overlays are localized on a
per-edge SN basis; i.e., the peers with which a LiveSky
enabled node communicates in the P2P mechanism are also
assigned to the same edge SN as this node. We discuss these
last two roles in more detail in the next section.
D. Client distribution
Legacy Clients: As discussed earlier, there are two types
of clients: legacy clients which receive contents directly from
the edge SNs and LiveSky enabled clients which can either
receive contents from the edge SNs or additionally use P2P
mechanisms. An important distinction between the legacy and
LiveSky clients is that the LiveSky clients can access a higher
quality video stream whereas the legacy clients may only be
able to access a lower quality stream. This incentivizes users
to install the LiveSky client software and encourages
widespread adoption. In our experience, we find that typically
more than 50% of users have adopted LiveSky.
LiveSky’s P2P Mechanism: Recent proposals [17, 18]
demonstrate that a hybrid approach combining the multi-tree
[19, 16] and mesh [20, 21] schemes achieves both efficient
delivery and robustness to churn. We adopt a similar scheme
in the proposed system. The video stream is a single bit-rate
encoding (i.e., we do not use any layered coding) and is
separated into several sub-streams according to the stream
frame id. For example, if the video is divided into six substreams, substream0 consists of frames 0, 6, 12, 18, . . .
substream1 consists of frames 1, 7, 13, 19, . . . and so on.
Peers are organized in a tree-based overlay on a per substream basis. This ensures that all nodes contribute some
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upload bandwidth. Additionally, in order to be robust to
network or node failures, peers also use a mesh-style pull
mechanism to retrieve missing frames for continuous
playback.
V. SIMULATION
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of hybrid CDN-P2P
solution, we have simulated the network architecture and
have given a certain test case.
The NS2 Simulator has been chosen in order to test our
scenario. The NS2 is a discrete event simulator targeted at
networking research. NS provides substantial support for
simulation of TCP, routing, and multicast protocols over
wired and wireless (local and satellite) networks. This
simulator is used in the simulation of routing protocols,
among others, and is heavily used in ad-hoc networking
research, and supports popular network protocols, offering
simulation results for wired and wireless networks alike [22].
Before we started our simlation, we had to categorize the
nodes into two types. The chosen types for the simlation were
 CDN Server type - nodes that act as CDN servers
 Peer types – nodes that act as Peers
Once we have completed the categorization, we
introduced a buffer to all the nodes in the network. The size
of the buffer used indicates the number of slots that can store
a piece of transmitted data during a playback time. Keeping
that in mind, all nodes that have been categorized as CDN
servers would have unlimited capacity for the buffer size
since while the nodes categorizes as Peer types would have
limited capacity for the buffer size assigned.
We assume that CDN server nodes are always ready to
immediatley transmit, when requested by the peer nodes, any
piece of stream that has been already received by the stream
source without going back to the stream source.
For transmission between the CDN server node and a
peer node, we will assume the same delay as between two
peer nodes.
After that has been completed, each local peer's buffer is
then divided into two parts as already mentioned above. The
percentage of P2P part in the buffer is defined by the
configuration file.
In a non-simulated environment (i.e. in an application
environment), this parameter would actually be variable and
able to adapt to the changing number of CDN servers and
peer clients which would profit from the maximum work load
of CDN servers.
Major parameters of our simulated network are:
 Network size (N): the number of nodes including
CDN servers.
 Network protocol: protocol used in each node.
 Buffer length (lbuffer):
 Chunk size (lchunk)
 P2P percentage in a buffer (a)
 CDN bandwidth (bCDN)
 P2P bandwidth (bP2P)
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 delay between nodes (dtransport)
 delay between CDN-source (dCDN-source)
We have tried to simulate real-time streaming the video
content of 400Kbps (or 50KB/s) which has a quality of a
business video conference. In the simulation, we consider
each piece of data has 5KB length (or 40Kb). Suppose that
each play out is for 1 second of media. Hence, a chunk to play
has a length of 400Kb. CDN servers in our simulations have
an upload capacity of 10Mbps. In real world, internet
connection speed of peers are usually much variable, but we
suppose that each peer in our network have a connection of
512Kbps. We consider that each node can buffers up to 20s of
playing time. Our network uses also an unreliable transport to
make it more reality. From that, we can than adjust the rate of
lost packet.
After having taken a look at some peer-to-peer
applications, we found that delays between peers are from
20ms to 1500ms [13]. Therefore, we apply this interval of
delay to all the transaction, not only transactions between two
peers but also transactions between a peer and a CDN server.
Furthermore, it takes a little delay when CDN requests
content from source so we define this delay (dCDN-source) too.
Hence, each transaction j-th has a random delay dj = dCDNsource_j + dtransport_j.
TABLE 1

TEST PARAMETERS

VI. RESULT
We simulated with the main parameters described in
previous section and we changed the number of peers
participated, rate of packet lost.
First delay is a value of time which a media player must
wait for from beginning of streaming process to play out the
first chunk. In the media on demand network, first delay is
not very important and we can tolerate it but in the real-time
streaming mode, first delay has a very important role in
streaming process. Suppose that the streaming, lately does not
have any delay time during the playback but the first delay is
too much, so the content of media be played in the media
player would be older and there is no meaning of real-time
service. For example, users joined into a football match
streaming session, even there are not any interruption during
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the session but if the first delay is long, people would see a
goal lately. In our simulations, we tried to evaluate the first
delay in different configurations to know if we can have a
best configuration which assures the smallest first delay. As
we can see in the Figure 4, the first delay is usually longer
than other delays. The reason is: at the beginning of
streaming, all the peers in network do not have any data in
buffer. In other words, all slots in buffer map are empty.
Hence, it must wait for streaming process to fill in at least
first lchunk slots so that media player can play out the first
chunk.
Furthermore, when a peer sends a request to other peers
or to CDN server, it will receive (if possible) list of pieces
responded randomly. For example, the peer named “A” need
a list of piece {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18} to fill in
the buffer, it sends this list to peers which have any of those
piece. Because the bandwidth of a peer is limited; one peer
can send only k pieces at one time then if k < size of list
request, that peer would choose random k piece in his
available response list to reply back to peer A. Hence, peer A
will receive a chaotic response list from others peers. That is
why, to fulfill all lchunk pieces of first chunk (from start
point), it can take a longer time.

much faster. This effect also proves the important impact of
P2P part: prepares and reduces waiting time of playing buffer.
However, there are also other moments that buffer must
wait to play next chunk because in the simulator. The reason
is the way we choose piece to send back each time is
randomly like we have discussed above. There are properly
pieces that could be received much longer than other. Hence,
to play chunks which these pieces belong to, it takes longer
time than other earlier chunks.
Joined times also has impact to the first delay of
streaming process. In the figure above, we consider a peer
join from beginning of stream. Now, we let audiences join at
different time and see how first delay change in different
nodes. We then take a test with 1000 nodes. The results show
that, a peer which joins a streaming later would wait longer to
play first chunk. Additionally, network size can have impact
to first delay too. If the number of joined peers in the
streaming increases, the first delay of a given peer who joined
from the beginning of streaming could be longer. In real live
streaming application, audiences usually join in at same time
from the beginning of a live streaming session, for example to
view a live football match. Therefore, we must reduce the
first delay so that the streaming has a meaning of “real-time”.
VII. CONCLUSION

Figure 4. Playing delay of first 100 chunks

Figure 5. Playing delay in different joined times

From the second chunk, the delay time is almost reduced
because after each playback, the buffer map is moved forward
so there are slot in P2P part which have data will be transfer
to CDN part. Therefore, the CDN part can be fulfilled even
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By combining the best of both approaches in delivering
live streaming content to end users (the CDN architecture and
P2P architecture) we were able to show that a hybrid model
based on the above mentioned architectures can provide a
much better service than either architecture individually.
Having setup a simulation environment in NS2 simulator,
we tested different cases that all had the same QoS
parameters which were used to evaluate performance of the
overall network. We tested the setup environment using 1000
nodes and different join times (which may not be the case for
live-streaming as usually everyone would join at
approximately the same time).
By concentrating on the most important factor of livestreaming service provisioning (i.e. the playout delay), we
have shown that in our simulation, with the number of joining
peers varying all the time and whilst the QoS factors are
being fulfilled, the first playback delay’s performance on a
network peeks at approximately 600 peers. At this point, the
QoS parameters are still met and past this point the first
playout delay does not cross over 11000 ms even at a point of
2000 peers joining.
This shows us that a hybrid CDN-P2P approach is a
much more stable platform whilst at the same time a very cost
effective approach in providing a live streaming service to the
masses.
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Abstract—With the emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT),
it is necessary to define service models, which can categorize
IoT applications and determine the Quality of Service (QoS)
factors necessary to satisfy the requirements of those services.
On the other hand, as Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)
constitute a main component of the IoT, they become a key
factor concerning QoS provision. In this perspective, we focus
our analysis on the possible WSNs integration approaches in
the IoT while providing QoS and which best practices to adopt.
Furthermore, regarding QoS requirements, we also define
service models for the IoT and expose their feasibility through
a categorization of IoT applications.
Keywords-Internet of Things; Wireless Sensor Network;
QoS; Service Models; MAC

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) will likely be one of the
most important technological breakthroughs of the years to
come. IoT could be conceptually defined as a dynamic
global network infrastructure with self configuring
capabilities based on standard and interoperable
communication protocols where physical and virtual things
have identities, physical attributes, and virtual personalities,
use intelligent interfaces, and are seamlessly integrated into
the information network [1].
In the IoT, smart things/objects are active participants in
business, information and social processes where they are
enabled to interact and communicate among themselves and
with the environment by exchanging data and information
sensed about the environment, while reacting autonomously
to the real/physical world events and influencing it by
running processes that trigger actions and create services
with or without direct human intervention [1]. In this
perspective, it is necessary to define service models, which
can categorize IoT applications and then determine which
Quality of Service (QoS) factors are necessary to satisfy the
requirements of those services.
Smart objects are lightweight devices with a sensor or
actuator and a communication device. These devices are
capable of sensing various types of incidents/parameters and
communicating those with other devices. They can be
battery-operated, and typically have three components: a
CPU (8, 16 or 32-bit microcontroller), memory (a few tens
of kilobytes) and a low-power wireless communication
device (from a few kilobits/s to a few hundreds of
kilobits/s). The size of these devices is very small [2][3].
These devices can work together, forming for example a
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wireless sensor network (WSN). As a main component of
the IoT, WSNs become a key factor concerning QoS
provision and therefore should be integrated in the IoT in
the best possible way.
In this paper, based on the analysis of the current QoS
MAC solutions in WSNs and simulation results, we focus
our QoS analysis on the possible WSNs’ integration
approaches in the IoT. Then, regarding QoS requirements,
we also define service models for the IoT and expose their
feasibility through a categorization of IoT applications.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II focuses on a review of current QoS MAC
solutions in WSNs. In Section III, we provide a summary
of different service models and performance analysis of the
IEEE 802.15.4 from [4]. The fourth Section describes a
WSN integration approach in the IoT providing QoS. Then
we propose best practices to adopt when using the IEEE
802.15.4 protocol for WSNs while providing the
aforementioned service models. In the Section V, we
extend the service models described in Section III to the IoT
and we present a categorization of IoT applications
according to them. Finally, conclusions are presented in
Section VI.
II. MAC SOLUTIONS FOR QOS IN WSNS
Many aspects of WSNs such as routing, preservation of
battery power and topology control have been studied in
previous papers [5], [6], [7]. However, the area of QoS in
WSNs remains largely open. The main reason is that WSNs
are quite different from traditional wired and wireless
networks from several points of view (e.g. energy,
processing and memory constraints, heterogeneous and
unevenly distributed traffic, network’s dynamic changes and
scalability problems).
In the following paragraphs, a summary of current QoSaware MAC solutions for WSNs is provided. Two complete
surveys of QoS-Aware MAC protocols and Real Time (RT)
QoS support can be found in [8] and [9] respectively. The
main characteristics of each protocol are described below:
1) Implicit prioritized access protocol (I-EDF) [10] and
dual-mode MAC protocol [11]: they adopt a cellular
backbone network and thus they are topology-dependent.
They use Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) and
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) to guarantee
bounded delay (HRT). Energy efficiency is not considered.
2) PEDAMACS [12]: this TDMA-based protocol that
aims to achieve both energy efficiency and delay guarantee
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TABLE I.
Name
I-EDF, Dual-mode
MAC
PEDAMACS
IEEE 802.15.4
Saxena et al.
PQ-MAC
I-MAC
Diff-MAC
EQ-MAC
Suriyachai et al.

MAC type

A COMPARISON OF MAC PROTOCOLS
RT type

Energy efficient

Scalability

HRT

Cell structure

N/A

Moderate

TDMA
Slotted CSMA/CA, GTS
CSMA
TDMA /CSMA
TDMA /CSMA
CSMA
TDMA /CSMA
TDMA

HRT
Best effort/HRT
Best effort /Low-Latency
Best effort/Low-Latency
Best effort/Low-Latency
Best effort /Low-Latency
Best effort/Low-Latency
HRT

No
No
No
No
No
No
1-hop cluster based
Data gathering tree

High
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
Moderate

Low
Good
Good
Low
Moderate
Good
Moderate
Low

(HRT). However, in order to accomplish this, it requires
powerful access point (AP). This requirement has reduced
its practical application and attractiveness.
3) IEEE 802.15.4 standard [13]: it basically uses
CSMA/CA. In the beacon-enabled synchronized mode, it
provides guaranteed time slots (GTS) and thus, in this case,
HRT. It also provides energy saving.
4) Saxena et al. [14]: the autors propose a CSMA/CA
protocol designed to support three types of traffic: streaming
video, non-real-time and best effort. The device adjusts the
duty cycle depending on the dominating traffic received in
order to achieve energy saving.
5) PQ-MAC [15]: it uses both CSMA and TDMA.
Energy saving is handled by an advanced wake up scheme,
while prioritization is handled by a doubling scheme for
high priority data.
6) I-MAC [16]: this protocol is based on Z-MAC [17]
and defines three priority levels. It uses both CSMA and
TDMA.
7) Diff-MAC [18]: it is a CSMA/CA based protocol,
which provides differentiated services and hybrid
prioritization very useful in multimedia applications. Its
dynamic adaptation brings higher complexity.
8) EQ-MAC [19]: it uses both CSMA and TDMA. It
achieves good energy saving and provides service
differentiation but only works for bluster based single hop
networks and cannot handle multi-hop transmissions.
9) Suriyachai et al. [20]: it is a TDMA based protocol,
which can provide deterministic bounds for communication
between two devices. Although, as it is based on a data
gathering tree, its scalability is quite low.
Table II summarizes the QoS support and the major
differences of the 10 protocols described in this section.
III.

Topology dependent

FDMA-TDMA

Time (SRT) and Hard Real Time (HRT)) and criticality
(yes/no). The first model is the Open Services Model. It is
interactive as it is based on user’s queries, non-RT and non
mission-critical. The second model is the Supple Services
Model. This model is sometimes interactive, sometimes
not, depending on the user’s subscription, it is SRT and
mission-critical. The third model is the Complete Services
model. It is not interactive as there is a continuous flow of
data, it is SRT or HRT depending on the application and is
mission-critical.
B. IEEE 802.15.4 Performance Analysis
In order to provide the services described above in a
WSN, we want to be able to provide services, which
includes both best effort and HRT, to take into account
energy saving while not being dependent of a certain
topology in order to offer a solution practically applicable.
From this perspective, we can conclude that the 802.15.4
standard offer the best compromise of the aforementioned
characteristics and in this optic, the following performance
analysis was conducted [4].
The simulations were performed with ns-2 simulator
[21], using the IEEE 802.15.4 extension developed at City
College of New York [22].
In our simulations we consider an 802.15.4 wireless
network with one PAN coordinator and N reduced-function
devices, with the nodes located close in a communication
distance of 25 meters. This assumption prevents hidden
terminal problem which results in data collisions. Wireless
nodes are organized in star and random topologies (Fig. 1).

SERVICE MODELS AND PERFORMANCE E VALUATION
OF IEEE 802.15.4

A complete description of service models and
performance evaluation of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is
presented in [4]. In this section, we provide a summary of
this analysis.
A. Service Models
The three service models are based on three factors:
interactivity (yes/no), delay (Non Real-Time, Soft Real
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Figure 1. Simulation topologies (Adopted from [4]).
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TABLE II.
Parameter
Service
Type

Traffic
Type
Number of
Nodes

Number of
Flows

Node
Position
Traffic
Direction
Packet Size

TRAFFIC PARAMETERS (ADOPTED FROM [4])

Single user category

Multiple user categories

No
Guarantees

Mobile
Services

No
Guarantees Guarantees

Real-time Guarantees

Poisson

Constant
Bit Rate
(CBR)

Poisson –
File Transfer
Protocol
(FTP)

Constant Bit
Rate (CBR) –
File Transfer
Protocol
(FTP)

25, 50, 100

1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and 4/4
number of nodes

¼ Poisson –
¾ FTP
½ Poisson –
½ FTP
¾ Poisson –
¼ FTP

¼ CBR – ¾
FTP
½ CBR – ½
FTP
¾ CBR – ¼
FTP

Star / Random

Node to Coordinator

Node to Coordinator
40 Bytes

20 Bytes – 40
Bytes

Traffic flows are generated in one-hop transmitting data
directly to the coordinator, either in distributed or constant
bit rate depending on the simulation model. Moreover, for
each model, we distinguish two categories: no traffic
differentiation (Single User) and traffic differentiation
(Multiple User). A summary of traffic characteristics are
presented in Table II. Additionally, multi-hop scenarios are
evaluated in the random topology. Each simulation runs for
500 s and 15 times.
1) Single User Category: In a star topology with no
guarantees, the power consumption does not exceed 0.35
and the worst case limit reaches 80% in packet delivery
ratio for a loaded network. In a star topology with mobile
services, better performance metrics are achieved: 2.5 times
greater throughput and 5% better packet delivery ratio. In a
random topology with no guarantees, we have better
network performances compared to the star topology: 83%
better in power consumption and doubled network lifetime.
In a random topology with mobile services, the network
behavior is similar compared to the star topology and better
performance metrics are achieved: 17% greater throughput,
40% lower average delay and 75% lower power
consumption.
2) Service Differentiation for Multiple User Categories:
In a star topology, a grade of service differentiation can be
achieved with packet delivery ratio reaching 87% and 83%
for non guaranteed/guaranteed services and 83% for RT and
guaranteed services respectively. There is no difference in
throughput and average delay between the classes of
services. In a random topology, there are no major
discrepancies in network behavior. The throughput is 30%
greater and average delay is 6% better compared to star
topology metrics. The power consumption is reduced by
about 80% compared to a large scaled star network.
3) Priority Based Service Differentiation: Provision of
multi-level priority based services by tuning properly the
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25, 50, 100

Star / Random

40 Bytes

size of the CW. In a star topology, priority services can be
achieved with the throughput metric ranging from 4% to
20% depending on the service differentiation provided and
the network load. Affected by the same factors, energy
consumption ranges between 0.6% and 15%. The worst
case in packet delivery ratio reaches 85% of successful
delivery. In a random topology, a better delivery ratio is
achieved and the gain in power consumption reaches 72%.
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WSNS INTEGRATION APPROACH IN THE IOT
PROVIDING QOS AND BEST PRACTICES

A. WSNs Integration Approach in the IoT Providing QoS
In fact, one of the most important components in the IoT
paradigm is WSN. The benefits of connecting both WSN
and other IoT elements go beyond remote access, as
heterogeneous information systems can be able to
collaborate and provide common services. However,
deploying WSNs configured to access the Internet raises
novel challenges, which need to be tackled before taking
advantage of the many benefits of such integration.
There are a lot of approaches to connect WSNs to the
Internet. According to [23] and [24] the most effective,
flexible and scalable approach is inspired for current WLAN
structure and forms a dense 802.15.4 access point network,
where multiple sensor nodes can join the Internet through the
network’s gateway (Fig. 2).
With gateways acting only as repeater and protocol
translators, sensor nodes are also expected to contribute to
QoS management by optimizing the resource utilization of
all heterogeneous devices that are part of the future Internet
of Things.
B.

Proposed Best Practices
From Figure 3 [4] and the analysis presented in Section
III, we can suggest some best practices about topology and
traffic type, based on each application’s priorities
concerning quality factors.
If nor differentiation of traffic neither a strict delay
bound is to be provided, the best topology is the random
topology as it assures much better energy saving (83%),
throughput (19%) and packet delivery ratio (6%) than the
star topology. This approach mostly fits the Open Services
model and in some cases the Supple Services model and
Complete Services model.

Figure 2. Integration of WSN in the IoT.
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Figure 3. Simulation models statistics for traffic parameters described in
Table II (Adopted from [4]).

On the other hand, in order to support RT applications
without traffic differentiation, the star topology achieves
better delay than the random topology, but as mentioned
above, costs more energy (75%). This could be the case
while providing Complete Services model.
When different types of traffic are required, as for the
two previous cases, again the star topology consumes
dramatically much more energy (Non-RT: 78% and RT:
86%) than the random topology and performs worse in
terms of throughput (Non-RT: 24% and RT: 48%) and
delivery ratio (RT: 10%). This scenario is more likely to fit
the Supple Services Model and the Complete Services
model.
We can conclude that the only reason to use the star
topology is when no other topology is feasible with the
specific lightweight devices or when the delay provided by
the random topology is not satisfactory. Again, this could
be the case while providing Complete Services model when
traffic differentiation is required.
V. APPLICATIONS AND SERVICE MODELS IN THE IOT
In [25], the authors present numerous applications made
possible by the IoT. Each of these applications has different
requirements in terms of QoS. Based on the three service
models for WSNs described in Section III, we extend those
services to the IoT and demonstrate their feasibility
categorizing the applications described in [25] according to
these services’ characteristics.
In the next paragraphs, for each domain of application
described in [25], that is to say Transportation & Logistics,
Healthcare, Smart environment, Personal & Social and
Futuristic, we categorize each specific application in one of
the three services based on their characteristics.
A. Transportation & Logistic
1) Logistics: this is either interactive or non-interactive,
in many cases it requires a SRT guarantee and is missioncritical, thus it belongs to the Supple Services model.
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2) Assisted driving: this is obvious that this application
is mission-critical and requires a continuous flow of data
with HRT guarantee, for these reasons it can ben classified
into the Complete Services model.
3) Mobile ticketing: if the application’s purpose was
only to provide information about transportation services, it
would be classified into the Open Services model as it is
interactive, without requirements of synchronous data. As
the oportunity to buy the related tickets is provided, it
belongs to the Supple Services model as there is a need of
SRT guarantee and the application is now mission-critical.
4) Monitoring
environmental
parameters:
the
application is non RT or SRT, it provides periodically
collected data and thus is not interactive and is missioncritical as this will influence the measures to be taken. This
application can be classified in the Supple Services model.
5) Augmented maps: this application belongs to the
Open Services model as it is based on interaction, doesn’t
require RT and isn’t mission-critical.
B. Healthcare
1) Tracking: requiring a continuous flow of data, SRT
or HRT guarantees and being mission-critical, this
application is another example of a Complete Services
model’s application.
2) Identification and authentication: this application is
interactive, it requires no RT or only SRT guarantees but the
security provided makes it mission-critical. Therefore, the
application belongs to the Supple Services model.
3) Data collection: interactive or not, it requires a SRT
guarantee and is mission-critical. The application can be
classified into the Supple Services model.
4) Sensing: as for tracking, it is mission-critical,
requires HRT guarantees and a continuous flow of data and
thus belongs to the Complete Services model.
C. Smart environments
1) Comfortable homes and offices: this application is
interactive or not, it requires no RT or only SRT guarantees
but as it can be used for monitoring and alarm systems, it
becomes mission-critical. The best classification is thus the
Supple Services model.
2) Industrial plants: the application is interactive or not,
it requires SRT guarantees, it is mission critical and belongs
therefore to the Supple Services model.
3) Smart museum and gym: this is another classic
example of Open Services model, it is interactive, does not
require RT guarantees and is not mission-critical.
D. Personal and social
1) Social networking: this application is interactive, it
doesn’t require RT guarantees and isn’t mission-critical,
therefore it can be categorized into the Open Services
model.
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TABLE III.
Application
domain
Transportation
& Logistic

Healthcare

Smart
Environments
Personal and
Social
Futuristic

APPLICATIONS IN I OT AND THEIR CORRESPONDING
SERVICE MODEL
Application

Model

Logistics
Assisted driving
Mobile ticketing
Monitoring environmental parameters
Augmented maps
Tracking
Identification & Authentication
Data Collection
Sensing
Comfortable homes and offices
Industrial plants
Smart museum and gym
Social networking
Historical queries
Losses & Thefts
Robot taxi
City information model
Enhanced game room

Supple
Complete
Supple
Supple
Open
Complete
Supple
Supple
Complete
Supple
Supple
Open
Open
Open
Supple
Complete
Supple
Complete

2) Historical queries: as for social networking, it
belongs to the Open Services model for the same reasons.
3) Losses & Thefts: this application is interactive; it
requires no RT or only SRT guarantees but is missioncritical, so the best classification is the Supple Services
model.
E. Futuristic
1) Robot taxi: enhanced form of assisted driving, it is
obvious that this application belongs to the Complete
Services model for the same reasons.
2) City information model: this set of applications is
interactive or not, it is mission-critical and requires SRT
guarantees, therefore it can be categorized into the Supple
Services model.
3) Enhanced game room: this application belongs to the
Complete Services model as it requires continuous flow of
data, HRT guarantees and is mission-critical.
Table III summarizes the above analysis.
VI.

CONCLUSION

As a main component of the IoT, WSNs contribute to
the management of QoS by optimizing the resource
utilization. In this perspective, we first presented a review
of current QoS-aware MAC protocols in WSNs, and then
we summarized the service models and the performance
analysis of the IEEE 802.15.4 from [4]. Afterwards, we
presented one of the best ways to integrate WSNs in the IoT
providing QoS, using a dense IEEE 802.15.4 access point
network, where multiple sensor nodes can join the Internet
through the network’s gateway. We proposed best practices
to adopt when using this protocol in order to provide service
models in WSNs. Finally, we demonstrated the feasibility
of extension of those service models to the IoT and we
categorized different IoT applications according to them.
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Abstract — Having in mind picture of future all-IP network, as
well as fixed-mobile convergence, interworking between
Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) and
external networks is crucial for providing end-to-end Quality
of Service (QoS). For the purpose of achieving QoS in all-IP
mobile networks, particularly for broadband multimedia
services, Differentiated Services (DiffServ) mechanism should
be applied to UMTS technology. This paper proposes using of
Low Latency Queuing (LLQ) scheduler, with the main idea of
mapping voice and video telephony in two different QoS
classes and virtual queues, but at the same time using Priority
Queuing (PQ) within LLQ for both voice and video telephony
over all other QoS classes. To proof the concept, a simulation
study was performed using Network Simulator version 2 (ns2). Evaluation results of simulation study are presented for
UMTS traffic that passes through UMTS core network and
overloaded external IP backbone network. Performances of
LLQ scheduler are compared with other most widely used
scheduling algorithms such as Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ),
Weighted Round Robin (WRR) and Priority Queuing (PQ).
The main objective of simulation was to provide QoS
parameters such as IP Transfer Delay (IPTD), IP Delay
Variation (IPDV) and IP Loss Rate (IPLR) for conversational
and streaming traffic classes below standard defined values
but not to completely exhaust bandwidth for interactive and
background traffic classes. The obtained results were
statistically processed using Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) version 17.0.
Keywords - QoS; DiffServ; Scheduling; LLQ.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Within
core
network
of
Universal
Mobile
Telecommunication System (UMTS), IP Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS) [1] presents foundation of network which
is completely based on Internet Protocol (IP) and provides
support for multimedia services like Voice over IP (VoIP)
and Video Streaming. As new multimedia services require
higher restrictions in network parameters and have different
requirements, the support for Quality of Service (QoS) is
necessary. Prominent advantage of UMTS is its ability to
provide diverse services with QoS guarantees. This paper
will focus on the analysis of ensuring QoS for UMTS realtime traffic (Conversational and Streaming traffic class) in a
mixed network environment, composed of the UMTS core
network and IP external domain. For providing QoS in IP
networks, IETF has developed different QoS mechanisms,
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like Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [2] and Integrated
Services (IntServ) [3]. IntServ have scalability and
complexity problems, while DiffServ can be implemented in
UMTS network with little or no management complexity.
DiffServ architecture is based on a simple model where
traffic entering a network is classified and conditioned at the
boundaries of the network according to the Differentatied
Services Code Point (DSCP) field in IP header, and assigned
to different behavior aggregates. Within the core of the
network, packets are forwarded according to the Per-Hop
Behaviours (PHB) associated with the DSCP. PHB
definitions do not specify any particular implementation
mechanism and therefore the problem of PHB
implementation has recently gained significant attention.
According to 3GPP specifications, mapping of UMTS traffic
classes into PHB can be done in gateway GPRS Support
Node (GGSN), in order to get efficient PHB configurations
[4]. Standard QoS mapping authorizes both voice and video
telephony to be mapped to the same QoS class. Video traffic
has larger packet sizes than voice traffic and can cause
significant delay of voice packets when aggregating both
together to the same QoS class. Authors in paper [5] have
analyzed refined mapping between voice and video
telephony but do not take other UMTS traffic classes into
account. On the other side, in paper [6] are discussed QoS
aspects both for real-time and non real-time traffic in UMTS
simulation environment, but only in case of Priority Queuing
(PQ) and Weighted Round Robin (WRR) schedulers.
Dekeris, et al., [7] combine WFQ and LLQ, but the main
drawback of this idea is the property that delay of high
priority class (Video conferencing) could be reduced, but at
the same time Voice traffic got the highest delay time. In our
paper is presented concept of mapping voice and video
telephony to different QoS classes and idea of implementing
Low Latency Queuing (LLQ) traffic scheduler on network
elements. Within LLQ, Priority Queuing (PQ) is used for
scheduling of both voice and video telephony with respect to
other traffic classes. Performances of LLQ scheduler are
compared with other most available traffic scheduling
algorithms such as Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ),
Weighted Round Robin (WRR) and Priority Queuing (PQ).
In this paper, network congestion effect on QoS parameters
for real-time traffic is investigated, that is conversational and
streaming traffic classes. The aim of our proposed model
was to provide IP Transfer Delay (IPTD), IP Delay Variation
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(IPDV) and IP Loss Rate (IPLR) to be below standard
defined values, even in case of high network overload.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II makes a
brief presentation of UMTS QoS model, the most commonly
used PHB and our suggestion of mapping between UMTS
and DiffServ domain. Section III provides overview of
scheduling algorithms which will be used in simulation
study. Section IV presents ns2 simulation model and
simulation results, together with their discussion and analysis
to show the conclusions that are warranted. Section V
concludes this paper and describes direction for the future
work.
II.

UMTS TO DIFFSERV QOS MAPPING

3GPP standard proposes a layered architecture for the
support of end-to-end QoS. To realize a certain network
QoS, a Bearer Service (BS) with clearly defined
functionalities has to be set up from the source to the
destination of a service and includes all aspects to enable the
provision of a contracted QoS.
UMTS BS attributes form a QoS profile and define the
grade of service provided by the UMTS network to the user
of the UMTS bearer service. UMTS specification [8] defines
four traffic classes and they are: conversational, streaming,
interactive and background. The main difference between
these classes is how delay sensitive the traffic is.
Applications of conversational and streaming classes are the
most delay sensitive and intended for real-time traffic, while
applications of interactive and background classes require
higher reliability. Examples of applications are voice and
video telephony for Conversational class and Video
Streaming for the Streaming class. Interactive class is used
by interactive applications like interactive web browsing,
while Background class can be used for background
download of e-mails.
Since the UMTS packet switched core network is based
on an IP, DiffServ can be used for QoS provisioning. Figure
1 shows the example of how end-to-end QoS may be
accomplished for a significant number of scenarios. In this
paper, first scenario from 3GPP specification has been
chosen, where the GGSN supports DiffServ Edge function
and the IP network is DiffServ enabled. The application layer
identifies QoS requirements, which are mapped into Packet
Data Protocol (PDP) context parameters in UE. Local
mechanism in the UE uses the PDP context for QoS over the
UMTS access network, and the IP backbone network uses
DiffServ to provide QoS guarantees. According to [5] IP BS
manager is located in GGSN and uses standard IP
mechanisms to manage IP bearer service. Provision of IP BS
manager is optional in User Equipment (UE) and mandatory
in the GGSN. Translation/Mapping function in GGSN
provides interworking between the mechanisms and
parameters used within the UMTS bearer service and those
used within the IP bearer service. It is operator’s choice to
define the mechanisms for the provisioning of resources
among the different DiffServ PHB classes, as well as the
mapping from the UMTS QoS classes, to the DSCP. The
DiffServ working group of IETF has defined different PHB
groups for different applications.
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Figure 1. Network architecture for QoS conceptual model [5]

The EF-PHB [9] is intended to support low-loss, lowdelay and low-jitter services. The EF guarantees that traffic
is serviced at a rate that is at least equal to a configurable
minimum service rate (regardless of the offered load and
non-EF traffic) at both long and short intervals. IETF
defines AF-PHB group in [10]. AF allows the operator to
provide assurance of delivery as long as the traffic does not
exceed some subscribed rate. Traffic that exceeds the
subscription rate faces a higher probability of being dropped
if congestion occurs. AF PHB defines four independent
PHB classes, each with three dropping precedence level.
Each corresponding PHB is known as AFij, where i
represents AF class, while j is the drop precedence. Within
an AF class, packets of drop precedence p experience a level
of loss lower (or equal to) than the level of loss experienced
by packets of drop precedence q if p<q. Each AF class is
configured with separate buffer and bandwidth. Default
PHB has best effort forwarding characteristics.
Service provider should consider all the UMTS QoS
classes that are defined in network, aggregate these classes
into a manageable set of new groups, based on their QoS
requirements. Correspondingly, a set of available PHB that
have similar characteristics should be chosen, and a one-toone mapping assigned. Traditionally, all traffic in
Conversational class, i.e. voice and video telephony, should
be mapped to the same EF class which is intended for
critical voice traffic. In fact, voice packets have short and
constant packet size while video packets have large and
variable packet size. When injecting voice telephony traffic
together with bursty video telephony traffic, video traffic
can cause degradation as well as delay of voice service.
Therefore we suggest the mapping of voice and video
telephony to two different DiffServ virtual queues and
DiffServ classes. Voice telephony is mapped to EF class and
video telephony to AF11 class. Aggregate of Streaming
class is mapped into AF21, as it requires low variation of
delay and has higher delay constraint than the Interactive
class but less constraint than the Conversational class
Aggregate of Interactive class is mapped to AF31, and do
not have special requirements, except reliability. Aggregate
of Background class is mapped to default PHB.
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TABLE I.
TRAFFIC CLASS

QOS MAPPING TABLE
PHB

DSCP VALUE

Conversational voice

EF

46

Conversational video

AF11

10

Streaming video

AF21

18

Interactive

AF31

26

BE

0

Background

III.

TRAFFIC SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

PHB simply characterizes the externally observable
forwarding behavior of a DiffServ router to the
corresponding traffic stream. PHB definitions do not specify
any particular implementation mechanism. To instantiate a
particular PHB, network administrator activates and tunes an
appropriate combination of specific packet-scheduling
algorithms and Active Queue Management (AQM)
mechanisms supported by the DiffServ router. The choice of
a traffic scheduling algorithm is important for the
implementation of behavior aggregates in a DiffServ
network. When multiple queues are sharing common
transmission media, there must be a scheduler to decide how
to pick up packets from each queue to send out and is
responsible for enforcing resource allocation to individual
flows. If there is no congestion on the interface, packets are
transmitted as they arrive. If the interface is experiencing
congestion, scheduling algorithms are engaged. Scheduler
performances have the highest impact on the level of service
a packet receives [11]. The most popular and available
scheduling algorithms in IP routers, and used in our
simulation are: WFQ, WFF, PQ and LLQ.
A. Priority queuing (PQ)
In classic PQ, packets are first classified by the system
and then placed into different priority queues. Packets are
scheduled from the head of the given queue only if all
queues of higher priority are empty. Within each of the
priority queues, packets are scheduled in FIFO order. Benefit
of PQ is relatively low computational load on the system.
The biggest problem of using PQ is if the volume of higherpriority traffic becomes excessive, lower priority traffic can
be dropped as the buffer space allocated to low-priority
queues starts to overflow.
B. Weighted Round Robin (WRR)
In WRR, packets are first classified into various service
classes and then assigned to a queue that is specifically
dedicated to that service class. Each of the queues is then
serviced in a round robin (RR) order. The weight indicates
how many packets have to be sent in each cycle from each
queue. The WRR scheduler doesn’t take the size of the
transmitted packets into account. As a result, it is difficult to
predict the actual bandwidth that each queue obtains, but it
ensures that all service classes have access to at least some
configured amount of network bandwidth.
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C. Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ)
WFQ supports flows with different bandwidth
requirements by giving each queue a weight that assigns it a
different percentage of output port bandwidth. WFQ
supports the fair distribution of bandwidth for variablelength packets by approximating a generalized processor
sharing (GPS) system. GPS [12] assumes that the input
traffic is infinitely divisible and that all sessions can be
served at the same time. GPS is a theoretical model and in
reality it cannot be implemented. WFQ schedules packets
according to their arrival time, size, and the associated
weight. Upon the arrival of a new packet, a “virtual finish
time” is calculated which represents time at which the same
packet would finish to be served in the GPS system. WFQ
outputs packets in the ascending order of the virtual finish
time.
D. Low Latency Queuing (LLQ)
LLQ is a combination of PQ and Class-Based WeightedFair Queuing (CBWFQ). CBWFQ extends the standard
WFQ functionality to provide support for user-defined traffic
classes. The LLQ, like PQ checks the low-latency queue first
and takes a packet from that queue. If there are no packets in
the low-latency queue, the normal scheduler logic applies to
the other non-low-latency queues, giving them their
guaranteed bandwidth. LLQ allows delay-sensitive
applications such as voice to be given preferential treatment
over all other traffic classes [13].
IV.

SIMULATION MODEL

Simulation is performed using network simulator ns2,
which is an event-driven simulator targeted at networking
research [14] and independent developed module for
scheduling algorithms used in this paper [15]. Default
implementation of LLQ within ns2 simulator, which
supports scheduling of only one queue with PQ is changed
in order to support scheduling of two queues with PQ (for
voice and video telephony). The aim of simulation is to
evaluate performances of our proposed idea in terms of QoS
parameters and perform comparison with other schedulers
such as WFQ, WRR and PQ where voice and video
telephony are mapped to the same virtual queue and traffic
class. According to ITU-T Recommendation Y.1541 [16],
QoS parameters for conversational traffic class should be:
•
IP Transfer Delay, IPTD ≤ 100 ms,
•
IP Delay Variation, IPDV ≤ 50 ms,
•
IP Loss Rate, IPLR ≤ 10-3,
while for streaming traffic class these parameters should be:
•
IP Transfer Delay, IPTD ≤ 400 ms,
•
IP Delay Variation, IPDV ≤ 50 ms,
•
IP Loss Rate, IPLR ≤ 10-3.
Simulation model is presented in Figure 2. UMTS
infrastructure is not fully simulated (radio interface), only the
core network between SGSN and GGSN which is not
congested. This is not inconsistent with the concept of
UMTS architecture which specifies that access and core
networks are independent [17].
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Figure 2. Simulation model

The capacities of links in external IP backbone are
dimensioned in a way to implement network configuration
whose load equals 20%. Starting from this configuration, we
decrease the capacity of appropriate links gradually to 200%
according to the amount of traffic passing through external
IP backbone, which is 6Mb/s and is constant during all
simulation. Voice telephony traffic sources are represented
with Exponential (EXP) traffic generator, which generates 4
flows with packet size of 80 bytes and 100 kb/s rate, while
video telephony sources generate 5 flows with 1000 bytes
and 100kb/s rate. Constant Bit Rate (CBR) generator is used
in order to generate 16 video traffic flows with packet size of
1000 bytes and 300 kb/s rate. Interactive traffic sources are
simulated with Telnet application, and generate 12 flows
with 500 bytes packets size with 100 kb/s rate. Background
data sources are configured with File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) traffic generator with 1000 bytes packet length and 10
kb/s rate from 18 flows. CBR and EXP traffic generators are
attached to UDP agents, while FTP and Telnet traffic
generators are attached to TCP agents. Conversational traffic
(voice and video telephony together) produces 15%,
streaming traffic produces 80%, while interactive and
background traffic produce 2% and 3% of overall generated
traffic. Time Sliding Window 2 Color Marker (TSW2CM) is
used as a policer to determine how to mark and prioritize the
packet according to user requirements. Weighted Random
Early Detection (WRED) is used as Active Queue
Management mechanism for Streaming and Interactive
traffic, while for Conversational and Background traffic is
used Drop Tail. In case that PQ scheduler is used,
Conversational traffic has the highest priority, while
Background traffic has the lowest priority. Weights of other
schedulers are configured in such a way, that weight
represents percentage of output port bandwidth: 15 for
Conversational, 80 for Streaming, 2 for Interactive and 3 for
Background traffic class. The queue lengths are constant and
are defined with 30 packets for Conversational class and 50
packets for all other traffic classes. Simulation results in this
paper are depicted only for second flow generated from all
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traffic sources, which is chosen randomly, but could be for
any of the generated flows.
As we can see from Figures 3a and 3b, average end-toend delay for Conversational traffic class (for both voice and
video telephony) stays within 100 ms only when PQ and
LLQ are implemented on network nodes. Considering the
effect of different schedulers on average end-to-end delay for
Streaming traffic, which is depicted in Figure 3c, we can
notice that all schedulers have almost the same performances
and provide satisfactory level of QoS according to reference
[16]. Results from Figures 3d and 3e show that jitter stays
below 30 ms for voice telephony and below 35 ms for video
telephony in all experiments. The same behavior is also
observed in Figure 3f, for Streaming traffic, where jitter is
lower than 12ms for all schedulers. Results for jitter show
non-monotonic behavior: increasing with the network load,
reaching some maximum and the decreasing. More network
latency is necessary in order to deliver a stream due to
network congestion. In Figures 3g and 3h packet loss rate for
voice and video telephony is presented. Network congestion
has the greatest influence on WRR scheduler, which does not
perform satisfactory when network is overloaded more than
100%. On the other side, there is no packet loss for PQ and
LLQ schedulers. Similarly, in Figure 3i, packet loss rate for
Streaming traffic is presented; we see that it remains below
0.2% for all schedulers except WRR, even under heavy
network congestion of 200%.
Table II depicts the average values of the link throughput
between nodes CORE2 and EDGE for Interactive and
Background traffic classes. As expected, when PQ
scheduling algorithm is used, lower priority classes are
starving and throughput is equal zero for both Interactive and
Background traffic classes when network congestion in
higher than 120%. LLQ on the other side provides fair level
of bandwidth for lower priority classes, and at the same time
fulfills QoS requirements for Conversational and Streaming
traffic classes. From all these experiments, it can be
concluded that our approach of using LLQ scheduler and
mapping of voice and video into two different classes
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Figure 3. Simulation results: (a) End-to-end delay of voice telephony; (b) End-to-end delay of video telephony; (c) End-to-end delay of video streaming;
(d) Jitter of voice telephony; (e) Jitter of video telephony; (f) Jitter of video streaming; (g) Packet loss rate of voice telephony; (h) Packet loss rate of video
telephony; (i) Packet loss rate of video streaming

provides critical performance parameters for voice and
video telephony below standard defined values. These results
are consequence of handling Conversational traffic with
strict priority over all other traffic classes.
The obtained results are statistically processed using
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version
17.0. The null hypothesis states that QoS parameters can be
guaranteed when using LLQ. Against the null hypothesis is
setup the alternative hypothesis. The 95% confidence
interval is chosen, which relates to level of statistical
significance of p<0.05. The regression analysis is conducted
to find the relationship that explains how the variation in
IPTD/IPDV/IPLR values for Conversational and Streaming
traffic classes, depends on the variation in network overload.
Coefficient of correlation (r) is measured to give the true
direction the correlation, while the coefficient of
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determination (r2) is measured to give the strength of
correlation. Using comparative analysis of different
regression models in SPSS, we have decided to use cubic
polynomial regression model since it has the highest value of
determination coefficient r2. The results of regression
analysis have been summarized in Table III only for our
approach of using LLQ scheduler as it provides the best
performances among all other simulated schedulers.
TABLE II.
TRAFFIC
CLASS

AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR INTERACTIVE AND
BACKGOUND TRAFFIC CLASSES
WFQ

WRR

PQ

LLQ

Interactive

8.93

7.79

4.62

8.71

Background

37.20

33.07

27.40

35.41
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TABLE III.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF QOS PARAMETERS FOR CONVERSATIONAL AND STREAMING TRAFFIC CLASSES – LLQ SCHEDULER
Regression model

b0

b1

b2

b3

r2

r

p

Voice telephony IPTD

y=b0+b1t+b2t2 +b3t3

-325.36

0

-0.120

0.002

0.997

0.997

>0.05

Video telephony IPTD

y=b0+b1t+b2t2 +b3t3

-934.68

0

0.138

0

0.999

0.999

>0.05

Video streaming IPTD

y=b0+b1t+b2t2 +b3t3

Voice telephony IPDV
Video telephony IPDV

-22.713

0.867

0

7.36*10-7

0.891

0.944

>0.05

2

3

367.128

-977.614

945.438

-248.369

0.781

0.609

>0.05

2

3

-9.78

229.924

148.92

-200.7

0.941

0.885

>0.05

2

3

26.883

141.885

-69.228

12.068

0.987

0.974

>0.05

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

59.96

484.788

2610.032

0

0.902

0.814

>0.05

y=b0+b1t+b2t +b3t
y=b0+b1t+b2t +b3t

Video streaming IPDV

y=b0+b1t+b2t +b3t

Voice telephony IPLR

-

Video telephony IPLR

-

Video streaming IPLR

2

3

y=b0+b1t+b2t +b3t

.
From Table III, we can see that regression dependency
between packet loss and link load percentage for
conversational traffic is not possible to determine. Value of
packet loss rate is constant and is always zero for
conversational traffic class no matter how high is traffic
overload in external IP backbone network. For all other
results depicted in Table III, p value (significance) is greater
than 0.05, which means that there is almost no statistical
relationship between QoS parameters and link load
percentage when LLQ scheduler is used.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

QoS as an end-to-end concept has to be satisfied through
the interworking of all the entities the UMTS traffic is
passing through. In order to achieve desired end-to-end
performances, it is crucial to define efficient QoS mapping
scheme between UMTS services and IP QoS classes in case
of DiffServ based network. This paper presented one
example of mapping which was implemented on GGSN and
EDGE nodes, as they perform DiffServ edge function in our
simulation model. That approach suggested mapping of
voice and video telephony into two different QoS classes and
virtual queues. Other important problem which was pointed
out in our work concerns the implementation of PHB and the
choice of traffic scheduling algorithm. We proposed the idea
of using LLQ scheduler, with PQ scheduling for both voice
and video telephony over all other traffic classes. Default
implementation of LLQ scheduler in ns2 has been changed
in order to support scheduling of two virtual queues with
Priority Queuing. The results from our simulation study
indicate that using LLQ provides better performances than
using WFQ, PQ and WRR schedulers in terms of QoS
parameters such as IPTD, IPDV and IPLR for real-time
UMTS traffic. Results obtained from statistical analysis
indicate that there is almost no statistical relationship
between the performance metrics of Real-time services and
the network load when novel approach is used. Future work
will focus on hierarchical traffic scheduling in order to
perform refined scheduling between voice and video
telephony.
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Abstract— P2P Networks are compound by nodes, servers and
suppliers of services or resources. This kind of system allows us
as part of it to supply and ask for resources in easy manner as
well as for fake or corrupted content resources. Some
mechanisms based on resources or based on nodes, named
reputation systems, are developed to decreasing the pollution
in P2P Network. This article presents a reputation system
model based on nodes and also means to defeat the pollution
issue by expelling malicious nodes, underprivileging selfish
nodes and improving the honest ones. Simulations prove the
effectiveness of the model in question.
Keywords-reputation; poisoning;
networks

pollution; peer-to-peer

I.
INTRODUCTION
A network architecture Peer-to-Peer (P2P) is made of
elements that may perform as clients and suppliers of
resources [1]. Those networks are spread systems, which
have interconnected nodes with self-organization capability,
aimed at sharing diverse resources such as, music, video,
document, among others. Another skill to be stand out is
their capability to adapt at the same time they keep the
connectivity with acceptable performance, without mediators
or support of a central control office [2].
They also make feasible a great inlet and outlet of
members with most diverse intentions, therefore, there are no
means to avoid poisoning, that is, the availability of
resources with corrupted or useless content by P2P network.
Due to this poisoning occurs the pollution, which configures
the network breakdown. Such mainly happens for the action
of bad-intentioned users that poison a specific resource. This
poisoning of resources may take place in several manners
such as adding it a invalid content, supplying it with false
information able to corrupt files, also by changing
frequencies of music files, linking Trojans, among other
techniques.
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Resources, whether corrupted or not, have the same set of
information, thus generating an issue, for it becomes hard to
find those not poisoned [3]. Such issue may be detracted by a
system of reputation that help the requestor nodes to acquire
resources with valid content, besides avoiding dishonest
nodes in the network [4]. In this context, there are nodes or
selfish users which never share resources or narrow its
permission to access, along with generous users that always
release valid resources and cooperate for the right
maintenance and good working of P2P network by supplying
reliable information.
In this perspective, great issues in reputation systems are:
discriminate valid resources from invalid ones in distributed
and decentralized systems in reason of the dynamic behavior
it presents, stand out selfish users to repress them for they
don’t add resources to the network. This work proposes to
minimize these problems by reducing the pollution in P2P
networks by means of a methodology which benefits
generous users to the detriment of bad-behaved users,
whether malicious or selfish.
Therefore, instead of consulting directly the node
reputation which hosts the recourse, a consulting to partner
nodes is made. These nodes are addressed as supernodes and
have already used the recourse requested, or they know the
node reputation that hosts this recourse. Thus, the model
privileges the good reputation nodes with the information
shared with partner nodes. Therefore, the quality of the
content offered by network evolves according to the
distributed and regular policy. Accordingly, with gradual use
of the net, generous users broaden their part in the system
due to its quality of resources, giving priority to the
proposition of groupware model. Despite the existence of
selfish and bad-intentioned users, their performance in the
net shall be reduced as partner nodes narrow their reputation.
In order to develop the proposition, this article is
structured as follows: the Introduction previously presented;
Section 2 approaches the works related; Section 3 describes
the model in question; Section 4 presents the simulation to
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validate the hypothesis, and eventually, Section 5 brings final
considerations.
II.

RELATED WORKS

The performance of systems of reputation is based on
two main concepts, which are, confidence and reputation.
Confidence is about leaving the analysis whether something
is a fact or not by delivering this study to the source where
this information came from, and simply take this into
consideration. For an individual to be considered trustful, it
is necessary that it has positive, honest and cooperative
attitudes in relation to the entities dependent on it. On the
other hand, reliability is one’s capacity to be trustful, which
means that confidence is a consequence of reliability [5].
Reputation, by one’s turn, is what one knows about the
character or position of an individual before the judgment of
a community. Therefore, reputation reflects the community’s
vision over an individual, while trustfulness is about a
subjective opinion.
The systems of reputation represent a important
alternative to help users themselves settling confident
relationships through Internet, allowing them to make
personal evaluations over individuals performance and
identify the reputations estimated before the opinion of a
community. Thus, those systems present mechanisms to
stand out and manage reliability relations among users [6].
In this work, two systems of reputation were approached
that guided the new model proposed: the Credence System
[7] and the System Based upon Resources [8]. Both were
proposed for P2P environment purely decentralized, in
which information of nodes reputation is spread over the net.
A. Credence system of reputation
This system allows users to classify the resources
obtained concerning its authenticity whether polluted or not.
It works based on a protocol of research by voting, used to
disseminate the rank of those resources by the system and a
correlation scheme of votes that gives more weight to the
ones came from pairs that tend to have the same opinion [7].
Before the acquisition of a resource, one computes a
correlation among the nodes of the net, that is, applicant and
supplier nodes. It is natural that bad-intentioned users lie
about their reputation to poison the net. This correlation
presents two strategies to protect the statistics of confidence,
which is locally stored. In one of them only locally computed
correlations are changed, that is, the client may apply for the
auditing of the correlation choosing one of the nodes
involved on it, keeping its integrity.
In the second strategy, in practice, the local confidence
statistics has significant amount of redundant information,
densely connected, forming cycles and raising maliciously
the reputation before its mates. The auditing might identify
such behavior and somehow punish the responsible ones.
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In this aspect, the relationship between two nodes is
expressed by the correlation of their vote record, checking if
the nodes tend to vote in similar manner, which we call
positive correlation, in different manner, which is named
negative correlation, or if their records of votes are not
correlated.
B. System of reputation based on resource
In this model, before making the choice of a resource for
download, the requestor applies to other nodes the score of
the candidate resource, and weighs these resources according
to the reliability and information received from partner
nodes. When a node requires a resource it consults all the
nodes in the net. Once it has the response, the applicant node
may choose among the replies and get what it wants. After
nodes interaction, the applicant ratify if what was required is
in fact what it wanted [8].
This result is not always optimistic. As a common user, it
cannot distinguish between the authentic and polluted
resources unless it’s possible to verify the content after
getting the resource, or make a remote evaluation, which is
practically impossible. In this system of reputation, each
node validates the authenticity of the resource it gets and
records its result. Thus, the requestor either receives a
authentic resource or a polluted one.
Such mechanism aims at restraining the nodes from
diffusing polluted resources in the following situations: a)
damage by some kinds of bad behavior, as the sharing of
invalid resources; b) false information given to other nodes
in the net, thus sending misleading content over the
resources; c) collusion of nodes that give right opinions
about some resources by pretending to be an honest node in
order to gain confidence of another ones.
A distinction is made in relation to the resource and to
the nodes concerning the reputation and reliability, in which
the reputation of a resource from a node point of view, is
used to evaluate the expectancy of a node in relation to this
resource. The reliability of a node, from another node point
of view, is a subjective expectation which believes that the
evaluation of the resource is true.
Each participant node keeps the record of identification
of a resource in a set classified as RS, and the node
identification is classified in a set named NS, which is
compound by nodes that has been publicly evaluating at least
one resource in RS set. Each node has a local storage defined
by L to be saved in a matrix, and the reliability value of other
nodes is saved in another matrix R.
Each node P has a set of resources identifiers RSP, and a
set of node identifiers NSP. RSP is compound of resources
locally authenticated by P. NSP is compound by nodes which
has publicly evaluated at least one of its resources in RSP,
and RSP[0] is fitted to be P.
In addition, each node stores locally the information in
which P takes part in a matrix LP. Other reliability values are
stored in a vector RP.
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C. Analysis of the reputation systems P2P networks
In both systems analyzed, the polling for a resource
brings overhead in P2P net. This occurs because every node
which possesses the requested information shall be able to
respond to the consult. Also, there isn’t a hierarchy model
that distributes the nodes according to its reputation. In
these systems, it is not considered the validity of the
repository. This implies in risks to the security about the
broadcast of reputation data in the net. In these models, once
the user is considered to be trustful, it shall have the
permission to spread the reputation obtained among the
network’s nodes.
However, for a network with thousands of transactions,
in many cases, the access of a same file shall be done by
many users at the same time. In case there is a group of
malicious users that propagate a information of positive
reputation to a set of files with doubtful integrity, this act
may compromise the quality of network resources.
Therefore, it is interesting that, even with the spread of
reputation information, only the average shall be considered.
Thus, if 10% of bad-intentioned users pollute the net and
forge the reputation of its files, one expects that the
evolution itself of the net with interactions among wellbehaved, shall be able to judge this poisoning attempt.
The sequence of events to find a resource in both
systems is the same. The node requestor, Node_Requestor,
does the query using keywords, the message
Query(keyword) is sent to the whole subset of nodes in P2P
net, according to the employed protocol. The nodes which
don’t possess the recourse and are willing to share it, reply
with the message QueryHit(nodeID, resourceID, see
Figure 1.

Node_A
Node_
Requestor
Query(keyword)

Node_B

Node_C

Query(keyword)

Query(keyword)
QueryHit(resourceID, nodeID)

Figure 1. Sequence of events to consulting resource.

After obtaining the responses, proceeds the evaluation of
these. The applicant node, repeatedly chooses a recourse by
sending a message to request the confidence punctuation for
the nodes different from those that have the recourse with
the message RatingQuery(resourceID). The expert node
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Node_A
Node_
Requestor
RatingQuery(resouceID)

Node_B

RatingHit(nodeID,
resourceID, ratingValue)

RatingQuery(resouceID)

RatingHit(nodeID, resourceID, ratingValue)

Figure 2. Sequence of events to validate the trust.

responds with a message RatingHit(nodeID, resourceID,
ratingValue), see Figure 2.
At each of the systems, a validation of confidence is
done in distinct manner, this correlation is presented next.
After the acquisition of the recourse, the nodes which
supplied information about the recourses are notified about
the achievement of the resource, and the reputation of the
recourse origin is updated for higher, when its valid, or
otherwise lower.
III. MODEL BASED ON INDICATION
Society represents a model of reputation and confidence
evolved, considering that, during the interactions, the
behavior of elements belonging to this system is now
considered and at each need for interaction, one makes a
analysis by which one infers if it is trustful or not to interact
with the node. When one needs a specific recourse, the
requestor, in its seek of reference data to infer if a behavior
is acceptable or not, it consults other elements that may have
already acquire such recourse and have good reference of
concluded negotiations. This approach differs from current
ones, for it proposes to receive a indication of a recourse
from a reliable source. Still there is a model of economy that
allows the net to stretch, enabling new members to acquire a
good reputation in the course of their interactions.
From this information, one applies one’s policy of
analysis and infers in which node it is possible to acquire
such recourse with success. The analogy is established when
someone who needs a certain service, a baby-sitter for
instance, consults somebody who knows a qualified
professional that was previously hired and with who one
had no issues. This model tends to classify a individual
according to its behavior converging to the “true” of the
society and not to a pre-established threshold of the system.
The model proposed acts in the same manner of the
society, searching recourses by indication of nodes to others
they had already interacted. With this information, it’s
possible to rank the nodes which has similar recourses, and
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the requestor policy is uncharged to infer whether one
should or should not acquire such recourse, and in addition,
classify the transaction and generate the record of
interactions, ranking each time more precisely the nodes of
the society. The evaluations are made as for the supplier
node as to the recourse stored on it, and both has a
reputation measured by the system.
Another strategy of the proposed model is to encourage
the sharing of recourses. In case it doesn’t happen, the
malicious of selfish nodes are purged and not allowed to take
part in P2P network.
A. Hierachy structure
The nodes of the net are classified in two levels, which
are nodes and supernodes. Nodes are the elements that may
share and request recourses, and any entrant node in the P2P
net fits initially in this category. The supernode, besides
being a node, is also able to make indications about the
reputation of nodes and recourses, and make public the
information of the data repository of its subordinates with
the rest of the network. The supernode is a trustful element
of the net. Compulsorily, every node is related to a
supernode, and this association occurs in the occasion of the
inlet of the node in the P2P net. The supernode, chosen to
support the inlet node, is the one that possess the least
amount of subordinate nodes. A node is associated solely to
a supernode [9].
The node is promoted to a supernode when it reaches a
pre-established threshold of points. This score is initially predefined, but alters dynamically with the evolutions of
supernodes, that is, the least score to become a supernode is
the average of the current punctuation of a group of
supernodes. Besides the scores, one must consider several
basic characteristics to promote a node to a supernode, for
instance, storage capability, band width, or still, the period of
participation in P2P net. After the promotion, it is possible to
be lowered to a node, according to its behavior. At each
affiliation of a new node to a supernode, this receives a
punctuation for publishing the information in P2P network.
Every supernode has another contingency supernodes, in
case some unavailability, the node may affiliate itself to the
contingency supernode [10].
B. Repositories
Locally, each node stores a repository containing
information of its shared recourses. In each shared recourse
is given a punctuation to the supplier node. Also, it is given a
initial punctuation to the recourse. Similarly to the node
punctuation, each recourse takes a punctuation at each
transaction, which may increase or decrease it. Each local
information of each node is replicated in the supernode, and
the supernode, with a certain frequency, replicates to the
contingency supernodes.
C. Seek for recourses
The seek process for recourses is unique for avoiding the
consult to every node of the net, but only to the supernodes,
thus reducing a lot the amount of requests sent. When a
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requestor element, Node_Requestor, wishes s certain
recourse, it sends to every supernode, including its superior,
a requisition Query(keyWord), and every supernode that
know the holder of this recourse respond with the
identification of it. The supernode, according to the
previously mentioned, is a element of reliability that knows
either the one who possess a certain recourse or its
respective reputation, node and recourse. Thus, the
supernode sends such reputations to the requestor node in
QueryResponse(resourceID,
nodeID,
the
message
resourceReputation, nodeReputation), see Figure 3.

Node_A
Node_
Requestor
Query(keyword)

Power_Node_B

Node_C

QueryResponse(resourceID, nodeID,
resourceReputation, nodeReputation)

Figure 3. Demand for resources.

Either the score of recourses or the nodes score has a
ranking character, since it has positive values, otherwise, it
becomes eliminatory. In the course of interactions, in case
the node or file zero out its scores, they shall be no longer
indicated by the supernode. The nodes which have a score
lower or equal to zero may not request for resources as well.
This last rule restricts selfish users from staying in the
network.
D. Acquisition
With the answers from supernodes, the requestor node
chooses the right recourse ordered by the reputation and
picks it. The recourses with higher reputation along with the
nodes of higher reputation shall probably succeed in the
acquisition of the recourse. Each recourse acquired generates
a cost in scores for the requestor, independently whether the
file is valid or not.
E. Qualification
After the acquisition of the recourse, the node requestor
qualifies the transaction, scoring the same way either the
supplier node or the recourse acquired. Such interaction is
locally stored and sent to the supplier node. In case of
conflict of score information, the one that prevails is always
the lower, this inhibits bad-intentioned users that lie about its
reputation to gain reliability.
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IV. SIMULATION
The model proposed assumes that the system may the
parameterized in order to attend to the dynamism of the
behavior of the P2P networks. To simulate this, values were
defined to the score of behavior actions, such as sharing a
recourse, consume recourse, among others, according to
Table I.
TABLE I.

VALUES FOR BEHAVIORAL ACTIONS

Behavioral action
Score to node entrant
Scoring for the shared resource
Share resource
consuming Resource
Being well qualified to provide
resource
Be badly qualified to provide
resource
Super-node join node
Score for promotion to the
super-node

Value
100 points for the node.
50 points for the resource.
1 point for sharing the node.
-3 Point for the consumer.
10 points for the resource
10 points for the provider node.
-20 Points for the resource
-20 Points for the provider node.
100 points for super-node.
1000 points

Due to the rule of each inlet node to compulsorily
associate to a supernode, it was created a supernode element
to start the activities of the P2P networks.
One of the propositions of the model is to permit that
new honest nodes get into the net and reach good reputation.
After the creation of the supernode to simulate this scenario,
one executed 4 steps applied to the values of Table II at
each of them.
TABLE II.

Figure 4. Reputation average x Interactions.

It is important to stand out that threshold of promotion
of supernodes are dynamic, and still the scores given to the
behavior actions are parameterized, but can be fitted. A
node which is promoted to a supernode may be lowered to a
node once more in case of a bad behavior, ensuring that the
supernodes are trustful elements in the net.

DISTRIBUTION OF NODES AND RESOURCES APPLIED

Element
Nodes generous
Malicious nodes
Nodes Selfish
Total of nodes
Valid files
Invalid files
Total resources shared
Total interactions made

Quantity
35%
35%
30%
2000
50%
50%
56,000
270,000

The execution considered the selection of requestor
nodes and recourses supplied at chance. One of the
restrictions imposed was that a node may not take a recourse
of itself, for instance, the node itself does not consume its
own recourse nor scores its own recourse. The average of
reputation of honest nodes raises mainly by the sharing of
valid files. On the other hand, the average of reputation of
malicious nodes tends to zero, for sharing invalid files.
Selfish nodes follow the same trend of the malicious ones,
but, with least score, for they only consume recourses,
according to Figure 4.
Next, in Figure 5, it is possible to see the evolution of
the amount of excluded nodes due to bad behavior and the
amount of nodes promoted due to sharing of valid files
during interactions. Frequently, nodes with good behavior
are promoted once they are never despised, tending to
promote every node with this behavior. Malicious or selfish
nodes are despised with least proportion to the promoted
nodes, still permitting to be promoted in case they become
honest nodes.
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Figure 5. Comparative Interactions x Nodes.

By its turn, evaluations in simulated environment show
that the model combats pollution, for attacks mainly the
malicious nodes that share invalid files, promoting generous
nodes and underprivileging selfish nodes. The benefits that
the system promotes were validated.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We presented a model of reputation able to combat the
poisoning of recourses and, consequently, the pollution of
the P2P network. Still it was showed that, from some
interactions with the net, malicious nodes are despised and
can no longer share not even consume recourses of the net.
Selfish users are also underprivileged and follow the same
tendency but with a less steep curve, according to which
was proposed in the simulation section.
The hierarchy characteristic applied to the distributed
and decentralized net, allows a uniform growth, at the same
time that the distribution weighs the supernodes that have
less recourses associated. The overhead is drastically
mitigated in such a way that, in the worse of cases, it would
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reach to be equal to correlated works. The capability to
parameterize the system helps finding the best threshold of
promotion of supernodes and the purge of malicious and
selfish nodes.

[9]
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Abstract — The Content Aware Networking is an emerging
architectural solution, responding to the significant increase in
Internet content orientation. This paper is a continuation of a
previous work and refines a management framework, for
inter-domain peering in overlay Virtual Content Aware
Networks (VCAN), QoS enabled, built over multi-domain,
multi-provider IP networks. An overlay inter-domain topology
service and negotiation protocols are defined in this paper,
based on cooperation of the CAN Managers belonging to
network domains. The scalability and efficiency is preliminary
analyzed. The work is part of the research effort, inside a FP7
European Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) research project, ALICANTE, oriented to multimedia
distribution based on CAN approach.
Keywords — Content-Aware Networking, Network Aware
Applications, Multi-domain, Inter-domain peering, Management,
Multimedia distribution, Future Internet.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The current Internet limitations are recognized, related to
the needs of today world and the global spread of this
technology. High research efforts are spent to find enhanced
architectural solutions or “clean slate” ones, to solve the
limitations thus leading to the Future Internet (FI)
architectures. Sample of works are presented in [1] - [8].
The work [1] emphasizes the strong orientation of the FI
towards content and services and shows the importance of
management. Network virtualization is seen as an important
“tool” to overcome the ossification of the current Internet
[2] - [5]. The overview paper [5], identifies the inefficiency
of the current Internet for time-sensitive multimedia content
delivery and analyses new solutions based on Content
Oriented Networking (CON) with decoupling of contents
from hosts at networking level. A major trend is the shift
from the traditional TCP/IP stack concepts with agnostic
network layer to more intelligency in the network layer.
New network nodes process the data, based on content type
recognition or, even more, treating the data objects based on
their name and not based on location address, [6][7]. Inline
with this, a new concept is the Content-Awareness at
Network layer (CAN) and Network-Awareness at
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Applications layers (NAA). These new solutions are
hopefully able to better support the development of the
networked media systems and also the market orientation
towards content. The approach is claimed by many studies
to bring new benefits for both, Service and Application
Layer and Network layer, thus creating a powerful crosslayer optimization loop between the transport and
applications and services.
The European FP7 ICT running research project, “Media
Ecosystem Deployment Through Ubiquitous Content-Aware
Network Environments”, ALICANTE, [9][10][11], adopted
the NAA/CAN approach. It targets to define an architecture,
and then to fully specify, design and implements a Media
Ecosystem, on top of multi-domain IP networks, to offer a
large variety of services for different business actors playing
roles of consumers and/or providers.
Architecturally, ALICANTE is a “middle-way” solution:
it adopted content-type recognition at network level and light
virtualization (separation in the Data Plane of the virtual
networks but a single management and control plane). This
solution is believed to offer seamless deployment
perspectives and tries to avoid the scalability problems (still
open research issues) of the full CON approaches.
Several cooperating environments are defined,
including several business entities/actors: User Environment
(UE), containing the End-Users; Service Environment (SE),
containing High Level Service Providers (SP) and Content
Providers (CP); Network Environment (NE), where a new
CAN Provider exists (CANP - managing and offering
Virtual Content Aware Networks- VCANs); traditional
Network Providers (NP/ISP) - managing the network
elements at IP level. By “environment”, it is understood a
generic grouping of functions working for a common goal
and which possibly vertically span one or more several
architectural (sub-) layers.
A VCAN can span several network domains, where each
one is managed independently (a realistic business
constraint), while
offering different levels of QoS
guarantees for media flows needs. Therefore an architectural
decision have to be taken, on how to manage the peering in
the Data Plane (including inter-domain routing) and in the
Management and Control Plane (M&C signaling) in order
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that they cooperate to the realization of a shared VCAN. This
is the subject of this paper. Several solutions are analyzed for
M&C (cascade, hub, mixed) and finally the so called “ hub
model” has been selected. A M&C negotiation protocol is
proposed to run between domain managers. The scalability
aspects are preliminary discussed.
The CANP offers to the upper layers enhanced VCANbased connectivity services, unicast and multicast (QoS
enabled) over multi-domain, multi-provider IP networks.
The VCAN resources are managed quasi-statically by
provisioning and also dynamically by using adaptation
procedures for media flows. The management is based on
vertical and horizontal Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
negotiated and concluded between providers (e.g SP-CANP).
In the Data Plane, content/service description information
(metadata) can also be inserted in the media flow packets by
the Content Servers and treated appropriately by the
intelligent routers of the VCAN.
The paper continues the starting work on VCAN
presented in [12] [13]. It is organized as follows. Section II
presents samples of related work. Section III summarizes the
overall ALICANTE architecture. Section IV shortly presents
the content awareness features of the system and QoS
assurance solutions. Section V is the main one, dedicated to
the peering solution selected and associated negotiations
aiming to extend a VCAN over several domains. Section VI
contains some conclusions and future work outline.
II.

RELATED WORK

The paper objective is to develop management solutions
to govern the construction of VCANs, QoS capable over
several independent network domains which should be
peered and assure guaranteed QoS enabled transport of realtime and media traffic.
For inter-domain QoS enabled domain peering, there
exist basically two kinds of approaches. The first one [14]
[15], proposes QoS enhancements for the Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP). The BGP advertises QoS related
information between network domains – seen at limit as
autonomous systems (ASes), and then a QoS aware routing
table is built. However, the notion of content awareness at
domains level is absent there.
Other solutions for inter-domain QoS peering and
routing are based on the overlay network idea [16] [17] [18].
An overlay network is defined, which first, abstracts each
domain with a node, represented by the domain resource
manager, or more detailed with several nodes represented by
the egress routers from that domain. There exist protocols to
transport QoS and other information between nodes and,
based on this information, QoS routing algorithms are used
to choose the QoS capable path. In [16] a Virtual Topology
(VT) is defined by a set of virtual links that map the current
link state of the domain without showing internal details of
the physical network topology. Then Push and Pull models
for building the VT at each node are considered and
analyzed. In the Push model each AS advertises its VT to
their neighbor ASes. This model is suited for small
topologies. In the Pull model the VT is requested when
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needed, and only from the ASes situated along the path
between given source and destinations; the path itself is
determined using BGP.
After routes are found, a negotiation protocol should be
run [12]-[15] [18], to establish inter-domains Service Level
Specification (SLS) agreements (SLS is the SLA technical
part ) containing clauses for QoS guarantees.
Related to management of inter-domain peering, several
solutions are examined and compared (cascade, hub, mixedmode) [16][17][18]. However, neither solution considers the
content awareness capabilities of the multiple domain
infrastructure, nor the virtualization aspects. This paper
takes these into account. Also, ALICANTE architecture
realizes parallel Internet planes as in [19], but mapped onto
VCANs, and additionally achieves cooperation between the
network layer and applications and services layers, thus
realizing a traffic optimization loop (OL), similar to [20].
III.

ALICANTE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND VCAN
MANAGEMENT

A. General Architecture
The general ALICANTE architecture is already defined
in [9][10][11]. A set of business actors is defined, composed
of traditional SP, CP, NP - Providers and End-Users (EU).
New business actors are introduced: CAN Provider (CANP)
offering virtual layer connectivity services and the HomeBox (HB)- partially managed by the SP, the NP, and the enduser,
located at end-user's premises and gathering
content/context-aware and network-aware information. The
HB can also act as a CP/SP for other HBs, on behalf of the
EUs. Correspondingly, two novel virtual layers exist: the
CAN layer and the HB layer. The novel CAN routers are
called Media-Aware Network Elements (MANE) to
emphasize their additional capabilities: content and context awareness, controlled QoS/QoE, security and monitoring
features, etc.
The CAN layer M&C is partially distributed; it supports
CAN customization to respond to the SE needs, including
1:1, 1:n, and n:m communications and also allow efficient
network resource exploitation. The interface between CAN
and the upper layer supports cross-layer optimizations
interactions, e.g., offering network distance information to
HBs to help collaboration in P2P style, [20]. A hierarchical
monitoring subsystem supervises several points of the
service distribution chain and feeds the adaptation
subsystems with appropriate information, at the HB and
CAN Layers. Figure 1 presents a partial view on the
ALICANTE architecture, with emphasis on the CAN layer
and management interaction. The network contains several
Network Domains (ND), belonging to NPs (they can be also
seen as Autonomous Systems - AS) and access networks
(AN). The ANs are out of scope of VCANs. One CAN
Manager (CANMgr) exists for each IP domain to assure the
consistency of VCAN planning, provisioning, advertisement,
offering, negotiation installation and exploitation. Each
domain has an Intra-domain Network Resource Manager
(IntraNRM), as the ultimate authority configuring the
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network nodes. The CAN layer cooperates with HB and SE
by offering them CAN services.
B. VCAN Management
The VCAN Management framework has been already
defined in [12]. Here only a short summary is recalled for
sake of clarity. At the Service Manager SM@SP, the CAN
Network Resources Manager (CAN_RMgr) performs all
actions needed for VCAN support on behalf of SP. It
performs, at SP level, VCAN planning, provisioning
(negotiation with CANP on behalf of the SP) and then
VCAN operation supervision. The CANMgr@CANP
performs, at the CAN layer, VCAN provisioning and
operation. The two entities interact based on the SLA/SLS
contract initiated by the SP. The interface implementation for
management is based on Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP)/Web Services. The contracts/interactions of
SLA/SLS types performed in the M&C Plane are shown in
Fig. 1:

Service
Service
Manager@SP Provider

CAN RM

OL SLS

1

3

CAN
Manager

HB + SP
Environment

CAN
Manager

SLS

2
4

Intra-NRM
@NP

NIA

Intra-NRMr
@NP

AS1

AS2

Multi-domain VCAN
QoS enabled

5

MANE

MANE

MANE

MANE

Access
Network
HB

HB/CS

Access
Network

Home
Network
EUT

Figure 1. High level ALICANTE architecture: multi-domain VCANs and
main management and control interactions

Notations: RM – Resource Management; HB-Home Box;
CS- Content Server; EUT- End User Terminal;
OL - Optimization Loop; NIA-Network Interconnection
Agreements; SP, NP – Service, Network Providers
Interactions in the Fig. 1 are described as follows:SPCANP(1): the SP requests to CANP to provision/ modify/
terminate
VCANs while CANP says yes/no; also
CANPmight advertise existent VCANs to SP; CANP-NP(2) :
CANP negotiates resources with NP;; CANP-CANP(3) –
negotiations are needed to extend a VCAN upon several NP
domains; Network Interconnection Agreements (NIA) (4)
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between the NPs or between NPs and ANPs; these are not
new ALICANTE functionalities but are necessary for NP
cooperation.
After the SP negotiates a desired VCAN with CANP, it
will issue the installation commands to CANP, which in turn
configures, via Intra-NRM (action 5), the MANE functional
blocks (input and output).
IV. CONTENT AWARENESS AND QOS AT CAN LAYER
The content awareness (CA) is realized in three ways:
(i) by concluding a SP - CANP SLA concerning different
VCAN construction. The content servers are instructed by
the SP to insert some special Content Aware Transport
Information (CATI) in the data packets. This simplifies the
media flow classification and treatment by the MANE; (ii)
SLA is concluded, but no CATI is inserted in the data
packets (legacy CSs). The MANE applies packet inspection
for data flow classification and assignment to VCANs. The
flows treatment is still based on VCANs characteristics
defined in the SLA; (iii) no SP–CANP SLA exists and no
CATI. The flows treatment can still be CA, but conforming
to the local policy at CANP and IntraNRM.
The DiffServ and/or MPLS
technologies support
splitting the sets of flows in QoS classes (QC), with a
mapping between the VCANs and the QCs. Several levels of
QoS granularity can be established when defining VCANs.
The QoS behavior of each VCAN (seen as one of the parallel
Internet planes) is established by the SP-CANP.
Generally a 1-to-1 mapping between a VCAN and a
network plane will exist. Customization of VCANs is
possible in terms of QoS level of guarantees (weak or
strong), QoS granularity, content adaptation procedures,
degree of security, etc. A given VCAN can be realized by the
CANP, by combining several processes, while being possible
to choose different solutions concerning routing and
forwarding, packet processing, and resource management.
The definitions of local QoS classes (QC) and extended
QCs and meta-QoS classes were adopted in ALICANTE,
[14][15][18][19] to allow capturing the notion of QoS
capabilities across several domains. Each domain may have
its local QoS classes and several local QCs can be combined
to form an extended QC..The types of VCANs defined for
different QoS granularities based on QCs are described in
[12]: VCANs based on meta-QCs, [14], VCANs based on
local QC composition and hierarchical VCANs based on
local QC composition. The last case is the most efficient but
also the most complex. Inside each VCAN, several QCs are
defined corresponding to platinum, gold, silver, etc. In such a
case, the mapping between service flows at SP level and
CANs can be done per type of the service: VoD, VoIP,
Video-conference, etc.
V. CAN MULTI-DOMAIN PEERING
A. Horizontal M&C VCAN Negotiation
A given VCAN may span one or several IP domains. In a
multi-domain context, one should distinguish between two
topologies (in terms of how the domains are linked with each
others): Data plane topology and M&C topology. The first
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can be of any kind (depending on SP needs and including the
domains spanned by a given VCAN). In a general case, one
may have a mesh/graph of domains. The M&C topology
defines how the CAN Managers associated to different
domains inter-communicate for
multi-domain VCANs
construction. The VCAN initiating CANMgr has to negotiate
with other CAN Managers. There exist two main models to
organise this communication at management level: hub
model and cascade model [14][15][18][19].
The hub model was selected; it has the advantage that
initiating CANMgr can know, each VCAN component
(network) and its status. A drawback is that each CANMgr
should know the inter-domain topology (complete graph) of
network domains. They could be of lower tier grade or be

Autonomous Systems (AS), involved in a VCAN. Given the
tiered hirarchy of the Internet, the number of Network
Domains (ND) involved in an E2E chain is not too high
(actually is lower than 10, [8]), scalability problem is not so
stringent. Two functional components are needed: (1) interdomain topology discovery protocol; (2) overlay negotiation
protocol for SLA/SLS negotiations between CAN Managers.
The cascade model, [15], [18] is more advantageous for
initiating CAN Manager if a chain of domains is to form the
VCAN. However, for an arbitrary mesh topology of the NDs
composing the VCAN, and for multicast enabled VCAN,
this model offers less efficient management capabilities.

1.Initial VCAN request

HB

SP

2.1.VCAN negotiation
ANk1

CANMgr k

CANMgr n

Traffic Trunks

MANE
NDn
NDk

CS1

Resulting
VCAN
2.2.VCAN negotiation
ANn1

ANk2
CANMgr m

HB

HB
HB

HB

NDm
ANm1

ANm2

CS2

MANE

CS3

Figure 2 Example of a multi-domain VCAN ( hub model for management plane)

Fig. 2 shows an example of a multi-domain VCAN. It is
supposed that the inter-domain discover protocol has already
produced its results, so each CANMgr knows about the interdomain graph and have inter-domain routing information,
including link capacities and QoS related capabilities. The
SP asks for a VCAN to a CANMgr (Initiator) – see action 1.
It was supposed that the SP knew the edge points of this
VCAN, i.e. the MANEs IDs where different sets of HB
currently are, or they will be connected. The initiator
CANMgr_n determines all network domains (ND) involved
(from the SP information and its inter-domain knowledge)
and then negotiate in parallel with all other CAN Managers
(actions 2.1, 2.2) to establish the VCAN = {VCANn U
VCANm U VCANk}. The split of the SLS parameters (if it
is the case) should be done at the initiator (e.g. for delay). In
a successful scenario, the multi-domain VCAN is agreed and
then it is later instantiated in the network.
B. Overlay Virtual Topology
Constructing VCAN over one or multiple domains is a
main target of the CAN Manager. Each ND has complete
autonomy w.r.t its network resources including network
dimensioning, off-line traffic engineering (TE), and also
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dynamic routing. The CANMgr cooperating with Intra-NRM
is supposed to know about its network resources.
Given that in ALICANTE each ND has associated the
IntraNRM and CANMgr, one could abstract the both under
the name of NDMgr. This entity should have an abstract
view of its network domain and output links towards
neighbors in a form of a set of virtual pipes (called Traffic
Trunks). A set of such pipes can belong to a given QoS class.
As already stated, a multiple domain VCANs should also
belong to some QoS class and therefore inter-domain QoS
aware routing information is necessary in order to increase
the chances of successful SLS establishment, when
negotiating the multi-domain VCAN. The multi-domain
VCANs deployment needs knowledge on a virtual multidomain topology.
Each ND can assure QoS enabled paths towards some
destination network prefixes while implementing its own
network technology: DiffServ, MPLS, etc. Also, each ND
can be seen in an abstract way as an Overlay Network
Topology (ONT) expressed in terms of TTs (traffic trunks)
characterized by of bandwidth, latency, jitter, etc. One TT is
belonging to a given QoS class QCi.
We define an Overlay Network Service (ONS)
responsible for getting the ONTs related to NDs belonging to
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a multi-domain VCAN. The CANMgrs will then internegotiate the SLS contracts in order to reserve VCAN
resources and finally ask installation of them. The overlay
topology can be hierarchised on several levels.
NDj

a

NDk

NDn

SP

VCAN
NDm

Traffic trunks for
class QCi
CANMk
CANMn
Ingress

Egress

B=6, D=2
NDk

B=6, D=2

NDn

B=3, D=1
B=5, D=4
ONT(NDk
)

Ingress

b
NDm

CANMm

Figure 3. a. Inter-domain level overlay network topology (ONT); b. ONT
of the domain NDk ( B= bandwidth, D= max delay- generic figures)

Fig. 3.a presents a first level (inter-domain) ONT, in
which, each domain ND is seen as a node. The overlay graph
of the NDs belonging to the VCAN is composed of the nodes
NDk, NDn, NDm. Then, a second order ONT can be defined
for one ND. Figure 3.b shows the ONT for the domain NDk,
composed of TTs, each one characterized by a bandwidth
and a delay. If the initiating CAN Manager knows the ONT
graph of the NDs involved, then provisioning of QoS
enabled VCANs can be done.
The ONS can be act in two ways: a proactive (push)
mode and a reactive (also called pull or on demand) mode in
order to obtain the overlay (virtual) topologies of other NDs.
In the proactive case, every ND advertises its ONT to
other NDs without being requested for. The advantage is the
same as in IP proactive routing protocols: the ONTs of other
NDs are already available at a given ND because they are
periodically or event-triggered advertised among ND
managers. The the advertisement can executed at an
initiative of each ND manager, so this model allows
promotion of some routes to other domains. This can be
subject of policies. The dynamicity is high (event driven
advertisements), but the complexity is also high. Scalability
problems exist, because of high control traffic volume and
also flooding the neighbour NDs with (maybe) not needed
information.
In the reactive (on-demand) mode the ONTs are obtained
on demand by an ND interested to reach a given destination
prefix. The ND will query each domain of a given path to get
the ONTs. No advertising mechanism is necessary. The
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scalability is higher because only the ONTs of the chosen
routes will be obtained. Studies [8] show that the mean End
to End (E2E) communication in the Internet usually involves
few domains (less than 8). Therefore, the number of domains
to be queried to obtain the ONTs is small. The pull model
latency is higher (need time for queries and calculations).
The updates of ONT knowledge is not event driven w.r.t
other NDs, because lack of advertisements. For ALICANTE
we have chosen the reactive model.
In ALICANTE case if a CANMgr wants to build an ONT
it will query its directly linked (at data plane level)
neighbour domains ( i.e the corresponding CAN Managers).
It is supposed that it has the knowledge of such neighbours.
There two possibilities of a querry:
a. non-selective querry/demand- the asking CANMgr
wants to know all neighbourhood of the asked neighbours
b. selective demand- the asking CANMgr wants to know
answers only from those AS neighbours which have paths to
a given set of destinations.
In case a. each queried CANMgr can return – in a first
most simple approach only its list of neighbours. At receipt
of such information, the interrogating CANMgr updates its
topology data base. Then it queries the new nodes learned
and so on. The process continues until the interrogating node
CANMgr learns the whole graph of “international”
topology.The extension of such a zone can be determined by
local policies. Because the topology structure changes events
are not very frequent (weeks, months), the topology
construction process could be run at large time intervals
(once a day, for example). Consequently the amount of
messages used to build the ONT will not overload the
significantly the network. In the case b. the query process is
similar, but the answers will be selective, i.e., filtered
conforming the required set of destinations.
The area of knowledge desired by a given CANMgr can
be determined by policies and can be enlarged if needed. The
Fig. 4 shows such an area for two levels of extension.
We summarize the ALICANTE design decision: ondemand model based on overlay network topology service;
based on non-selective and selective queries and simple
answers (i.e., no internal ONT information of a domain is
made public). Advantages are: less complexity, higher speed,
preserving intra-domain information. Drawbacks are: higher
probability of failures of QoS enabled paths at first attempt.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The paper proposed a management solution for interdomain peering, in Content Aware Networks for a multidomain and multi-provider environment. The management is
based on horizontal SLAs negotiated and concluded between
CAN providers (represented by CAN Managers) the result
being a set of parallel VCANs offering different classes of
services to multimedia flows, based on CAN/NAA concepts.
The inter-domain approach is to develop an overlay topology
service to support VCAN construction, thus obtaining
several parallel QoS planes. A CAN Manager is initiating the
multi-domain VCAN realization by using the overlay
topology service. The system is currently under complete
design and implementation in the framework of the FP7
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research project ALICANTE. Validation and performance
evaluation results will be shown in a future work.
Level 1 of extension

Initial knowledge area of domain
CANMgr@NDk (Level 0 of extension)

Answer of NDn:
1. reachability offered by NDn
to reach the destination
Dstx=NDz.MANEj

NDm

CANMgrk

CNDk
NDn

ONT(NDk)

Destination CND
Dstx
NDp
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MANEj

Figure 4 Different areas of ONT knowledge for NDk ( Level 0, Level 1, …) in selective –query mode
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Abstract –In this paper, a novel Digital-Down-Converter (DDC)
architecture for PC-based software Digital Video BroadcastingTerrestrial (DVB-T) receiver is proposed. The sampling rate of
A/D is 192/7 MHz and the order of the lowpass FIR filter is seven
(8 coefficients) in DDC. Furthermore, the Combining of the Mixer
and Filter (CMF) is also proposed, including the pre-processing of
mixer and filter coefficients and storing the results in a look-up
table. If the input data of length is N, the proposed CMF scheme
has 2N multiplications, while the previous architecture, which does
not pre-process the mixer and filter coefficient together in advance,
has 3N multiplications. Finally, the algorithms also are optimized
in assembly code to satisfy DVB-T real-time reception requirement.
Keywords- DVB-T; DDC; Decimate; Real-time.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The structure of the receiver end of Digital Video
Broadcasting –Terrestrial (DVB-T) system [1] is shown in
Figure 1. The Digital Down Converter (DDC) is an important
part of DVB-T system; it converts the Intermediate Frequency
(IF) signal into baseband, reduces the signal sampling rate and
then makes it easy for the later real time demodulation. The
traditional DDC in DVB-T system was made by hardware
circuits [2] [3]. However, it is not easy to be integrated and
modified. The most important benefit of Software Radio (SR)
research is that people can modify and change the signal
processing procedure, the algorithm, and the result can be easily
tested. Hence, there are some researches implemented DDC by
software [4] [5].
In Figure 1, the IF generated by the tuner is 32/7MHz,
defined by the DVB-T standard [1]. Besides, the sampling rate
of DDC output in DVB-T standard must be 48/7MHz [1]. The
previous DDC structure is shown in Figure 2, it composes of
mixer 、 lowpass Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter and
down-sampling.
A Combining the Mixer and Filter (CMF) method is
proposed. In other words, the mixer coefficients and filter
coefficients are multiplied and the results are stored in a lookup table, as shown in (5). Furthermore, The CMF algorithms
also are optimized in assembly code. The proposed CMF
scheme combines the mixer and filter operations. Hence, it can
reduce the computational complexity by one third. Assume the
input data of length N, the previous scheme has 3N
multiplications, but the proposed CMF only has 2N.
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Demodulation

IF = 32/7MHz
fs = 192/7MHz
or 20MHz

IF = 36.16MHz

Hardware

TS

IF = 0Hz
fs = 48/7MHz

Software

Figure 1. The structure of DVB-T receiver

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
the system model of DDC is presented. The decision of A/D
sampling rate is described in Section III. The proposed CMF
scheme for DDC is described in details in Section IV. The CMF
optimization is presented in Section V. Performance discussion
is described in Section VI. Finally, we conclude in Section VII.
II.

SYSTEM MODEL

The previous of DDC is introduced in Figure 2. According
to [6], received signal s (n) is transformed to baseband by mixer
first:
cos( 2f IF )
Lowpass
FIR

x(n)

s(n)

I (m)

↓R

Q(m)

k (n)
Lowpass
FIR

sin(2f IF )
mixer

↓R

m=n/R
filter

Figure 2. The DDC of previous structure

x(n)  s (n) * exp(  j 2 * f IF * (n / f AD )) , 1  n  N

(1)

where N is the length of DDC input data, fIF and fAD is IF and
sampling rate of A/D, respectively. The IF power level must be
in the sampling rate range. Once it is lower than the A/D
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sampling rate range, the resolution performance will be poor.
On the contrary, if the IF power level is higher than the A/D
sampling rate range, then it will produce distortion in the
system. And then employ a low-pass FIR to avoid aliasing
effect after down-sampling:

k (n)  h(0) x(n)  h(1) x(n  1)    h( M ) x(n  M )

LPF

↓4

I(real)

LPF

↓4

Q(imag)

A/D
fAD=192/7MH
z

M

  h(m) x(n  m)  h(n)  x(n)

cos(2πfIF)

(2)

fs=48/7MHz
sin(2πfIF)

m 0

fIF=32/7MHz

where M is the order of FIR filter, h (n) is the filter coefficients,
and “  ” is linear convolution. Final step is down-sampling; R
means the down-sampling rate. After down-sampling, the data
stream will satisfy the required sampling rate of DVB-T
standard.
III.

CHOICE OF A/D SAMPLING RATE

In Figure 3, most of fAD is following the commercial
specification: 20MHz [5] [7] to record data. According to
DVB-T standard [1], the IF of tuner is 32/7MHz. Besides, the
sampling rate of DDC output in DVB-T standard must be
48/7MHz [1].
cos(2πfIF)

↑12

LPF

Figure 4. Digital-Down-Converter using fs=192/7MHz

The environment of the hardware whose specification is
listed in Table I. As we know, the case A has lots of additional
up-sampling computations. From Table II, the case B can save
much more time than case A.
TABLE I. HARDWARE LIST

Item
CPU
Memory
Main board
Graphic card

Model
Intel® Core™ i7-2600K (3.40GHz)
DDR2 800 2GB x 2
ASUS P8H67-M PRO Rev 1.xx
n.a

I(real)

↓35

TABLE II. THE ELAPSED TIMES OF DIFFERENT FAD (IN MATLAB)

A/D
fAD=20MHz
↑12

LPF

fs=240MHz

A. fAD = 20MHz
B. fAD = 192/7MHz

Q(imag)

↓35

fs=48/7MHz

Elapsed time(s)
441.28
175.55

sin(2πfIF)

IV.

fIF=32/7MHz
Figure 3. Digital-Down-Converter in [5] [10]

Because these three (20, 32/7, 48/7) are not in a multiple
relationship, it will increase computational complexity.
In [8], fAD is 4 times as much as IF; it could simplify the
calculation of mixer. Moreover, integer decimation is proposed
in [9]. According to [8] [9], changing the fAD to be multiple of
IF or the sampling rate of DDC output would simplify the DDC
computation. Hence, the 192/7MHz of fAD is chosen. It will
match the multiple relation in [8] [9] simultaneously. For
architecture of fAD is 192/7MHz, as shown in Figure 4. This
architecture avoids up-sampling calculation compared with
Figure 3. The structure of fAD = 192/7MHz is simpler than fAD =
20MHz’s. Thus, the 192/7MHz is chosen as fAD in our structure.
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PROPOSED CMF SCHEME

In this section, the new CMF scheme is proposed to simplify
the DDC computation. The architecture without proposed CMF
scheme is shown in Figure 4. Because fIF / fAD = 32/7 ÷ 192/7 =
1/6, we have:

x(n)  s(n) * exp(  j 2 * (n *1 / 6)) , 1  n  N

(3)

From (3), the exp( j 2 * (n *1/ 6)) only have possible 6
values. Furthermore, the filter only has M+1 coefficient.
Substitute (3) into (2) and we get:
M

k (n)   s(n  m) * w(( n  m) mod 6)* h(m), 0  n  N  1
m 0

(4)
where w (n) = exp( j 2 * (n *1/ 6)) is defined. In order to
save the elapsed time from mixer calculation, the formula (4)
will be modified as below:
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M

k (n)   s (n  m) * w(( n  m) mod 6) * h(m), 0  n  N  1
m 0

  s (n  m) * c(m), 0  n  N  1

(5)

m 0

The major contribution of this paper is combining the w (n)
and h (m) in (5) is a look-up table in advance, then s (n)
calculates the linear convolution with c (m) will achieve the
mixer and filter calculations. Hence, it can save the time for
computation. Because the number of mixer coefficients is not
equal to filter’s, we choose the least common multiple of these
two numbers: 24. Figure 5 shows the combination of look-up
table between mixer and filter. Here we assume M = 7. We also
set M = 7 in our architecture, the detail reason will be described
in next section.
Observing Figure 5, The 4 groups of mixer coefficients and
3 groups of filter coefficients are used to form the look-up table.
The look-up table will be divided into three parts: ①、② and ③,
so the received signal s(n) operate (5) with ①、 ② and ③
circularly. The next step is down-sampling 4 times. This part
could be combined with (5). For each 4 data input in DDC, it
will generate 1 data. Thus, It could avoid 3/4 calculations form
FIR.

w(0-5)

Filter

CMF OPTIMIZATION AND IMPLEMENT IN ASSEMBLY

A. Choice of filter order

M

Mixer

V.

w(0-5)

w(0-5)

w(0-5)

*

*

*

h(0-7)

h(0-7)

h(0-7)

①

②

③

The architecture is implemented on a personal computer by
software; the most important goal is fast enough to process the
data. As we know, the XMM register is formed 128 bits. Hence,
it could contain 16 signed byte data. In order to utilize the
XMM registers efficiently, 7 orders FIR is chosen. In other
words, there are 8 filter coefficients. The data type of designed
filter coefficients is float. The look-up table coefficients to be
integer which data type is byte data. The two groups of look-up
table coefficients could be built in a XMM register. Thus, we
achieve two linear convolutions in a XMM register. For
example, a filter instance design for DDC in [10] is 9 orders (10
coefficients); a XMM register can only hold one group of filter
coefficients. As a result, it can reduce the computational
complexity.
B. Assembly implement
The parallel processing instructions is used in assembly and
XMM registers. The assembly computation is mainly between
the XMM registers. Besides, the new DDC calculation is based
on the linear convolution in (5). Hence, the two Supplemental
Streaming SIMD Extensions 3 (SSSE3) instructions are chosen
to achieve PMADDUBSW and PHADDSW [11] which
described as below.
PMADDUBSW: Multiply and Add Packed Signed and
Unsigned Bytes.
PHADDSW: Packed Horizontal Add and Saturate Words.
These two instructions are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8:
Ex: PMADDUBSW xmm1, xmm2
xmm1(byte)

a1

a2

a3

a4

……

a13 a14

a15

xmm2(byte)

b1

b2

b3

b4

……

b13 b14

b15 b16

a16

Figure 5. Look-up table of mixer and filter combination

According to (5), the block diagram of proposed algorithm:
CMF is shown in Figure 6.

↓PMADDUBSW
xmm1(word)

↓R

c(m)

a1b1+
a2b2

a3b3+
a4b4

……

a13b13+
a14b14

a15b16+
a15b16

I (m)
Figure 7. SIMD instruction: PMADDUBSW

k (n)

s(n)

Ex: PHADDSW xmm1, xmm2

c(m)

↓R

Q(m)

xmm1(word)

a1

a2

……

a7

a8

m=n/R

xmm2(word)

b1

b2

……

b7

b8

mixer + filter

↓PHADDSW

Figure 6. The block diagram of proposed CMF
xmm1(word)

a1+a2

a3+a4

……

b5+b6

b7+b8

Figure 8. SIMD instruction: PHADDSW
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The “PMADDUBSW” is used to multiply s (n) and c (m) in
(5) together. The “PHADDSW” is used twice to sum the results
in all. The data type of s (n) and c (m) in (5) is unsigned byte
and signed byte, respectively. Because of the data type, only
“PMADDUBSW” of SSSE3 instructions could achieve the
multiplication between s (n) and c (m). The data type of
“PMADDUBSW” outputs is signed word. Furthermore, the
“PHADDSW” of SSSE3 instructions are used to add the
outputs horizontally. The detail linear convolution example
achieved by these two instructions is shown in Figure 9.

TABLE III. THE ELAPSED TIMES OF FAD =192/7MHZ USE CMF OR NOT
(IN MATLAB)

a

a1

a2

a7

a8

Elapsed time(s) Multiplication
fAD =192/7MHz (No)
175.55
3N
fAD =192/7MHz (Yes)
104.89
2N
The optimization result of proposed DDC algorithm is
shown in Table IV. In order to use all 16 XMM registers, the
Windows 7 (64 bits) is chosen as system OS. Besides, the
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010(Team Suite edition) is used as
development tool. It has the Performance Explorer to analyze
the elapsed time of proposed DDC in assembly code and C
code.

b

b1

b2

b7

b8

TABLE IV. THE ELAPSED TIMES OF FAD =192/7MHZ (IN C CODE AND
ASSEMBLY CODE)

Ex: a(x)  b(y),

1≦x,y≦8

↓PMADDUBSW
a1b1+a2b2

a3b3+a4b4

a5b5+a6b6

a7b7+a8b8

↓PHADDSW
a1b1+…+a4b4

a5b5+…+a8b8
↓PHADDSW
a1b1+…+a8b8

Figure 9. Linear convolution by “PMADDUBSW”,”PHADDSW”

VI.

PERFORMANCE OF OUR DDC

The new DDC algorithm will be compared with the previous
architecture. First, the DDC calculation is presented by Matlab.
Then, we could know the improvement of CMF method. The
quantity of input data is 84Mbytes; Table I is our hardware
simulation environment.
Table III presents the elapsed time about fAD = 192/7MHz
use CMF or not. The mixer and filter coefficient is multiplied in
advance; DDC algorithm could be simpler in (5). In our case, if
the number of DDC input data is N, there will be N
multiplications in (3). Moreover, our FIR filter is 7 orders, so
there has 8N multiplications generated by linear convolution of
(5). In fact, the down-sampling part usually combines with the
FIR. The 8N multiplications will reduce to 2N because of
down-sampling: 4 times. The number of multiplications in the
previous DDC is 3N (=N+2N). The CMF combines mixer and
filter, so the number of multiplications could be reduced to 2N
additionally. Thus, the CMF can save much more elapsed time
than the previous DDC algorithm. As a result, the new DDC
algorithm can save about 40% elapsed time.

Function name
ddc (C)
ddc_asm (Assembly)

Elapsed time(ms)
88.07
20.81

The DDC takes 20.81ms to decode 84Mbytes data.
84Mbytes/20.81ms = 4.04Gbytes/sec. According to fAD =
192/7MHz, the real time DVB-T signal in Taiwan has
27Mbytes/sec. Hence, the proposed DDC only takes 0.67%
CPU loading.
For the DVB-T software radio implement, the elapsed time
of demodulation part is shown in Table V. The length of
decoding data is 3 sec. However, the total elapsed time of
demodulation part is 1541.89ms. Thus, the DVB-T real-time
computation can be implemented (1.562sec < 3sec).
TABLE V. THE ELAPSED TIME OF DEMODULATION PART

Block
Time & Frequency
Synchronize
Remove CP & FFT
Channel estimation
Deinner & Depuncher
Deoutter interleave
Demodulator
Viterbi decoder
RS Decoder
Descrambler
Frame Synchronize
Program Initialization
Phase Compensation
C++ standard library
Total elapsed time

Elapsed Time (ms)
63.66
67.82
145.87
54.49
17.93
8.93
1096.79
30.67
0.92
8.58
27.52
8.44
10.27
1541.89

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the new DDC architecture is designed for fAD =
192/7MHz and the algorithms are optimized by multiplying the
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mixer and filter recorded in a look-up table in advance. The
proposed CMF can save the additional N multiplications.
Moreover, it is also optimized by assembly code. As a result,
the decoding rate of the proposed system is greater than the
required bit rate of the real-time DVB-T. The new system is fast
enough to decode the DVB-T signal in real-time.
Finally, the new method can save more 40% time than the
previous architecture. It only takes 20.81ms to decode
84Mbytes data. To sum up, the new DDC coding rate is
4.04Gbytes/sec.
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Abstract— JPEG is a widely deployed image compression
standard used in several applications. However, JPEG image
transmission is challenging and sophisticated strategies are
required for reliable transmission. This paper investigates the
performance of JPEG image transmission using duo-binary
Turbo codes with Unequal Error Protection (UEP). UEP is
achieved by applying a lower code-rate to protect the DC-layer
of the image more efficiently and a higher code-rate for
protecting the AC-layer. Additionally, the duo-binary Turbo
code is enhanced by scaling its extrinsic information to
improve performance and by using a stopping criterion to limit
the number of iterations required for decoding. The proposed
UEP scheme provides a gain of at least 10 dB in Peak Signal to
Noise Ratio (PSNR) over an Equal Error Protection (EEP)
scheme for a range of Eb/No values. Moreover, the gain in
PSNR increases as the couple length of the duo-binary code is
increased.
Keywords- JPEG; UEP; Duo-Binary Turbo Codes.

I.

INTRODUCTION

JPEG is a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) based image
compression algorithm, which employs Huffman coding to
generate a compressed bit-stream [1]. It is a widely adopted
standard and forms an integral part of several applications
such as web browsing and telemedicine [2]. However, the
use of Huffman coding renders the JPEG coded bit-stream
very sensitive to error propagation because a single bit in
error can cause a complete loss of synchronisation. As such,
sophisticated coding solutions are required to ensure reliable
transmission. One solution is to use powerful errorcorrecting codes such as Turbo codes, which are well suited
to protect image data as recently demonstrated in [3]. Error
resilient and concealment techniques also provide a
significant improvement in transmission fidelity [4,5].
Moreover, a highly efficient strategy for achieving robust
JPEG image transmission is UEP. UEP consists of exploiting
the fact that the DCT operation in JPEG, segments the image
into layers of unequal importance. Hence, by allocating
different levels of protection to these layers, a significant
gain in the overall quality of the received image can be
obtained.
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Several efficient UEP schemes have been developed for
JPEG image transmission using Turbo codes. For example,
in [6], UEP and joint source channel decoding with a-priori
statistics were combined and applied to JPEG image
transmission. Both Turbo codes and Turbo and Turbo Trellis
Coded Modulation were used and major gains in PSNR were
obtained over conventional JPEG image transmission
schemes. An error resilient wireless JPEG image
transmission scheme, which employed product Turbo or
Reed Solomon codes alongside an optimal UEP algorithm
was proposed in [7]. Moreover, in [8], an UEP scheme,
which employs s-random odd-even interleaving with oddeven puncturing, as well as a new UEP scheme for the soft
output Viterbi algorithm, were proposed. Improved BER and
PSNR performances in JPEG image transmission were
obtained with these UEP schemes [8]. Finally, in [9], the
performance of three UEP schemes for progressive JPEG
image transmission using delay-constrained hybrid ARQ,
with iterative bit and symbol combining was proposed. Gains
of over 9 dB in PSNR were obtained with the UEP schemes
as compared to their corresponding Equal Error Protection
(EEP) schemes.
In contrast with previous works, which considered binary
Turbo codes, this paper proposes an UEP scheme based on
duo-binary Turbo codes. These codes provide better
convergence of iterative decoding, have reduced latency,
lower sensitivity to puncturing, larger minimum distance and
lower memory requirement [10]. Also, the duo-binary code
is modified with a scale factor [11,12] and stopping criterion
[13] to further improve the performance of the UEP scheme.
The proposed UEP scheme allocates more protection to the
DC layer, which contains the most significant part the image
after the DCT operation, and less protection to the AC layer.
This is achieved by using the puncturing matrices specified
for the duo-binary Turbo code of the DVB-RCS standard
[14]. The UEP scheme outperforms the EEP scheme by at
least 10 dB in PSNR over a range of Eb/No values.
Moreover, the gain in PSNR increases as the couple length
of the duo-binary code is increased.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
describes the complete system model. Section III presents
the simulation results and analysis. Section IV concludes the
paper.
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II.

SYSTEM MODEL

The complete encoding process is shown in Figure 1. The
input image is fed to the JPEG encoder, which operates on
blocks of 8x8 pixels and performs DCT, quantization and
zig-zag ordering [1]. The AC and DC coefficients are then
separated into the AC and DC layers. The DC layer regroups
the first coefficient from all 8x8 blocks obtained after zigzag ordering and the AC-layer is the concatenation of the 63
coefficients from all 8x8 blocks. For example with a
256x256 image, there are 1024 blocks of size 8x8 and each
block has one DC coefficient and 63 AC coefficients. The
DC layer hence contains 1024 coefficients and the AC layer
contains 1024x63 coefficients. To prevent error propagation,
the AC and DC layers are divided into blocks of 63 and 64
coefficients respectively. The blocks of the DC layer
undergo Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) and
DC-Huffman coding. Each block is encoded separately and
after Huffman coding a header is inserted to indicate the size
in bits of the resulting DC-packet. The blocks of the AClayer undergo Run-Length Encoding (RLE) followed by ACHuffman coding and a header is appended to indicate the
size of each AC-packet. Each DC and AC packet can be
decoded independently and errors within a packet do not
propagate throughout the DC or AC layer.

A code-rate allocation is performed to provide UEP to
the DC and AC packets. The DC packets are given the
lowest code-rate while the AC-packets are allocated a higher
code-rate. The packets are then converted into couples of
length N before being sent to the duo-binary Turbo encoder.
The headers are transmitted error-free through a sidechannel. Finally, the encoded couples are QPSK modulated
and sent over an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
channel.
The decoding system is shown in Figure 2. The
received noisy array, Rt is de-punctured as appropriate and
sent to the first duo-binary decoder, DEC1. DEC2 receives
the interleaved counterpart of Rt. The decoders employ the
Max-Log-MAP algorithm to compute the following
parameters:
(a) γ tq(i ) (l ' , l ) : The branch transition probability from state l’
to l of symbol i at time instant t where i є(0,1,2,3) for
decoder q, where q = 1 or 2. It is computed as follows for the
first decoder.


 [ Rt − x ti (l )] 2 

2

σ
2



γ t1( i ) (l ' , l ) = log  p (u t2 = i ). exp −


=

log[ p (u t2

 [ R − x ti (l )] 2
= i )] −  t

2σ 2







(1)

where,
p ( u t2 = i ) is the a-priori probability of symbol i obtained
from the second decoder,
x ti (l ) is the modulated complex symbol at time t, associated
with the transition from state St-1 = l’ to St = l and input
symbol i,
Rt (l ) is the received systematic and parity complex
symbols at time t.

For the second decoder, the computation of γ t2( i ) (l ' , l )
is similar to equation (1) except that it uses the interleaved
version of the systematic symbols of Rt, a different set of
complex parity symbols and the a-priori probability of
symbol i obtained from the first decoder i.e.,
p ( u 1t = i ) .
(b) α tq (l ) : The forward recursive variable at time t and state
l. It is computed according to the following equation for a
decoder with Ms states:

α tq (l ) = log
Figure 1. Complete encoding system with UEP.
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Ms −1

∑

q

e α t −1 ( l ' ) + γ t

q(i )

( l ', l )

(2)

l ' =0
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(c) β tq (l ) ,which is the backward recursive computed at time
t as follows:

β tq (l ) = log

Ms −1

∑eβ

q
q(i )
t +1 ( l ' ) + γ t + 1 ( l , l ' )

(3)

l '=0

(d) Λ q(i ) (t ) ,which is the Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) of
symbol i where i є(1,2,3), and the LLRs are normalized to
the symbol ‘0’. This parameter is computed as follows:
 Ms −1 α q ( l ') +γ q ( i ) ( l ',l ) + β q ( l ) 
t
t
e t −1


 l ' =0

Λ q ( i ) (t ) = log  Ms −1

α tq−1 ( l ' ) +γ tq ( 0 ) ( l ',l ) + β tq ( l ) 

e


 l '=0


∑

(4)

∑

(e) Λ1es(i ) (t ) and Λ 2es(i ) (t ) : The extrinsic information of
symbol i where i є (1,2,3), are generated by DEC1 and
DEC2 respectively. They are computed as follows:

Λ 1es (i ) (t ) = Λ 1(i ) (t ) − Λ 2es (i ) (t ) − Λ 1in (i ) (t )

(5)

Λ 2es (i ) (t ) = Λ 2(i ) (t ) − Λ 1es (i ) (t ) − Λ 2in(i ) (t )

(6)

Λ1in(i ) (t ) and Λ 2in(i ) (t ) are the intrinsic information of
symbol i where i є(1,2,3), are generated by DEC1 and
DEC2 respectively.
Further details on the computation of these parameters are
given in [14,15,16]. In the enhanced Duo-binary decoder,
the extrinsic information produced by both decoders are
multiplied by a scale factor S as shown in Figure 2. The
application of the scale factor improves performance
because the extrinsic information value output by the Turbo
decoder is most of the time too optimistic, hence by scaling
it, better performance is achieved [11-12]. The controller
unit accepts the extrinsic information from both decoders
and uses a stopping criterion [13] to stop the iterative
decoding process. At the start of the iterative decoding
process, switches S1 and S2 are ON and when a given
condition is met, the controller unit turns OFF both switches
to stop the iterative decoding process. In this way, the
decoder avoids the use of extra iterations and reduces the
decoding complexity. This technique also reduces the
power consumption of the decoder.
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Figure 2. Decoding system with enhanced duo-binary Decoder.

A detailed algorithm for the decoding process is now
presented. In this algorithm, steps 4-12 correspond to the
operations of DEC1 and steps 13-21 of DEC2. The
r
r
r
r
parameters M 11
( t ), M 12
( t ), M 21
( t ), M 22
( t ) are used in the
stopping criterion and the function f( ) counts the number of
sign changes between the two arguments that are passed to
it. The function detect( ) determines the maximum of the
LLR values and outputs either symbol 0,1,2 or 3. The
variable j increases by 1 because the decoder processes one
couple at a time up to a maximum of Nc, which is the total
number of couples in the image. The variable and r also
increases by 1 up to a maximum limit of rmax. However, the
variable num_iterations, which is used to count the number
of iterations consumed by the decoder, is incremented by
0.5. This is because the stopping criterion can stop the
decoding process after either DEC1 or DEC2 whereby each
decoder consumes 0.5 iterations. For example, if for a given
couple, the decoding process completes 2 full iterations and
then at the third iteration i.e., r=3, after passing through
DEC1, the stopping criterion is satisfied, then only 0.5
additional iteration is consumed and hence num_iterations
will be 2.5 and not 3. The complete decoding algorithm is
as follows:
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DC packets of the image. It also uses a scale factor, S, to
enhance the performance of the duo-binary Turbo code by
scaling the extrinsic information, as depicted in Fig.2. The
value of S has been set to 0.75 in this simulation.

1. num_iterations = 0
2. for j = 1:Nc
3.

for r = 1:rmax

Scheme 2 - UEP without scale factor: This scheme is
similarly to Scheme 1 but the extrinsic information is not
scaled and the value of S is set to 1.0 in Fig.2.

4.
5.

Compute: γ t1(i ) (l ' , l ) , α t1 (l ) , β t1 (l ) , Λ1es (i ) (t ) , Λ1(i ) (t )
num_iterations = num_iterations + 0.5.

6.

r
M11
(t) = max(Λ1es(2) (t), Λ1es(3) (t)) − max(Λ1es(0) (t), Λ1es(1) (t))

7.

r
M12
(t) = max(Λ1es(1) (t), Λ1es(3) (t)) − max(Λ1es(0) (t), Λ1es(2) (t))

Scheme 4 - EEP without scale factor: This scheme is similar
to Scheme 3 but the scale factor, S, is set to 1.0.

8.

if (r>1)

In all simulations, the DVB-RCS standard duo-binary
Turbo code [14] has been used with a stopping criterion. The
generator polynomials in octal are g1 = 15 for the feedback
branch, g2 = 13 and g3 = 11 for the parity branches. Couple
lengths of N=64 and N=212 are used and the maximum
number of iterations, rmax = 12. Puncturing matrices are
chosen as per the DVB-RCS standard and the 256x256 Lena
image is used as input. Moreover, it is assumed that the
headers are transmitted error free over a strongly protected
side channel.
The overall coding rate, Oc, was limited to Oc < 0.97
bits/pixel and to ensure a fair comparison the overall coding
rate for UEP was kept below that of EEP. However, with
UEP the DC couples are more strongly protected with a
code-rate of 1/3 while the AC couples are allocated a coderate of 4/5. On the other hand the EEP schemes allocates a
fixed code-rate of 2/3 to both DC and AC couples. The
overall coding rate, Oc, is computed as follows:

r
r−1
(t),M11
(t)) ≤
f (M11

9.

if (

10.
11.

endif

1
1
r
r−1
(t),M12
(t)) ≤ )
or f (M12
N
N

Goto: line 23

12.

endif

13.

Compute: γ t2(i) (l',l) , α t2 (l ) , β t2 (l ) , Λ 2es(i ) (t ) , Λ2(i) (t)

14.

num_iterations = num_iterations + 0.5.

15.

r
M21
(t) = max(Λ2es(2) (t), Λ2es(3) (t)) − max(Λ2es(0) (t), Λ2es(1) (t))

16.

r
M22
(t) = max(Λ2es(1) (t), Λ2es(3) (t)) − max(Λ2es(0) (t), Λ2es(2) (t))

17.

if (r>1)
1
1
r
r−1
r
r−1
if ( f (M21
(t),M21
(t)) ≤ or f (M22
(t),M22
(t)) ≤ )
N
N
Goto: line 23
endif

18.
19.
20.
21.

endif

22.

Endfor

23.

Decoded couple, y = detect ( Λ 2 ( i ) ( t )) )

24. Endfor
25. Convert the received couples into AC and DC packets.
26. Perform JPEG decoding on the received packets.
III.

Scheme 3 - EEP with scale factor: It is similar to Scheme 1
but equal protection is given to the AC and DC packets.

Oc =

Scheme 1- UEP with scale factor: This scheme employs
UEP to provide different levels of protection to the AC and
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 T DC
T

+ AC
R AC
 R DC





(7)

where,
T is total number of pixels in the image,
TDC is the total number of bits in the DC couples,
RDC is the code-rate allocated to the DC couples,
TAC is the total number of bits in the DC couples,
RAC is the code-rate allocated to the DC couples.
The source coding rate, Sc, and Oc, vary with the couple
length because different numbers of padding bits are required
to convert the bit stream from the JPEG encoder into couples
of length N.
Table I gives the values of Oc and Sc for different couple
lengths, N.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The performances of the following four schemes for
JPEG image transmission are compared:

1
T

N
64
212

TABLE I
CODING RATES FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF N
TDC
TAC
SC
OC
UEP
EEP
5760
36096
0.639
0.952
0.958
5936
36040
0.641
0.959
0.961
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Figure 3 shows the graph of PSNR versus Eb/No for the
four schemes with N = 64. The UEP scheme with scale
factor provides a gain of 7dB in PSNR over the EEP
schemes at Eb/No = 1.5dB and a major gain of 12dB in
PSNR in the range 2dB ≤ Eb/No ≤ 3dB. It also outperforms
the UEP scheme without scale factor by 1dB in PSNR in the
range 2dB ≤ Eb/No ≤ 3dB. This gain is achieved because
with the UEP the DC layer is recovered with fewer errors
than the AC-layer and hence, the image can be reconstructed
with much less distortions. However, it is observed that at
high Eb/No values, the gain obtained with UEP over EEP
decreases because the overall errors introduced in the image
is considerably less.

Figure 4. Number of iterations against Eb/No for N = 64.

Figure 3. Graph of PSNR against Eb/No for N = 64.

The graph of number of iterations versus Eb/No for
N = 64 is shown in Figure 4. The stopping criterion allows
the number of iterations and hence the decoding complexity
to decrease progressively as the Eb/No is increased.
Interestingly, the UEP scheme with scale factor requires less
iterations than the EEP schemes in the range
1dB ≤ Eb/No ≤ 3dB and provides an impressive reduction of
5.5 iterations over the EEP scheme without scale factor at
Eb/No = 1dB.
Figure 5 shows the graph of PSNR versus Eb/No for the
four schemes with N = 212. The UEP scheme with scale
factor provides a gain of 10dB in PSNR over the EEP
schemes at Eb/No = 1dB and a major gain of 15 dB in
PSNR in the range 1.5 dB ≤ Eb/No ≤ 2dB. It also
outperforms the UEP scheme without scale factor by about
1dB in PSNR in the range 1dB ≤ Eb/No ≤ 2dB. Moreover,
with N = 212 the UEP scheme with scale factor outperforms
the UEP scheme with scale factor for N = 64, by an average
of 5 dB in PSNR. The gain is greater with a couple length of
N=212 because the performance of the duo-binary Turbo
code improves with increase in couple length.
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Figure 5. Graph of PSNR against Eb/No for N = 212.

The graph of number of iterations versus Eb/No for N =
212 is shown in Figure 6. It is observed that when N=212,
the UEP scheme with scale factor takes less iterations than
the EEP schemes only in the range 0dB ≤ Eb/No ≤ 1dB. For
Eb/No > 1.5 dB the EEP scheme with scale factor requires
significantly less iterations than the UEP schemes, for
example, at Eb/No = 2.5dB it requires 5 iterations less than
the UEP scheme without scale factor. A possible
explanation for that is that the threshold used in the stopping
criterion was not optimized for N = 212 and was maintained
at 1/N.
There are two ways in which the UEP scheme can lead to
an increase in complexity with respect to the EEP scheme.
Firstly, over a certain Eb/No range, as observed in Figure 5,
the UEP scheme requires more iterations than the EEP
scheme. Secondly, with the UEP scheme, the duo-binary
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Turbo encoder must treat the AC and DC packets separately
and use different code-rates, hence different puncturing
patterns are required for each of them. The same applies for
the duo-binary Turbo decoder, whereby a different depuncturing process must be used for the AC and DC
packets.
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Abstract—Embedded devices are tomorrow working in
dynamic wireless networks, which requires novel solutions for
routing because of heterogeneity, long communication paths,
long delays and weak performance. As a contribution of this
research, a hierarchical routing algorithm called as, Hi-Search,
is provided. The algorithm relies on the wireless short-cut
based solution for small world wireless networks and
hierarchical neighbor discovery. The provided hierarchical
search algorithm is based on graph theoretical system model
and network search tree analysis both on overlay and physical
levels. The efficiency of the Hi-Search algorithm is analytically
evaluated in terms of search path depths, number of control
messages, and delay of the search, which are compared against
the flat physical routing approach. The evaluation indicates
that the search path depths for the Hi-Search algorithm are
lower than the search path depths for the end to end physical
routes. In addition, the number of control message send actions
and search delays are lower compared with physical routing.
Keywords-dynamic wireless networks; small world; routing.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The number of wirelessly communicating embedded
devices has continuously been increasing in recent years. It is
expected that the networks consisting of such devices will be
highly dynamic wireless networks. Therefore, it is here
assumed that dynamic self-configurable (ad hoc) routing
solutions are required. The ad hoc networking protocols,
such as, e.g., Topology Dissemination Based on ReversePath Forwarding (TBRPF) [1], Ad hoc On-Demand Distance
Vector (AODV) [2], and Dynamic MANET On-demand
(DYMO) [3] are not optimal for specific operating
environments due to differences in delay requirements,
reaction times for route changes, the power capabilities of
the routing devices, and the limitations of the bandwidth
usage, quality of service level and security. A possible
solution approach for these challenges is overlay networking
[4, 5]. Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTN) and opportunistic
networking [6, 7, 8] solutions enable communication also
when the source and destination nodes not necessarily
reachable at the time of communication need. However, the
heterogeneity of nodes, radio links, and dynamic topologies
still triggers challenges for them.
The selected approach in this research for solving the
heterogeneity problem is application small world paradigm
for wireless networks [9, 10, and 11]. By adding a few shortcut links, path length of wireless networks can be reduced
drastically. Our previously published simulations have
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indicated that increasing the number of referred wireless
short-cuts lowers the end to end delays, and makes the
physical routes shorter, and also improves throughput [12].
In addition, the key enabling mechanisms for neighbor
discovery are provided in [13] to solve the elementary
challenges related to multilevel routing and creation of
wireless short-cuts. Relying on these solutions, we have
provided here, a hierarchical search algorithm, called as HiSearch. The provided hierarchical search algorithm is based
on graph theoretical system model and network search tree
analysis both on overlay and physical level. The efficiency of
the Hi-Search algorithm is evaluated in terms of search path
depths, number of control messages, and delay of the search,
which are compared against the flat physical routing
approach. In physical routing, the neighboring nodes have
always only direct physical communication links between
each other, and in overlay routing there can also be logical
communication links between logically neighboring nodes,
which are not necessarily physically adjacent.
Related research is shortly analyzed in the following. The
hierarchical routing schemes with distributed hash tables
(DHT) are discussed in [14]. The essential difference
compared with our solution is that DHT based hierarchical
routing schemes do not take into consideration of physical
route discovery at all. Small world based routing, called as
SWER, dedicated to supporting sink mobility and small
transfers have been provided in [15]. The hierarchy is based
on clustering and cluster heads, and short cuts are applied for
long range links between clusters. The cluster head selects a
sensor node to act as agent node to form the short-cut. The
difference compared with our solution, is that the weak
sensor nodes and radio links are still applied in realizing the
short-cut. Strategies for adding long-ranged links to centrally
placed gateway node in wireless mesh networks are provided
in [16]. Based on the strategies, 43% of reduction in average
path length was reported. Hierarchical routing based on
clustering using adaptive routing using clusters (ARC)
protocol is provided in [17]. They represent a new algorithm
for cluster leader revocation to eliminate the ripple effect
caused by leadership changes. Other examples of related
routing solutions are a contact-based architecture for
resource discovery [18], Mobile router nodes used as data
mules [19], and P2P-based SWOP protocol [20]. There are
also quite a many solutions for neighbor discovery such as
[21, 22]. However, route discovery is usually executed in flat
manner, e.g., [23]. The problem in such a search is that the
search queries are forwarded also into the deep leafs of the
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search trees. Our approach is different in the sense that only
the nearest logical overlay nodes are searched in the physical
route level, and the network can be optimized by removing
non-optimal radio links and physical routers from the path
acting as a wireless short-cut.
The system mode, reasoning and the hierarchical search
algorithm is described in section II. The efficiency of the
hierarchical search is evaluated in section III. Finally, in
section IV, conclusions are provided.
II.

HIERARCHICAL SEARCH ALGORITHM

A. Hierarchical System Model
The network consists of different types of nodes such as
U node, which is a user interface (UI) node, which is able to
host the network, set of services and it may visualize the
services for a user. S node is service node, which may
provide set of services, act as super peer (cluster head) for
services and overlay router. R node is a physical router node,
which can route data traffic between different interfaces of
the node. T node can be a sensor (Ts), actuator (Ta) or
camera (Tc). Each of the referred nodes may not be always
on and they may be mobile and can apply whatever
wireless/wired access means for communication with the
neighbor nodes. An example system is shown in the form of
graph in Figure 1. In the example physical network graph
(GPN), vertice (VPN=0) i.e. node (0) represent the User node.
Each vertise has certain characteristics such as location (L),
overlay routing capabilities (OR), physical routing
capabilities (PR), radio capabilities (R), power capabilities
(P) and computing power (Cp), VPN.{L, OR, PR, R, P, Cp}.
The edges (EPN) represent the possible physical
communication links between two or more nodes. Each edge
has certain characteristics such as, e.g., distance (D) and
delay ( t), EPN.{D, t}. In the example the overlay network
graph (GON) are established by the U, and S vertices (VON).
The dotted red lines represent the edges of the overlay
network (EON). The overlay network graph is here said to be
virtual graph of the physical network graph (GON c G PN).
Respectively, we can define radio network graph (GRN)
which shows the radio network below the physical network
(GON c GPN c GRN). Therefore, the system model is here said
to be hierarchical.
The G PN can be represented in the form of a (search) tree
(TPN) shown in Figure 2. Such tree does not have cycles and
the source of the search is represented as the root of the tree
(TPN (VPN=0)). A search path is a route from the root of the
tree to the leaf of the tree representing the destination of the
search.
Respectively, GON can be represented in the form of a
tree (TON) shown in Figure 3. It is easy to see that the height
of the overlay network tree is smaller than the height of the
physical network tree. It means that the overlay network path
from source to the destination usually contains smaller
amount of hops.
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Figure 1.

Example System Graph (G PN and GON).

Figure 2.

Example System physical network Tree (TPN).

Figure 3.

Example System Overlay Network Tree (TON).

B. Reasoning
The reasoning of the hierarchical search algorithm is
represented in the following:
Each edge in the search path means additional
communication delay for the search. Therefore, the
amount of levels in the search tree needs to be
minimized. For example, if the search proceed into deep
sub trees, which does not have the destination, the
search unnecessarily disturbs the vertices and consumes
the radio bandwidth in the area of the leaf sub tree.
Each vertice in the search tree processes the search, and
it adds processing delay ( tp) for the search. Therefore,
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the amount of vertices in the search path needs to be
minimized. It can be claimed that the search
unnecessarily disturb all vertices in the search path, if
the node is not the destination. Unnecessary disturbing
any node should be minimized.
Let us call the minimization of the search tree levels,
minimization of the amount of vertices in the search
path and minimization of vertice disturbing as search
tree minimization.
The number of levels in the search tree is lower for the
TON than for T PN. Therefore, it is assumed that the search
tree can be minimized by relying on hierarchical search,
in which the search is executed in the overlay level (TON
) and the physical level search is limited to the discovery
of the physical paths between each pair of neighboring S
nodes (TPN is split into sub trees). This means that the
hierarchical search is executed in TON (Figure 3. ) and in
the split sub trees of TPN visualized in Figure 4. In this
way, the physical level search results a local optimum
physical path between neighboring S/U nodes, and the
overlay level search results optimum path between
source and destination (S/U or T * nodes).
Some of the vertices are more powerful than the others,
e.g., they can have good power sources and good
computing platform while the others may be battery
operated. It is clear that powerful vertices are better
nodes for routing. Therefore, they are preferable nodes
in the search path, and the usage of limited capability
nodes (bottlenecks) shall be minimized.
When looking at different search paths in GPN , TPN it is
assumed that removing the bottleneck nodes from the
search path lowers the total communication delay ( tc)
of the search. Let’s call here the removal process as
network optimization.
The network optimization process is focused into the
split sub trees of TPN, see Figure 4. Because, the R nodes
are assumed to be the bottleneck nodes, the S/U nodes
actively tries to remove them from the local physical
communication paths, and create a shortcut between the
neighboring S/U nodes. As a result from the successful
network optimization, the search tree is like TON
visualized in Figure 3.
Summarizing, the hierarchical search with search tree
minimization and network optimization processes
results a situation, where the search path consist only
powerful and well-connected S/U nodes and not any
bottleneck nodes

C. Hierarchical Search Algorithm
The hierarchical search algorithm is represented in the
Figure 5. When the power of a U/S node is switched on, the
device will broadcast DiscoverReq to all of its neighbors
with the information of the node itself. Each overlay node
receiving the DiscoverReq, stores the key contents of it and
replies with DiscoverRep, which is sent in unicast manner to
the source of the DiscoverReq. The DiscoverRep contains
overlay level routing and service information, which will be
delivered to the original source of the DiscoverReq. Sending
of the DiscoveRep triggers searching for the physical route
between the neighboring overlay nodes, e.g., using AODV
RREQ/RREP procedure. After the original source receives
DiscoverRep via the discovered physical route, the system is
ready to provide messaging services for applications.
When an ApplicationMsg is received from the upper
layer and the overlay route is known, it is forwarded towards
the intended destination. Otherwise, an overlay route is
searched first, and then the message is forwarded towards it.
Algorithm HI-Search

1. WHEN n(OFF) n(ON) THEN
2.
send (DiscoveryReq, Bcast)
3. WAIT until receive (Msg)
4.
SWITCH Msg
4.
CASE DiscoverRep (ucast)
5.
store (DiscoverRep)
6.
start (timer, Net-Opt)
7.
CASE DiscoverReq (Bcast)
8.
IF n == ON THEN
9.
store (DiscoverReq)
10.
send (DiscoverRep, Ucast)
11.
ELSE
12.
update (DiscoverReq)
13.
forward (DiscoverReq, Bcast)
14.
CASE applicationMsg
15.
IF no route THEN
send (ON-RouteReq)
16.
IF route THEN send
applicationMsg
17.
CASE ON-RouteReq
18.
IF n == destination THEN
19.
send ON-RouteRep
20.
ELSE forward ON-RouteReq
21.
CASE Timeout (Net-Opt)
22.
optimize (network)
23.
start (timer, Net-Opt)
24.
ENDSWITCH
25. ENDWAIT

Figure 5.
Figure 4.
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/* Hierarchical Search */

Hierarchical Search Algorithm.

In this manner, the ApplicationMsg has been delivered to
the destination using hierarchical search with minimized
search tree. At any time after system is ready, the network
optimization procedure can be initiated. In the network
optimization, direct wireless communication links for the
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neighboring overlay nodes are created as communication
short-cuts in the cases where it is physically possible with the
available radio access technologies of the overlay
nodeswhich mean lower search paths.
III.

EFFICIENCY OF THE HIERARCHICAL SEARCH

The depths of the search paths, for the example graph
shown in Figure 1. are visualized in Figure 6. There are 37
possible search paths for both physical and overlay networks,
see Figure 2. and Figure 3. respectively. Each search path is
shown in the x-axis, and the depth of the search path is
shown in the y-axis in the Figure 6. For example, for the
search path number 11, the depth of physical search path is
10 and the depth of the overlay search path is 5. In general,
the search path depths for the overlay routes are lower than
the search path depths for the end to end physical routes. The
provided Hi-Search algorithm applies overlay route search,
which mean lower search paths.
The physical search path depths of overlay hops are
shown in Figure 7. (see also Figure 4. ). The y-axis shows
the physical search path depths, and x-axis shows the
number of their required searches in Figure 1. in physical
routing situation. For example, the physical search path 5-92, which depth is 2, happens 17 times in physical routing
situation. The referred physical search paths seem generally
happen multiple times in the example network in physical
routing situation. This is not very efficient, and therefore the
proposal is that the network optimization creates shortcuts
between the neighboring overlay vertices. Then there is need
to execute referred physical search paths only once for the
network, and optimization can be based on it. The referred
action is initiated in the row 22 of the Hi-Search algorithm.

Figure 6.

Figure 7.

The number of control message sending actions is shown
in y-axis of Figure 8. When the physical route between
neighbouring overlay nodes are searched initially and
optimised, the number of control message send actions are
about the same level as in physical routing (x=7). However,
after the optimisation has been executed, then the number of
control message send actions lowers significantly, because
there isn’t need to repeat optimisation. It can be seen that the
number of control message send actions is lower when
applying Hi-Search algorithm compared with physical
routing.
The total delay of the search is shown in y-axis of Figure
9. It is here assumed that the delay in each physical hop, i.e.
radio link, is 10ms, the optimization happen in parallel
manner and the processing delay in each node is zero. The
peaks of the delay for the Hi-Search algorithm are related to
optimization of the network. After the optimization, the
delays are in lower level. As a result, it is seen that the HiSearch algorithm is better because it has lower search delays
than physical routing.

Search path depths.

Figure 8.
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The number of control message sending.
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network optimization removes high delay edges, and weak
vertices from the path.
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Abstract – IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) network has high
demands from perspective of multimedia, flexible and
interactive communications. Fulfillment of those demands,
with appropriate levels of quality, is not a simple task. The
primary objective of this paper is to set emphasis on the
proper dimensioning of IMS network, and the need to find a
methodology applicable in planning of IMS networks, that
will be able to provide quantitative results on basis of the
initial request. In addition, the goal is to provide insight to
the basic problems of IMS network, and ways of solving
them. This primarily refers to SIP (Session Initiation
Protocol) servers, which are the key part of the IMS
structure, which have to deal with overload due to improper
dimensioning of the network. This paper will attempt to
present systematically the existing solutions and to provide
guidance for the future resolution of this problem.
Keywords-IMS; modeling; overload; SIP.

I. INTRODUCTION
With
the
basic idea of
integrating
different
networks into one multifunctional IP - based network,
IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) aims to create a unified
communication environment for fixed and mobile users,
by offering enriched and integrated services that were
fragmented before. IMS needs to offer a high level of
interaction for users - enriched calling and enhanced
messaging - sharing videos, images, and other multimedia
during a voice call (during one communication session),
with high level of service personalization. However, this
level of communication flexibility significantly
complicates the management, and among other things
directly influences the increase of the number of signaling
messages that must be exchanged and processed.
SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) represents the core of
IMS architecture.
SIP servers
are
the
main components responsible for processing and routing
all signaling messages. The problem that imposes itself is
the problem of dimensioning IMS network, i.e.,
dimensioning IMS components, which should be able to
process large amounts of messages, in order to avoid
server overload and therefore degradation of QoS
(Quality of Service) and QoE (Quality of Experience).
SIP provides limited built-in
overload
control
mechanism - the 503 Service Unavailable response.
However, as the price of rejecting SIP sessions typically
cannot be ignored, this mechanism cannot prevent
server’s congestions. When a SIP server rejects a large
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amount of incoming sessions its performance degrades
and, additionally, the impact of overload increases
through the network - this is a key observation that
distinguishes SIP server overload problem from other
overload problems [8]. In order to eliminate or at least
partially reduce the problems of SIP server overload,
various approaches have been proposed in accordance
with the opinion of what is the dominant problem that
leads to uncontrolled overload.
On the other hand, if the network is not initially
properly dimensioned, the application of congestion
control will not be enough. In short time the nodes will
fall into a state of congestion, which will lead to
performance degradation of the entire network, and at
some point, entire network will come to an outage and
collapse. Thus, the network dimensioning must be
understood as the primary problem, and a congestion
control as an additional factor that can improve efficiency
of well dimensioned network. Network modeling or a
search for a loyal representation which reflects the
behavior of IMS nodes and provides required output value
in dependency on the input parameters, is a key of good
methodologies for planning and dimensioning IMS
network.
This paper systematically presents key problems of
IMS and provides a review of previous results that deal
with overload problem; also provides a review of current
achievements in the field of modeling and behavioral
analysis of IMS network in order to optimize the same.
During the process of result analysis some disadvantages
were observed, and every author provided a unique
guideline for solving this complex problem. The second
section provides an overview of papers dealing with
overload problem, while third section gives an overview
of previous work in field of modeling, behavioral analysis
of the IMS network in order to optimize the same. In last
section, we provide guidelines for solving this complex
problem.
II. IDENTIFIED CONTRIBUTIONS AND
EXPERIENCES IN SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF SIP
OVERLOAD
Numerous papers deal with overload problems
on SIP servers. Some of the papers include a detailed
analysis of possible overload causes, while others contain
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suggestions and explanations of the different mechanisms
and algorithms, which should have the ability to manage
and control overload.
Guided by representative papers for the stated problem,
authors observed and exposed few potential aspects of
SIP overload classification.
 One of the observed aspects involves creation of
new protocol or changes on existing protocol.
According to existing achievements this aspect
could be the most complete solution but IMS, SIP
servers and SIP protocol are so widespread in
commercial use that there is no sense to try to
change main standards in that area.
For example, Whitehead [9] 2005 described the
framework independent of the protocol, GOCAP,
but his mapping in SIP has not yet been defined.
Even if this framework becomes mapped;
questionable is if it will be accepted by
manufacturers of equipment.
 Another approach implies the use of new network
elements or applications which would predict
congestions or overloads. This means additional
investments in HW (Hardware) and SW
(Software); it demands additional time, resources
and efforts on existing applications to send some
performance indicators.
Luca Monacelli [11] describes the overload
problems and offers stabilization system, STBZ
(STaBiliZer), which protects all network elements
of IMS. STBZ is a software application which
collect measurements from network, processes it
by appropriate stabilization policies and controls
traffic shapers in order to avoid congestion on
network elements
 One of most commonly used approaches is the
creation of new algorithms on existing network
elements.
This approach directly influences source code of
network elements, but upgrades and patches are
standardized processes and are something that
network operators often do which makes this
solution acceptable.
C. Shen and H. Schulzrinne [10] are among the
first to deal with overload of TCP based SIP server. They suggest new mechanisms
for SIP overload control - which relies on the
existing TCP flow control and congestion control.
The algorithm consists of three components:
Connection Split, Buffer Minimization and Smart
Forwarding. Due to the specific nature of SIP
protocol
(session
based)
there
is
a
need for separation
of
INVITE messages
processing - requests which start a session, and
other non-INVITE messages, in order to prevent
opening of new sessions that could lead to
overload and that, on the other hand, will preserve
the existing sessions. This part of the algorithm is
called Connection Split, which allows that
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INVITE and non-INVITE messages are treated
differently. Smart Forwarding is enforced on an
INVITE connection. When an INVITE message
arrives, decision about the forwarding of INVITE
request is made in relation to the current state of
buffer. This way a session that should not be
established can be canceled as soon as possible.
The paper further examines the impact of buffer
size (buffer at the transmitter and the receiver side
and applications buffer at the receiver side) to
bandwidth and processing time. It was concluded
that the best results can be achieved through
minimization of the buffer size on the receiving
side, which is the third part of the algorithm. This
algorithm shows very good results for classical
SIP scenarios in core networks, where small
number of transmitting servers simultaneously
creates overload on the receiving server. But in
the case of edge networks where the overload is
prevalent, the described algorithm does not
provide satisfactory results.
Whatever solution is used to prevent overload it
will not provide satisfactory results if network is
not optimized and well dimensioned.
There is no one disadvantage of this approach and
this network optimization step must be applied on
any professional network (of any kind).

We concluded that solving SIP overload problem
requires combined use of exposed aspects. We propose
combination of new algorithm on existing network
elements and optimization and well dimensioning of
network.
Guidelines stated by C. Shen and H. Schulzrinne [10]
will provide a start point in further discussion of SIP
overload problems.
III. IDENTIFIED CONTRIBUTIONS AND
EXPERIENCES IN SOLVING THE PROBLEMS OF
IMS NETWORK OPTIMIZATION
As stated earlier, this chapter provides a review of the
previous works in the field of modeling and behavioral
analysis of IMS network, in order to provide the guideline
for optimization of the same.
The problem identified in IMS networks is the
existence of bottleneck nodes at different network layers
of IMS architecture. The authors used a variety of
scientific methods to investigate this issue of which the
largest contributions were provided by analysis and
modeling methods.
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Mkwawa and Kouvatsos [2], using the modeling
method, have proven that exactly S-CSCF (Serving Call
Session Control Function) is the throat of the IMS
network that processes great number of messages.
They have compared the analytical and experimental
results of IMS application modeling, user registration and
the establishment of multimedia sessions, and have
showed that the registration of users and establishment of
multimedia session corresponds to a well-know central
server model QNM (Queuing Network Model) Fig. 1.
Using Buzen's algorithm [13] and Little's theorem [12],
service rates for S-CSCF, AS (Autonomous System) and
HSS (Home Subscriber Server) were calculated, as well
as transition probabilities, server utilization and
throughput of the model.
Simulation results for server utilization and throughput
for the same service speed and probability transitions
were proven to coincide with the analytical model Fig. 2.
[2] represents one of the ways for modeling the IMS
system. This representation only indicates the network
issues, but does not provide any kind of solution.
Because of the bottleneck problems additional load on
S-CSCF module is not recommended, so overload
problems on service layer and dynamic interaction of
services are solved using Service Brokers, or SCIM
(Service Capability Interaction Management) [4] module
Fig. 3.
This module is not an integrated part of S-CSCF,
instead it is being realized as an application server.
Organization in this way allows better application server
utilization in order to shift overload boundaries on the
application layer. This opens new issues in the service
interaction management field.

Figure 2. Comparative study of simulations and analytical results of
the central server model [2]

The best overview of the results achieved by using
modeling techniques are presented in [6] [7]. Both papers
indicate the effects of adding servers to the networks
assuming M/M/r model with Erlang C formula. It is
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 that, by adding servers to the
network, total waiting time in system is reduced, which
has direct impact on system overload.
Two approaches were used for the simulation of M/M/r
model: hyper-threading and physical server adding. It is
shown that prioritizing calls affect waiting time. Fig. 6
and Fig. 7 show that with the increase of the prioritizing
calls from 25 % to 50%, waiting time for all calls is
increased; so, it is necessary to define a threshold value of
the amount of priority calls, which will truly give better
QoS and increase the performance.
Service
AS

AS
SCIM

ISC

Figure 1. Model of central server for IMS [2]
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Call control network

MRFC
Access
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P-CSCF

S-CSCF
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BGCF: Breakout gateway control fumction
I-CSCF: Interogation call session control function
MGCF: Media gateway control function
MGW: Media gateway
MRFC: Media resource function control
MRFP: Media resource function processor
P-CSCF: Proxy call session control function
SGW:
Signaling gateway
SLF:
Subscription locator function

Figure 3. IMS architecture with SCIM [5]
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Figure 4. Mean waiting time in multi-server M/M/r system (µ=100) [6]

Figure 5. Mean waiting time in queue (Tq) [7]

Analysis was made with several assumptions; CSCF
(Call Session Control Function) servers are replaced with
one that has unlimited queue, while SIP requests and
requested serving time have exponential distributions
which considerably simplifies the process computation.

Figure 6. Comparison of prioritizing calls waiting time for two
different amount of prioritizing packets [6]
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Figure 7. Comparison of non-prioritizing calls waiting time for two
different amount of prioritizing packets [6]

IV. PROPOSAL FOR SOLVING OVERLOAD
ISSUES AND IMS NETWORK OPTIMIZATION
Analyzing the papers in the domain of SIP servers
overload and IMS network optimization can be concluded
that there is no unified position on what mechanism
successfully prevents overload or which traffic model
gives the accurate picture of the actual IMS architecture.
Analyses that have been done so far include certain
assumptions, whereby the obtained results do not provide
the complete picture of the observed problems.
The complete resolution of defined problems is much
more complex and must be considered in environment
that is adequate for real systems. This environment
assumes the use of multiple SIP servers, limited waiting
lines and service times which usually do not have
exponential character.
Our proposal for solving the problem of overload and
optimization of IMS network is as follows:
 The prioritization of NON-INVITE over INVITE
messages on S-CSCF node. This would prevent
the accumulation of new sessions, which leads to
efficient management and cleaning of active
sessions.
 Message prioritizing implies separation of the
incoming flow into two queues on S-CSCF.
Service time distribution of processing an
INVITE message will no longer have exponential
character.
 It is necessary to experimentally determine
distribution of service time of an INVITE
message in case mentioned above.
 By the determination of service time distribution,
preconditions are made for calculation of
analytical dependencies between parameters
which directly affect overload: queue length for
INVITE messages and service time.
 Following step is the analytical and experimental
analysis with systems that have more physically
separated S-CSCF servers with previously
mentioned methods applied. This analysis will
provide results which should show dependency
between system load and number of servers.
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Additional optimization requires application layer
modeling which implies classification of
applications, e.g., by real-time, non-real-time
characteristics. For each group of applications,
traffic management model should be defined with
theoretically and experimentally determination of
service requests distributions, in order to get
minimal response time for every group of
services. Request priority and the corresponding
service prices will have important role in traffic
management model. One of possible approaches
is the use of multiple conditional optimal paths.

[11] Luca Monacelli, “Including Overload Control in Existing IMS
Compilant Networks by Using Traffic Shapers“, Mobimedia '09
Proceedings of the 5th International ICST Mobile Multimedia
Communications Conference, Article No. 56, September 2009.
[12] John D.C. Little, “A Proof of the Queuing Formula: L=λW",
Operations Research, Vol. 9, No. 3, pp. 383-387, May-June 1961.
[13] Jeffrey P. Buzen, “Computational algorithms for closed queueing
networks with exponential servers”, Communications of the ACM,
Vol. 16, No. 9, pp. 527-531, September 1973.

V. CONCLUSION
In order to ensure that IMS concept has the opportunity
to be used in real conditions and to provide enriched
services with the promising QoS, it is necessary to
continue research and to make new progress towards
solving these complex issues. The need to work on
modeling is still persistent, and it is needed to pursue the
faithful “behavior“ mapping of the IMS architecture into a
model which will be able to provide analytical
dependence of the output parameters with the input ones.
Only well-modeled systems can provide valid results on
which can be based further mechanisms of load control,
and then the steps that will contribute to the optimization
of the overall architecture.
The paper gives an overview of all current
achievements and provides a guideline for future work.
All of the proposed methods should be the subject of the
future research in order to solve the defined problem.
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